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ABSTRACT

We have developed several experi.mental methods for the quasi—

titative determination of absorption band intensities in the in-

frared. These methods have been applied in a quantitative study

of the infrared properties of water and aqueous solutions of

strong electrolytes. Copies of the major journal articles repor-

ting our results are included in this report.
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I. Summary of Work on Water

The major program undertaken at the beginning of the work was in—

volved with the dev~1opment of methods of determining the Quantitative

features of the infrared spectrum of water. The quantitative descrip-

tion of the optical properties of any substance in condensed states is

given by a statement of its complex index of refraction N(v) n(~) + ik(v),

where n(s) is sometimes called the refractive index and k(v) is simi—

larly called the absorption index of the material. The quantities n(v)

and k(~) are also known as the optical constants of the substance.

The absorption index k(v) is related to the Lambert absorption

coefficient ct(v) by the equation k(v) — ~ (v)/4irv , where v is expressed

in wave numbers cin 1. It would appear that ct (v) could easily be deter—

mined by measurement of the fractional transmittance T(v) of a thin

layer of the absorbing material and use of the relation Lambert T(~) —

exp [—u(v)x], where x is the thickness of the absorbing layer. Actually,

for a strongly absorbing substance like water, this simple exponential

expression cannot be exployed without extrev’e care (1) because of re—

flections at the front and back surfaces of the sample, which are usually

in contact with the windows of an absorption cell: (2) because the thick-

ness x of the absorbing layer is so thin that optical interference effects

set in; and (3) because small amounts of stray radiation produce spurious

effects that become extremely important at the centers of strong ab-

sorption bands.

In the early stages of the present work, Dr. Marvin Ouerry and

Dr. Alvin Rusk attempted to determine the optical constants of water

by careful measurement of the reflection of polarized radiation at two

carefully measured angles of incidence. Although Dr. Querry in his

1



later work at the University of Missouri has been able to obtain satis-

factory results by this method , we were never completely satisfied with

the efficiency of the polarizers that were available at the time of

our initial work.

In a later stage of our work on water, we made precise measure-

ments of the spectra]. reflectance R(v) of water at near—normal incidence,

for which case polarization effects are unimportant. On the basis of

measured spectral reflectance at near—normal incidence Kramers—Kronig

phase—shift analysis can be used to determine both n(v) and k(~).

The following paper by Rusk, Williams, and Querry gives values of

the optical constants of water as determined from measured values of R(v)

at near—normal incidence and values of the spectral reflectance of polar—

ized radiation at an angle in the vicinity of Brewster ’s angle. Experi-

mental uncertainties are discussed in some detail.

- 
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Optical Constants of Water in the Infrared”
ALvIN N. RUSE AND DUDLEY ~VILLI ,~~1s

Kansas S~ak 1.’nire,siiy, .Uanbaf Ian , Kansas 66502

AND

MARVIN R. QU E RRY

(Jn ir er sify of 3!issotui, Kansas Cii y, .lfissou,i 64 1 10
(Received 2 January 1971)

The infrared reflectance of water in the region 5000—300 cm ’ has been measured at near-normal incidence
and at an incidence angle of 330~ On the basis of the measured values of spectral reflectance and the existing
data on spectral t ransmittance , we have obtained values for the real and imaginary parts of the refractive
index of water . The resulting values , which are presented in both graphical and tabular form , are compared
with recent determinations by other investi gators .
INDEX Hz~trnNGs: Refractive index; Water; Infrared ; Reflectance.

On the basis of a critical survey of the existing l iterature , reflectance measurements , along with the Irvine —
Irvine and Pollackt pointed out the lack of reliable Pollack’ values of n~, to obtain n ,. in other spectral
values f o r  the real ,i, and imaginary ii~ parts of the ranges.
refractive index of water in the infrared. A knowled ge Still more recentl y, Zolatarev el al.’ have used a
of these quantities is of great importance to an under- variety of techni ques to obtain values of n~ and n ,. at
stand ing of the earth’ s heat balance and to the effective selected points in the spectral range between the visible
application of Mie theory to calculations of the trans. and radiofre quencv regions. Their experimental work
mission of infrared radiant flux throug h Log and cloud included transmission measurements in the 5000—230-
layers in the earth’s atmosphere. cm~ region , attenuated total reflection measurements

In princi ple, the value of n~ can be determined from in the 3000— l000-cm ’ region , and reflection measure-
the relation n~= k1t/ 41r , where k is the Lambert absorp. ments at an incidence angle of 12° between 5000 and
tion coefficient for radiation of wavelength X and is 200 cnr~. They used their own results , along with those
based on laboratory measurements of spectral trans- of several other investigators , to compute values of iz1
mittance T= ( 1 —p )  exp ( — k x) ,  where .r is the thickness and ;:, by means of Kramers—Kroni g methods; althoug h
of the water layer and p is the fraction of the incident their calculations involve a hypothetica l ultraviolet
radiant flux that is reflected at the cell windows. In band centered at 100 000 cm~~, they assert that the
practice, the necessity of providing extremely thin but choice of parameters for this “model band” does not
accuratel y measured absorbing layers makes the deter- influence the calculated values of it ,. in the infrared.
mination of ii ,  very difficult at the centers of strong Although there is now fair agreement of the optical
absorption bands. Determination of / i j  from trans. constants ii~ and ii , reported by different investi gators ,
mission studies in much of the infrared is further certain discrepancies still remain. The present work
complicated by the lack of transparent , insoluble cell was undertaken with the purpose of resolving some of
windows of hi gh optical quality, the remaining disagreements and of obtaining more

However , in spectral regions where ni is known from detailed information in the S000—300-cm~ region. Our
transmission measurements , the corresponding values major purpose was to obtain reliable experimental data
of n, can be dete rmined from n. and fro m measured that would perm it calculations of ii ,. and ii , by methods
values of spectral reflectance. At the time of the not involving the use of band models of any kind.
Irvine—Pollack survey , ’ no detailed experimental studies
of reflectance had been reported for nearl y two decades. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
Since that time several pertinent investi gat ions have The reflectometers employed in the present study are
been made. shown schematically in Figs. 1 and 2. Radiant flux from

Pontier and Dechambeno 2 have published a table Globar A is directed by mirror s B and C to the water
of optical constants based on transmission measure- sample or to a reference-mirror surface at D; the
ments in the spectral range 10 000—230 cm ’ and mea- reflected flux is directed by mirro rs E and F to the
surements of the reflectance of polarized radiant flux spectrometer entrance slit at G. In the reflectometer
at incidence angles of 300 and 60° in the spectral range used for near-normal incidence, which is shown in
10 000-360 cm~~. Querry, Curnut te , and Williams3 have Fig. 1, converg ing mirro r C was masked in such a way
measured the spectral reflectance of polarized radiant that the maximum incidence ang le in the cone of
flux for incidfnce ang les of 70° and 750 in the spectra l radiant flux reaching D was 7° and the ang le of m c i-
range 5(%l0—40( ) cm ’ ; these authors used their re- dence for the central ray was approximatel y 4° ; for
flectance measurements to determine both n , and ‘r~ this arrangement the Cauchy relation giving reflectance
in spectral reg ions of strong absorption and their own in terms of n, and n~ can be used with confidence. In
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I hose cii I ‘on t ier am I I )echatn benov. In the I Iresen
study , we Iir st obi ai d ed values of not ional  reflcctancc ’

- R~ 1w comparing the re flectance of water wi t  Ii t h a t
-
~ 

of an a lt i ,n in iz cd reference mirror. Then , by cans of
~~ ~~~~~~~~ an auxi liar ~ re ile ctonict er , we made absolute ticasure-

nients of the mirror re flectance 
~
; f r om thes: two

- ~~~~~~~~ 
- measurements , we obtained the Water re flectan ce R

‘ ._—-
~~ E from the product ~~~~ For normal incidence , values of

po for the reference mirror ranged front 0.950 at 500()
C cm ’ to 0.975 in the low-frecj uencv region ; for an

incidence ang le of 53°, values of p. were somewhat
higher. For both incidence ang les, the probable error
in p was approximately 1%; checks of p were made

- from time to time in the course of the investi gation .
- We used a cathetorne ter to match the vertica l positions
• 

- 
I of water and mirror surfaces at D in Figs. 1 and 2 and

employed an auxiliary laser beam to ensure that the
surface of the reference mirror was horizontal.

We used a Perkin—E lmer model 112 sing le-beam
- IG ‘ .- spectrometer employing a Reeder thermocoup le with a

~ k..~~ CsBr window as a detector; we used LiF , CaF2, NaCI ,
~~ 4.~’ ‘~-~j  and CsBr prisms in various spectral regions. The

/ - spectrometer was used in its double-pass mode with an
- ~~~~~ F internal radiation chopper. Because water reflectance

; Li for most of the infrared is small compared with that of

~~ A the reference mirror , the voltages produced at the
—1 ~ ---~ U-’ thermocouple by radiant flux from the water sample

are much smaller than the voltages obtained with the

L reference mirror. In their measurements, Pont ier and
U —~~~ Dechambenoy 2 relied on amplifier linearity and made

use of amplifier-gain steps in comparing amplified
signals. In the present work , we used the scheme

Fzo. 1. Reñectometer used for near-normal incidence, employed by Querry ci aL3 and Zolatarev ci al. 4 an I
placed a rapidly rotating calibrated sector wheel in

the reflectometer used for oblique incidence , which is front of the spectrometer entrance slit when the
shown in Fig. 2, converg ing mirro r C was equi pped with
a slotted mask. For the slotted mask used in most of
the work , all radiant flux reaching D had incidence
angles in the range 53.0°±0.8° ; however , for the
lowest-frequency reg ion covered , we sometimes widened
the slot in order to increase the radiant flux reaching -~

the spectrometer; and with this arra n gement, the . ..~~~~~ C - ‘ ~~~~~~

incidence ang les were in the range 53.0±1.3°. The . 
.

geometry of the oblique-incidence reflectometer per- - - 
- - 

, 
- 

.~~~

mitted the insertion of a polarizer in the beam between 
- 
. .

F and G; the polarizer consisted of six AgCI plates 
- 
. .

~~.- ‘ ~~~~

oriented at Brewster ’s ang le with respect to the beam —. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ ._2

direction. - 
~~ . 

..; - - .

In earlier ,tudies , Pon tier and Dechambenoyt deter- 
- E . - - -

~~

‘

~ .: ~ B —

mined water reflectance by comparing the radiant flux - - 
- - - 

. ~~~~~‘ 
-

reflected by water with the tiux reflected by a hi gh- ~~~ . 
. -

quality front-surface mirro r , which was assumed to be -

a perfect reflector. Querry ci at. 3 made absolute mea- - “ ‘
~~~ 

- 
-. 

-

surernents of water reflectance h repositioning two 
-- 

- 
I 8 - 

-

plane mirrors in their re flectometer; althoug h direct - -

measurement of absolute reflectance is desirable , the
diffi culs ies of achieving exact repositioning of mirrors - .

introduce d more scatter in the resulting data than in FIG. 2. Retlcctorneter used for an incidence an~Ie of 33~.
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~

-

~
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~RECL,FNCY (c m ’ )reference nh i r rcn  was in 1)tiSitioIi , so tha t  the flux 
3530 2~ 20 1.7 t5 ~~~ ~ 1O~

reaching the detector fron t  th r  reference mirr or  was
not great l y dil Tcr ent from that  reaching the k-tcct or O0~
from the water sur fa c e when the sector wheel had heen
removed. \V ithout change of amp lifier gain controls , ~~ :the two output  si gnals were compared b not ing ~ -~ 4 ,

recorder-chart def l e ctions fron t a zero position recorded 002 ~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,
~

when a shutter interrupted the beam leaving the source. ca~ Pr ,sm
Because the rotatin g sector wheel Was somewhat
warmer than its surroundings , the shutter-zero trace
with the wheel running was displaced fro’n its normal 15 13 11 9 7 ~ ~ 

*DRUM RtAOLNGchart position ; therefore ii. was necessary to run one
shutter-zero trace for the refere nce-mirror measure- Ftc. 4. Non ,iraI spectral reflectance at near-norma l incidence

as determine d wi th  a Cal:2 t lrism .mentS and a second shutter-zero trace for water mea-
surements. An opaque metal shutter was used in the
5000~800-cm t region and , in order to minimize the pass throug h the entrance slit. The m easured values of
effects of possible stray radiation , a glass shutter was a are a function of frequency and depend upon the
employed at lower frequencies. prism used in the spectrometer; the largest values of a

Because Brewster ’s ang le for water is near 53°, the were obtained with the LiF prism and the lowest with
radiant flux reflected by the water surface at th is ang le the CsBr prism , as would be expected if preferential
is nearl y completel y polarized ; its electric vector E11 is reflection at the prism faces is the dominant effect
parallel to the hor izontal water surface and is also involved.
horizontal in the path throug h the spectrometer. In spectral reg ions for which ,:,>~n. the radiant flux
Because the beam reflected by the metallic surface of reflected by water at an incidence ang le of 53° has
the reference mirror is largel y unpolarized , it mi ght be nearly complete H polarization. This condition is
thoug ht that the reflectance R11 for horizontal polar- realized throug hout most of the near infrared except in
ization could be determined directl y fro m the recorder the vicinity of strong absorption bands. \Ve made
tracings for water and reference-mirro r reflections. measuren 1ents of reflectance without the use of polar-
However , initiall y unpolarized flux entering the spec- izers throug hout the entire spectral range covered in
trometer is partiall y polarized by the time it reaches the investi gation and , in regions of large u~, also made
the detector , chiefly as a result of preferent ial reflection measurements with the 6-plate AgCl polarizer in the
of vertically polarized radiant flux by the prism stir- beam. \Vhen a polarizer is employed , the effects of
faces. Therefore , it was necessary to determine the leakage of undesired flux must be considered. Although
discrimination factor of the spectrometer. \Ve did this Pontier and Dechambenoy 2 assumed zero leakage for
in an auxiliary arrangement by p lacing a 12-p late their 6-plate polarizer , Querrv 3 showed that  leakage X
AgCl polarizer in front of the entrance slit and corn- throug h such a polarizer can be as grea t as 0.1. With
paring chart deflections obtained with V-polarized flux the 6-plate polarizer used in the present study , X was
with those obtained with an equal flux having H considerably less than 0.1 for frequencies greater than
polarization. Assuming neg ligible leakage of undesired 400 cm~~. The discrimination characteristics of our
fi tix through the 12-plate polarizer , we obtained the spectrometer serve to reduce still further the effects of
spectrometer discrimination factor a from the relation V-polarized flux.
Dy — a D,,, where Dv and D,, are chart deflections when me distilled deionized water samples employed were
equal quantities of V-polarized and H-polarized flux at a temperature of 23°C. Care was taken to avoid

contamination of the free surfaces during the course of
FREQUENCY (cm-1) xi& the re~ection measurements.

55 45 40 35 30 2 5 20

REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS004

The results of our measurements of nominal re-oo: 
flectance at near-normal incidence are shown in Fi gs.

— 44N~~~ . 3—6 for each prism used in the study. Each point shown002 - 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ in these plots represents the mean of at least four sets
001 Li F Pr ism of independent measurements; the probable errors are

________________________________________ given by the error bars at various points in the plots.
20 15 16 14 12 0 8 6 ,,io2 The uncertainty is somewhat larger in spectral reg ions

D R U M  R E A D I N G  where spectral reflectance is chang ing rap idly and we
attribute the increased uncert aint in ~~ to sli ght

— Fic. 3. Nominal ~ ,~ct ra I re flectance at near-normal inc idence
as determi ned w ith  an LiE prism, failures to reproduce prism settings on successive runs.
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~7 & i iSSii iI lp t ion t h a t  ti m e rc lle cliu r i if I ’ puia ri zed l ax

- negl igib le is of ( l ou l t I f i l l  va l iml i t ~- in s iwct r :mi r1-t~i ,n-~
004 ~. 

.1 whi-re ii, is s ign i i i can l l v  d iIe t t -1 1 t 110111 1.3 and where

- ‘ 

;,~ is larger , we m i~o nlcasu rN l t i m e  nomin a l  re l l ec t imm e
R,v’ for I J - l) l) l a r i z c ( t  i lux ill t i m e  V i c i n i t y  III ihsorpiiiin

~~2 
~7 L _ . ’

~~ / bands. The results wei-e t ’ss-n t mai lv s imilar  to th~ -~
shown in Figs. 7-—ID ; however, time nominal m ell ecLine c

Oct “ ‘......, ,_,.j  R,,’ was, of course , numericall y dillereni I ru in the values

- 
‘~aCi n ,~m of Ry in Fi gs. 7— It ) .  Because the use of :~gCl polarizing

21 20 ~ - 5 13 plates involves a signif icant  loss of ra diant f lux , ti m e
DRUM ~EAD NG ~~~ scatter of po ints in plots of Ky ’ is somewhat greater

Fic. 5. Nominal ~j icet r~i l r clkcatnc e am n ear -i orn iaI inciden ce than the correspond ing scatter in 1 igs. i —ID .
as determ ined w i t h  an NaCI prism. The measured values of fractional spectral reflectance

are summarized in the lower curve in Fig. 11 and
The probable errors mi re quite small in most spectral represent the product of mirror reflectance ~o and RN
regions hut beconte larger in the low-frequency reg ion as given in Figs. 3—6. There are slight differences

in which we used the Csi3r prism ; ~hese increased un - between the values of R0 as determined by the CaFe
cert ain ties are due in part to the low emissive power of and NaCl prisms in the vicinity of 1600 cm m and by
the source and in part to the reduction of flux produced the NaCl and CsBr prisms in the vicinity of 900 cur’.

by the pure rot ational lines of water vapor in the The uncertaint y of spectral reflectance at normal m ci-
atmosp heric path throug h the refie ctometer and spec- dence is given by the expression ~Ro = [ (Ry6 ~i o) 2

trometer. It  was impossible to obtain reliable data in +~~‘oöR .v) 2] 1 , where ö~~ and ÔR ,y are the probable
the vici n ity of the strong v3 hand of atmosp heric carbon errors of z~ and RN,  respectively . Except at low ire-
dioxide ; however , inspection of Fi g. 3 indicates that quencies , the uncertainties oR0 were too small to plot
reliable values of R~ can be obtained in this region by in Fig. 11 but were tabulated for use in subsequent

interpolation. computations of a,. and ,z~.

Nominal-reflectance measurements of wat er for an Our later computations involved expressions for
incidence ang le 8=53 ° are summarized in the plots of these optical constants in terms of R0 and ~~~ where
Figs. 7—10 ; the general features of these curves are ~~~ is the spectral reflectance for If-polarized flux at
similar to those noted in Fi gs. 3—6. We maintained the incidence ang le 0=33° . On the assumption that at this
same schedule of slit widths for corresponding nont inal ang le the water reflectance for V-polarized flux is
reflectance spectra shown in these two sets of fi gures. neg ligible and that  the reflectance ~ of the metallic
Because of the slotted mask on mirror C, the radiant reference mirror is the same for H- and V-polarized
flux in the obli que-incidence measurements was smaller flux, we obtain
than that  available for the normal-inc idence measure - Re,, M , ( 1 + a I R .v, - (1)

ments , and it was necessary to use hi gher amp lifler-gain where R .y is the measured nominal i-cflectance plotted
set t ings m n obtaining the resu lts shown in Figs. i 10. in Fi gs. 7—1 ( 1 and 1.1 is the discrimination factor of the
However , the scatter ot the data points shown in the spectrometer. Because ~e, a , and R~ were measured
two sets of ngures is approx imatel y the same ; this result independentl y , the uncertaint y OR, 11 is oiven by the
is at t r m b ~ table , at least in , par t , to the increased water expression 

‘ - 0

re flectance for oblique incidence .
The data shown in Fi gs. 3—10 were obtained without OR,u (CRN(1 + a) O ~~] 2+~~ i(l+ a) OR .vJ 2

the use of a polarizer in the rellectometer. Because the + (/.LeRN5a)~) 1, (2)

- 
FREQUENCY (cm~~i

- ~ECcE’~Cf ~~
;
~~1) 

~~ 
,,,~2 oio~~~ 

4~~ 49 ~5 30 2 7  25 23 22 21 

~ s~ 7•~~~~ :- ~::~tr ::- .~~~~~ 
008 I

- .
-

- - . r
006~ ~~~~~~~

, ,: ..
~~~~_

— 
., i

I ~~~~ ~~~~~
002 L 

LiF Pri sm 

-

20 ~ ‘6 ‘4 2 ‘0 ~x i 0 2 9 7 5 13 11 9 ~ 5

~~ LM 0E4~~N~~ DRUM ~EA D N G

Fic. ( Nomina l ‘pe ctr a l retlectance at ne ar- no rmal incid ence Fic. 7. Nominal spectral rcflectanc~ at an inciiicnce ari~lc 01
as determ in ed wit h a CsBr ~iiSfl1. 53* as determined wit h an l.mF pr ism. 
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where ôR ,~, ~~ and Oa are the probab le errors. The FREOUEN CY (c m - ’)

results obtaitie d for R,,, am -c g iveii by points in the 2.5 1.9 1.5 t2 1.0 09 08 
-tipper curve of Fi g. I i  - 

0.09
rAlso shown in l”i g. Ii arc points  based on measure- 0.08

ment s in which the polarizer Wit S emp loyed. Wi th  the 007
polarizer set to transmit Il-polari zed flux , we obtain 

006 
N4C1 Prism

R,,, ia ,(1± \a) R .y ’—R,v X a , (3) oos ~ ~~~~~ 
:1.~~,, . I -

R N ‘. £
where R~ ’ is the nominal water retlectance as deter- 004 - e I - 1.,

1~mined with the polarizer in the beam , X is the leakage GOD . -

fact-or of the polarizer , and R,v is the water reflectance 002
for V-polarized flux , On the assumption that \<0. 1,

0.01 . -the last term in Eq. (3) can be safel y neg lected because 
Ia<O .S for all prisms and independent tests with the 15 13 ~1

polar izer set to pass V-polarized flux showed that R,1~ DRUM RE ADING
was too small for measurement. In coniputing the

Fic. 9. Nom inal spectral rctle ctance at an incidence ang le oivalues of R,,, plotted in Fi g. 11, we also assumed that 530 as determined with an NaCI prism.
the product Xa was small compared with unity and
used the expression R,,, =ta,RN ’.

The pror’cr computation of the uncertainty OR,,, angle , our neg lect of the term Xa in Eq. (3) is open to
should include consideration of the uncertainties of all question in the low-frequency region.
quanti t ies in Eq. (3). However , since the uncertaint y
OX is difficult to establish , because the measured un- COMPUTATION OF OPTICAL CONSTANTS
certainty Oa involves the assumption that X =0 lot- a 

Because reflection measurements can , in general ,
12-plate polarizer , amid since R,r is itself too small for provide accurate values of ii. but can give reliable
accurate measurement , we used the expression values of - no onl y for large values of this quantity ~ :

(4) (a) \Ve first. used our measured values of R, together
with values of ,,~ based on transmission studies to

Althoug h this expression probabl y underestimates obtain one set of a, values. (b) Then we used a corn-
OR,,,, the computed values of this quanti ty are in puter program to obtain both ii,. and ,i~ from our rrzea-
general larger than those given by Eq. (2) and become sured values of R0 and R,11. (c) We next obtained a set
very large at low frequencies. of weighted-mean values of ii , , based oct plots of this

As indicated in Fi g. 11 the values of R,,, determined quanti ty as given by the earlier steps; these best values
from R.v and R~ ’ agree to within ~~3% of their mean of ,r,. are our final tabulated values. (d) Using the
values in all spectral reg ions except for frequencies final values of ii,, and our measured values of R0, we
below 700 cnr ’. Because the spectral transmittance of obtained a set of ,z~ values. (e) Our final tabulated
AgC1 decreases for the lowest frequencies studied , the values of ii~ are based on our computed values in reg ions
uncerta nt ies of the plotted R,,, values in this region of strong absorption and on transmittance studies in
are large. Since the refractive index of A gCl decreases regions of weak absorption. As a consistency check of
rap idl y with d ecreasing frequency in this spectral reg ion
and the ;~gCl plates are no longer oriented at Brewster ’s FREQUENCY (cm- 1 )
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Fin .  8. Nomi n~t I opcct rat re (cc l  inc , ii iii m cii i nce in ~le Fic. hO . N omina l  spectral reikctancL- a t  an nej i  c~ice in ~Ie of
53~ as dcti -rn i incd wi th  a C.tl~ or isI l i .  530 ~ determined w i t h  a Cs~ir  prism.
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obtained in steps (a) and (b ) ~LS func t i ons  of fre qu en t ~
In step (c) we plott ed the values of is ~., and u

008

and drew a smooth curve throug h the plotted series
_________________________________________ The agreement between the t:urves for ii,, and ~ ,s wa s

50 40 
- - 

DO 20 ‘0 nearks- perfect in the 30(X}—3000-cm ’ range ; in the
FREQUEN CY ( cm 1)  3300—2800-ciu 1 region , the curves were wi th in  ±2~~-

FiG . I i .  The ret lect ion spectrum iii water  in the  inf l ared for R0 of their unwei ghted mean; agreement betwee n the two
- and R,. Spectral slit  iddths , in dicated by the vertical bars . are curv es was excellent in the 28(X}~-830-cm ’ range.

noted for va rious spectral regions. Uncertaint y bars are p laced on Between 830 and 650 crn ’, the agreement was poorestthe solid curves in reg ions where they are suffi ciently large to be
observable on the plots. The points shown near the Re curve in this region n,~ and fl,~ differed from the ir unweigh t ed
represent data obta ine d w i th  a polarizer in the beam ‘I’hc ligh t mean b~- as much as 8%, wi th  iz,b>U,~. Between 650
curve for R, in the 3(X)—6OO-cm~ region rep resents data taken and 450 cm t , there was fair  agreement between thewit h an ine fficient i~!a~izcr

n,. and n ,.~ curves, but between 450 and .330 cm~ the
curves again diverged , so that they were separated from

the tabulated values of ic. and n, , we used them to their unwei ghted mean by as much as 3%, with
compute values of R, and R,,, for comparison wi th  our
measured values of these quantities. Inspection of the plots of n,~ and n,.o as functions of

In step (a) we obtained ii, from the expression frequency indicated that the scatter of individual mt, o

values from the smooth curve was approximatel y twice
(1+Rs) r 4R0 as great as the corresponding scatter for n,0 points.

+1 —‘: i

~~~ 

(3) Therefore , in completing step (c), we arbitraril y selected
(1 —R0) L(l —R ,)~ the weighted mean (2n ,

~ +n,b )/ 3 as the best value of
n~, where fl,a and n,o are the values of these quantities

obtained from the Cauchy relation. The values of ,m~ read from the smooth curves. -These best values of ii,
are based on the transmittance measurements of Pl yler are plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 12 and are listed
and Griff 6 in the 4000— 1400-cm~’ range , on those of in Table I.
Ply ler and Acquista 7 in the 1400—l000-cnr ’ range , In step (d), we substituted our best values of a , along
and on those of Draegert el aL tm in the 1200—300-cm ’ with the measured values of R0 in the Cauch y eqIi~ttion
range ; at frequencies hi gher than 4000 cm ’ ii . is neg- to obtain
li gible , compared with the other quantities in Eq. (3).
Plyler and his associates used CaF2 absorption cells in n0 ([(nr+ 1)2R0 ’ (nr — 1)2J/ ( 1 R0)P . (8)
the 4000— l000-cnv ’ region and KRS-3 cells in the 1000—
230-cnr ’ reg ion probabl y as a result of the use of non- ~~~~~~~~~~~~ -

uniform layers , their results for frequencies less than 0.~ — —~
---- .- — 

I -
______ ~~~~~~ 

I

1000 cm ’ gave comp lex values of ii, when substituted ~~~ — — I 
— - — _____

0 .2 - — — —— 
along with our values of R0 in Eq. (5) .  The results of 

~ 
— ~~~~ -

Draegert el ci. were obtained with water samples in

are not entirely satisfactory for the purpose ; althoug h ~~~ — — ~~ JL 
______ ___________________

AaCl and pol yethy lene cells , which like KRS-3 cells, 0.1 — — _________ ___________

0

their values for is , had uncertainties as large as 25%, 50 4-2 3-4 2.6 ~8 t2 0-8 34 
~their results were compatible with R0 and gave real FR E QUENCY (crn~~)

va lues of ,,, when used in Eq. (5).
The values of ii, obtained in step (b) were based on

a computer program leading to a consistent set of values ~~~ ___________ _______

_  

f I I
~~~~~~~~~~

1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

of n ,> I and ,,50 that were compatible with measured 13
values of R, and R,,, 1-2

1.1
(a , —

R,= i-C. _ _
~~ . - I .  I

(n, + l ) + n , 2 5.0 4.2 3-4 2.6 1-8 1-2 0-8
(6) F R E Q U E N C Y  (cm—1 )

(Q—cosO) 2 + 1 ’1 FIG. 12. rIle optical Constants of water oI )t a ine , l in the irc~ cn t
R,,, , study. The crosses on the curve for pe , are based -ii ,  t r an ’.nri ~sR ,n

(Q+cos8 )~+P 2 measurements. Estimates of uncer t ainties are given in the tex t .
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1’ ii U: 1. ( )) wmtl Co nst.In ts of wat Cr .

~ in cm 1 a, X in ~m - v in cni~ N, X in ~m
5(X X) 1.300 - . - 2.00 2440 1.343 0 00(i 4.10
4920 1.299 - - . 2.03 2400 1.339 0.thW ~ 4 .1
4840 1.2’)7 --- 2.07 2360 1.336 0.006 4.24
4760 1.296 . . .  2.10 2320 1.334 0 007 4.31
4680 1.294 . . .  2 .14 2280 1.330 0 tJt’~ 4.39
4600 1.292 . . .  2.17 224)) 1.329 u.009 4.46
4320 1.290 . . .  2.21 2200 1.327 0.011 4.54
4440 1 286 . . .  2.23 2180 1.326 0.012 4.59
4360 1.283 . . - 2.29 2160 1.324 0.014 4.63
4280 1.280 . - .  2.34 2140 1.324 0.013 4.67
4200 1.275 - .. 2.38 2120 1.324 0.015 4.72
4160 1.273 - - -  2.40 2100 1.323 0.013 4.76
4120 1.271 - - -  2.43 2080 t.323 0.015 4.80
4080 1.267 - - - 2.43 2060 1.322 0.013 4.85
4040 1.264 . . .  2.47 2040 1.321 0.015 4.90
4000 1.260 0 003 2.30 2020 1.320 0.015 4.95
3960 1.253 0.003 2.32 2000 1.319 0.013 3.00
3920 1.249 0M03 2.55 1980 1.318 0.015 5.05
3880 1.241 0.003 2.58 1960 1.316 0.014 3.10
3840 1.232 0.004 2.60 1940 1.314 0.013 3. 13
3800 1.220 0.004 2.63 1920 1.312 0.012 5.21
3780 1.213 0.004 2.63 1900 1.308 0.010 5.26
3764.) 1.206 0.005 2 .66 1880 1.305 0.009 3.32
3740 1.200 0.005 2.67 1860 1.302 0 008 5.38
3720 1.186 0.009 2.69 1840 1.294 0.008 5.43
3700 1.174 0.015 2.70 1820 1.288 0.008 5.50
3680 1.160 0.021 2.72 1800 1.2W) 0.008 .5.36
3660 1.146 0.032 2.73 1780 1.270 0.009 3.62
3640 1.133 0.045 2.75 1760 1.262 0.009 3.68
3620 1.136 0.067 2.76 1740 1.233 0.023 3.73
3600 1.140 0.083 2.78 1720 1.240 0.026 5.81
3380 1.143 0.104 2.79 1700 1.234 0.047 3.88
3560 1.150 0.126 2.81 1680 1.233 0.072 5.95
3540 1.139 0.148 2.82 1660 1.257 0.114 6.02
3320 1.173 0.173 284 1640 1.302 0.139 6.10
3500 1.190 0.199 2.86 1620 1.338 0.120 6.17
3480 1.207 0.223 2.87 1600 1.350 0.077 6.25
3460 1.227 0.247 2.89 1580 1.345 0.064 6.33
3441 1.243 0.270 2.91 1560 1.338 0.054 6.41
3420 1.274 0.281 2.92 1540 1.333 0.04.6 6.49
3400 1.297 0.290 2.94 1320 1.325 0.042 6.38
3380 1.320 0.291 2.96 1500 1.323 0.038 ~.67
3360 1.343 0.284 2.97 1480 1.320 0.033 6.76
3340 1.367 0.278 2.99 1460 1.316 0.033 6.83
3320 1.385 0.269 3.01 1440 1.314 0.032 6.94
3300 1.403 0 238 3.03 1420 1.312 0.030 7.04
3280 1.420 0.248 3.05 1400 - 1.310 0.029 7.14
3260 1.436 0.234 3.07 1380 1.308 0.029 7.25
3240 1.447 0 222 309 1360 1.306 0.029 7.35
3220 1.437 0.209 3.1 1 1340 1.303 0.029 7.46
3200 1.463 0.194 3.12 1320 1.301 0.029 7.57
3180 1.468 0.162 3.14 1300 1.298 0.029 7.69
3160 1.463 0.143 3.16 1280 1.296 0.030 7.81
3140 1.464 0.124 3.18 1260 1.293 0.030 7.94
3120 1.460 0.112 3.20 1240 1.290 0.031 8.06
3100 1.455 0.098 3.23 1220 1.286 0.031 8.20
3080 1.450 0.086 3.25 1200 1.282 0.032 8.33
3060 1.445 0.075 3.27 1180 1.275 0.032 8.47
3040 1.440 0.063 3.29 1160 1.272 0.034 8.62
3020 1.432 0.054 3.31 1140 1.269 0.036 8.77
3000 1.426 0.048 3.33 1120 1.264 0.037 8.93
2960 1.415 0.035 3.38 1100 1.258 0.038 909
2920 1.407 0.023 3.42 1080 1.254 0.042 9.26
2880 1.397 0.017 3.47 1060 1.246 0.045 9.43
2840 1.389 0.013 3.32 1040 1.238 0.047 9.61
2800 1.383 0.009 3.57 1020 1.222 0.038 9.80
2760 1.376 0.007 3.62 1000 1.216 0.054 10.0
2720 1.370 0.006 3.67 980 1.200 0.067 10.2
2680 1.366 0.006 3.73 960 1.187 0.073 10.4
2640 1.36 1 0.003 3.79 940 1.175 0.079 10.6
2600 J.356 0.005 3.85 920 1.164 0.091 10.9
2360 1.353 0.003 3.91 900 1.150 0.110 11.1
2520 1.349 0.(X)S 3.97 880 1.142 0.132 11.4
2480 1.345 0.005 4.03 860 1.134 0.160 11.6
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TAto.s I (conlin tied)

p in cm ’ a, a, X in ~m v in cm~ a, ,,, A in Mm
$40 1.130 0.193 11.9 560 1.435 0.416 17.9
820 1.132 0.228 12.2 540 1.459 0.415 18.5
800 1.137 0.261 12.5 520 1.469 0.415 19.2
780 1.142 0.295 12.8 500 1.476 0.413 20.0
760 1.150 0.324 13.2 480 1.494 0.4 11 20.8
740 1.168 0.343 13.5 460 1.30’) 0.408 21.7
720 1.190 0.364 13.9 440 1.518 0.405 22.7
700 1.223 0.378 14.3 420 1.523 0.402 23.8
680 1.260 0.392 14.7 400 1.327 0.397 25.0
660 1.300 0.398 15. 1 384) 1.527 0.392 26.3
640 1.330 0.407 13.6 360 1.528 0.387 - 27 .8
620 1.348 0.402 16.1 340 1.331 0.383 29.4
600 1.333 0.415 16.7 330 1.535 0.380 30.3
580 1.393 0.416 17.2

Computation of the uncertainty of n~ associated with We note also that our present value of the maximum
uncertainties of R0 and 1ir shows that the uncertainty value of ;:~ at 3400 cm ’ is nearl y 70% greater than
of cc, is inversely proportional to ,c~ and thus ô;z~ becomes some of the values cited by Irvine and Pollack on the
unacceptabl y large for small values of ii,. Therefore , basis of their survey. i Values of n~ in the 1000—300-cm ’
in our final tabulation of ii i, we used values of this region cannot be determined with precision from
quantity based on transmittance measurements in all existing transmittance data.
cases for which ,z, <0.O5. \Ve also adopted ,c~ values When the values of the optical constants in Table I
based on transmittance in the region 3200—3000 cm t , were used to calculate values of R0 and R611, the calcu-
where the values of ii given by Eq. (8) are in the range lated values of these quantities agreed with the mea-
0.05—0.15 hut have uncertainties greater than the un- sured values well within the limits of experimental
certainties of the values of ;i~ based ott transmittance error. Agreement between the observed and calculated
measurements. Our best values of n~ are plotted in the values serves essentiall y as a check of the internal
upper panel of Fi g. 12 and are listed in Table I. consistency of our measurements and computations.

The determinations of ;i~ by reflection methods com-
plement determinations based on transmittance studies, DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
fro m which it is difficult to determine large values of
n~ at the centers of strong absorption bands. However , In estimating the uncertainties in the tabulated

values of the optical constants , it is necessary to con-we note that our values of ;i~ are in excellent agreement 
sider not only the scatter of the ori ginal reilectancewith those obtained by Plvler and Gruff ’ in their careful -

measurements but also possible systematic instru-studies of the 1640- and 3400-cm t absorption bands. 
mental errors of various kinds. Detailed analysis of
the data leads to the following uncertainties in a, :— —P—. r r — _____________________

~~~~ ±1% in the 5000-3700-cm t region , ±2% in the

0.3

I 
.
~~~ 3700-2900~cm _t reg ion , ±1.3% between 2900 and 900

_________ 

cm t , and ± 2% in the 900—330-cm~ region. In the
case of n, values based on reflectance data , we estimate0.2 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ :1~~t :~ 
~~~~~~~~~~ ± 10% in the peak value at 1640 cnr ’, and ±5% in

rt ,
- — - an uncertainty of ±7% in the peak value at 340)) cm ’ ,

00 - - - -
— — the 600-cm t region. Because the smaller ,z~ values are5.0 4.2 3.4 26 1-8 12 0.8 34xi0~FREQUEN CY (cm-1 ) based on measurements of published transmittance_ _  — _ .

~

_ — ~~~~~~~~~~~ curves, the tabulated values are accurate to perhaps
1 J..J_ ±10%.

_______ rn Fig. 13 we compare the results obtained in other1- ~
_________ __________ _______ _______ 

recent studies with th~ present results , which are given1.3 by the solid curves. In the case of ii,, the values ob-
1-2 t am ed by Pon tier and Decharnbenoy 2 are in excellent
1.1 ~~ agreement with the present results over tIle entire
i-c - ‘ —~~~

— — J —  — I 
~~~~~ range between 5000 and 900 cm t ; the maximum

50 4.2 34 2-6 1.8 1-2 0.8 0.4 
~~~ 

deviations , which occur near 3134 and 910 cm ’, fall
FRE QUENC Y (cm -1 ) X 

- well within the limits of uncertainty stated in the two
Ftc . 13. Comp.-irison ~1 present values of ,,. and ,,,, gtven l,y investigations. Between 900 and 330 cnt~

1 , the is , va lues
the ~ ,lid curves , are compared wi th  the  re sults ( I’o iitie r and listed by Pontier and Dechan ihenoy are consisten tl yDechanibenne gi~ t: n by CroSSeS and a i t h  thu~c of Zolaiar ev et a!. ,
given by solid circles , lower than the present values but there is some over-

10
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Ia p f ) in g wlicrt I lie es t i t u a  I e(l u h u t -r I alt m ties arc con- val tie of ô~ ~- ‘ii , 01) taint-i I in t ransmit  Lance rt j e ;tsuit ’i tm en Is .
si(lered . i’he is , values of Zolalar ev ci a!. ’ are Con — F) r. C. Robertson of our laborator y is Li si fl t ~ an alt -
sistently Tower t ha i t  I lie present va lt ie s between 5000 SOrj )t ion cell of novel desi gn to obtain values of ii , . l ia  t
and 3300 Cnl _ t and con sistentl y higher than the I)reseflt are more precise than those listed in ‘I’able I : his rest il Is
results between .~. 1IJI I  and 2S0() cur t ; th ere is good can , ~fl t t I t n , be used wi th  our pre setll values O~ R~ to
agreement betw een our values ait d the Zolatarev results provide iiiw-e precisi- valu e-s of h r .
between 2304 ) an t I  91)1 ) c u r t . T ime Z ohtt ar ev values arc Itt  view of the necessity for using polarizers amid in
lower than ours t iear SI lO ctir ’, are ill excelleni agree- view of the influence of ~ O , for obli que ang les of m ci-
ment with out-s betwe en 70(1 antI 450 cmu~~, and become deuce oR~,1/R,,, is greater than oR0/R41. However, if
progressivel y greater th an ours for freqtmencies less improved polar izers can be developed , it is possible that
than 450 cm~~. Zoltat arev ci al. placed special emphasis more accurate values of the optical constants can he
on their low extreme of 1.11 for it, near 3300 dir ’ and obtaimied from reflection measurements at sonic of the
their hi gh extreme of 1.50 near 3170 cm t ; the present special ang les suggested by Hump h t-ey-Owens.5
study did not confirm these extreme values. \Ve close by noting that several computer techni ques

For a,, there is good agreement between max imum have been developed for obtaining a, and ii, from mea-
values for the absorption bands at 3400 and 1640 cm ’. surenients of R0 alone. Spitzer ci al.’- ’° have successfull y
However , there seems to be some disagreement re- used the so-culled dispersion analysis, which involves
garding the shape of the 3400-cm ’ band; this band , the assumption of band models , to obtain the optical
as defined by the four values listed by Pontier and constants of quartz . Gottlieb° has successfully used
Dechambenoy, appears to be somewhat narrower than Kran iers—Kroni g relations to obtain the optical con-
the band shown by the solid curve in Fig. 13; this band , stants for LiF fro m R0 measurements. Althoug h. in
as mapped by Zolatarev , has the same width as that the present study , we have not used these techni ques ,
noted in the present sutdy but seems to be shifted it is possible to use our R0 values in such computations
slightl y toward hi gher frequencies. For the band in the and to use our Rig values to test the validity of the
vicinity of 600 cm ’ Zolat arev ci ci. report a rather validity of the com puted values of the optical constants.
sharp peak at 665 cm t followed by rap idly decreasing -

values of a, at lower frequencies. Pontier and RE FE RENCES
Dechambenoy report the maximum value of u t  at the 

* Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Optical Society,same frequency as the maximum obtained in our study Hollywood , Florida , October 1970 [J . Opt. Soc. Am. 60. 1569A
and obtain a general band shape similar to that we (1970)]. Supported in part by tile OL&e of Naval Research
obtained, through a contract with Kansas State Uni versi ty and by the

Missouri Water Resources Research Center (O ’tVRR) through a
At the lowest frequencies , the Pontier values of is, grant to the University of Missouri , K.C.

are in general sli ghtl y hi gher than ours and the ‘W . M. Irvine and J . B. Pollack , Icarus 8, 324 (1968).
2L. Ponder and C. Dechambenoy , Ann . Geop hys. 21, 462Zolatarev values are considerabl y lower. (1%5) • 22, o33 (1966)

Althoug h the recent studies have provided values of M. R. Querry, B. Curnutte , and D. Williams, J. Opt. Soc.
optical constants that are sufficientl y accurate for use Am. 59, 1299 (1969).

‘V. M. Zolatarev , B. A. Mikh ai lo~ , L. I . Aperov ich , and S. I.in Mie-theory calculations and for calculations of Popov , Opt . Spektro sk. 27, i90 (1969) . [Opt. Spectrosc. 27, 4,0
emissivity, further improvements of accuracy are (1969 J.

S. P. F. Hump hrey-Owens , Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) 77 , 949desirable. Pending the development of improved optical (1~~~)
attenuators or amplifier—detector systems of improved E. K. P1)-Icr and N. Grill , Appi. Opt. 4, 1663 (1 965i .
linearity, it appears unlikel y that 5R0/Ro can be made E. K. P 1)-ICr and N. Acquista , J. Opt. Soc. Am. 44 , 505 (1954) .

D. A. Draegert , N. W. B. Stone , B. Curnutte , and D. Willia ms ,appreciabl y less than 0.01; however , even with this J. Opt. Soc. Am. 56, 64 (1966).
limitation , the ratio &n, ’ij, could be reduced to values 1W. G. Spitzer , D. A. Kleinman , and D. Walsh , Phys. Rev.
smaller than our present value of 0.01 in the hi gh- 113, 127 (1959).

‘~ W. 0. Sp itzer , D. A. Kleinrn an , and C. J. Frosch , Phys . Rev.
frequency reg ion , where ,z~ is less than 0.01. The value 113. 133 (1939).
of ön,/n , in other spectral regions is now limited by the 1~ M. Gottiieb , 7. Opt. Soc. Am. 50, 343 (1960).
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At this stage of the work Dr. Charles 14. Robertson .loined our group

and developed a wedge—cell that made it possible to make accurate deter-

minations of the Lambert absorption coefficient a(v) of water. The

technique involved is described in the following paper by Pobertson

- . — land Williams , which lists ~ (v) and k(v) for the spectral range 4300 cm

to 300 cm~~~. 
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Lambert Absorption Coefficients of Water in the Infrared*
CHARLES \V. ROBERTSON AND DunLE-ur WiLLIAMS

De~artrnent of Physics, Kansas Stale University, .11 an/t a t/ an , Kansas 66 502
(Received 23 April 1971)

By use of a wedge-shaped cell providing an absorbing layer tapering in thickness from less than one
wavelength of visible light at one end to approximate ly 20 ~m at the other end , we have measured the
Lambert absorption coellicient for water in the spectral region between 4000 and 288 cm ’. After proper
initial alignment of the cell windows had been established by the observation of interference fringes in the
visible, we measured ülm thicknesses at various positions along the wedge by interferometric methods,
employing convenien t wavelengths in the infrared. We present the results of the study in graphical and
tabular form.
INDEX HEADiNGS : Water; Infrared; Absorption ; Spectrophotometry.

The fractional spectral transmittance T ( v )  of a liquid in Lambert absorption coefficient of water from con-
— an absorption cell of thickness z is given by the expression ventional transmittance measurements.

T(m’~= ( l— R)( 1— -I ) e~~~t~ (1) In regions of strong absorption , the required values of
/ ‘ z< lOpm are so small that it is difficult to form uniform

where R is the fraction of the radiant flux reflected at water films of accurately measured thickness between
the cell windows , .1 is the fraction absorbed by the cell plates of the availab le nonso luble optical materials that
windows , and a(s) is the Lambert absorption coefficient are transparent in the infrared. Uncertaint ies of ab-

- of the liquid. In their survey of the existing li terature sorbin g-IlIm thickness thus limit the precision with
dealing with the opt ica~ properties of water in the which- a(s) can be determined in spectral reg ions of
infrared , Irvine and Polluck’ po inte d out some of the strong absorption. Stray ti ux from other spectral reg ions
practical diflictmlties in obtaining accurate values of the can also lead to serious overestimation of T ( v )  near the-
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centers of str ong ~i hso rj t t i ot i  bands ~t iu l t hus  k-ad to
additional ti ,a - er t a j f l t j i - s  r~f u t -  r & s u l t i m r c  value s of a(S).
In view of these l i l l i c it  I t i t s , ahso~pt ion cociLcien (S at
the ce-nt  urs of su rot g bunt Is can be l u te - m ined n more
reliabl e f i - oni ru / l et t ion n lcas ur cntenl  s than  fr o iti  t \ p i c i t l
tran siti ii t u tu -c ii I&-as r I re-n u.n Is. 2

terminations in siiectr al regions of low zLlmorpti on , where 

~~~~~~~~
r Zero

7 I

There ale a lso expe r i i i t t - i i t a t  d i . i c t : I t i t - s  irk ( C ( s )  de—

retlect ion t echo a tics cannot lie r e - m u l e  app lied. Irvi n e
and Poll~u -k t noted tha t  man in~ est i gator s h ave
assumed that  the factor ( 1 — k )  ( 1— . I) in Eq. (1) 

_________________________________________________________________

represents th e  f ract ion a l  t r ans i t t i t t anc e of t h e e m u p t e  cell. CE LL T H I C K N E S S
Such an assumption is incorr et t because the  presence of
the water changes time r e/l ee-i ;rmwe of the inn er  surfaces of
the cell windows ; use of (1— R)( l  — . I )  as t he trans-
mittance of the elt1pt ~ ce - Il Introduces serious eriors
when measured ~ alues of i ( s )  are close to un i t e  and
thus introduces corresponding l arge errors of a(s) in
spectral regions of low absoi-pt ion , unless large cell

L

thicknesses are enip ioved. 2
One method of a~ oid ing the prol .rl cnts imposed by the ~

uncertainties of the reliectance correction is that  em-
ployed by Draegert el rJl.2 in their far-infrared stud y of
water absorption ; these authors measured nomi nal S~~ tt er Zero

spectral t ransmit tance for water fi lms of different thick-
ness : and obtained a(s) from the slope of a seniilog p lot - 

CELL T H I c X N E S S

of measured T (s )  vs  z. .\n equivalent  techni que was t ic. 1. ~a ) Ty pical chart record , giv ing dcrlc cr i, ,n as a uncti on
used in the near infrared be Pontier and Dechambenov ,t of cell thickness. (b Chart record fo r the 3-WO-cm t region , in

which deilections do not extrapolate to shutter zero for large ceLl
~rho used two cell thickness :~ and :~ and determin e-cl thickness .
a(s) from the ratio of transmittances : T2 ( s ) -  T i ( s )
=e~~

(
~~ z l > ; in taking the ratio , they eliminated the

factor ( 1— R ) ( l — .-l )  from Eq. ( 1). These authors report at the cell position and a second spherical mirror
an uncertaint y of a(s) amounting to only a few percent directed radiation transmitted by the cell to the entrance
in spectral regions of weak absorption but increa sino to slit of the spectrograph. The effective width of the
13%—20% near most band cen te rs and to 50% at the convergent beam trav ersing the cell a-as thus estab-
center of the strong band at 34t )() cnr ’. This general lished by the width of the entrance slit of the spectro-
method is thus Imnti te d by the - di ff i cult ies lit estab lishin” grap h and was never greater than ~x= 0.62 mm. With0
and measuring small differences of film thickness ~~. the spectrograph set for a convenient wavelen gth iii the

infrared , the cell holder , driven by a synchronous
motor , was moved laterall y in t lte x direction throug hPRESENT WORK
the beam and interference fringes were observed on the

The present study is essentially an extension of earlier recorder chart. From the spacing of the observed
method s2 3  in which ~~ employed an absorption cell interference fringes , variations of thickness z as a
providing a wide range of thicknesses z which can he function of .r could be determ ined accurately in terms
measured by interferometric methods. The cell windows of the selected infrared wavelength. Lateral positions .v
were rectangular p lates of width  .V= 30 mm and hei ght of a pointer attached to the movable cell holder were

= 23 mm. The windows were in optical contact at x =0  noted fro m a small engraved scale attached to the ways.
and were separated by a 20-am spacer at .v= X and Thtis , motion of the cell holder throug h a distance
therefore provided a water h I m  rang ing in thickness z s— Xi along the ~vavs produced a corresponding varia-
from less than I ~m at .v=0 to 20 ~em at x= X. In the tion z — z ~ in cell thickness at the position of the Xernst-
initial assembl y of the ce-Il , the window s were ali gned to g lower image.
give strai ght  interference fringes paral lel to the y axis With ~vut er in the absorption cell , the spectrograp h
when viewed in li ght  from a 1-Ic—Ne laser; thus , -at a was set to pass a selected spectr al frequency. The cell
given value of x, cell thickness : showed l i t t le  variation was moved slowly along the ways with the recorder
with ‘s’. runn ing ;  the  disp lay on the recorder chart thus  gives a

The cri u i tv cell w a~ ,iace(l in a itoh k r  tir at cot lii be-- i-ecnrd of d ctl cct on 1.) , prof un i t ion al to I ran sm i t t  ud it ox
moved hi tcr mt l l v  along ways p ar allel to t i re  .c axis .  I )ne I , as a ftmn ct i o n  of cell l)os itioo 

~~~ 
I ) r OP OriiOIl:li to cell

spherical im t ir i -or produced an imli age of a Ne-rns t g lower thicknes s z. The dell ections D were, in general, measured

14
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- A ‘ ‘ \ve m u iLm t st i r t - d  t h a n  del ict i otis fro ir i  l i r e -  e-~ t r mipo lmi ted
/ \ - 

valtie of 1) r mi i l t c r  th a mt  f ro n t  t h e  s h r i l l / e r  zero levi_ I

~ T 1 CSt~t l ) iIslue ( l  w i t  Ii a im ()~)it qtie ~h u t i l  Ic r in I he he-ant (coin t h e
- 

source. I - ’a i hr r r e  to id en t i f  and c h i n r i n m i t i -  s t r a y  tiux nrav
account ill part  for d i iheul t i es  en cot imute r eti  in the

6 J h~ - 34 (X)_ emur i reg ion b~ earli er imi v i_ - st igators .
The absorption cells used itt (lie 4 (X ))) — l (XX ) -e nr ’

I \ 
range were equi pped u vi t h C~t I~2 windows of high optic al

J ~~~~~A~J~\ c e q u t p j ) u I u u h se-k ( t t d kRS a~ ) latL ~
3-U 2-  ~ ~~~~~~~ 

I3ecausc of the  hi gh refractive index of K KS-S relative
to water , interference fringes could be observed for

Fm~. 2. Lamliert alusorp lion coet1icicnt~ m r  recion~ water-filled cells in spectral regions where a(s) is small ;
of strong absorption , we made appropriate corrections for this elTect in

computing a( s) froni the recorder tracin~s.
from a shutter-zero trac e recorded with an opaque Ilue water was held in the cells by means of neop ienc
shutter in the beam, stri ps pressed against the edges of the plates when the

Typical recorder traces are shown in Fi g. 1(a) . If WC cells were m i t  im t l l v  fabricated. \\‘c used freshl y distilled
select a given deflection D 1 correspondin g to sonic cell de-ionized water in order to avoid the formation of air
thickness :~, we may determine the Lait ibert absorpt ~Otl bubb les and made numerous checks of cell thickness
coefficient a(s) by taking the ratio of the de-L ie ct ion D vs x in the cow-se of the  stud y .
at ant- larger value of to D 1 We employed a Perk ii i-  Elnie r \ [odel 112 spectrome-

- 
D I D  = 1 ‘1 ter equi pped with a Reeder thermocoup le and used LiF ,

or 
1 I CaF2 , N C I , and CsI3r 

~~~~~~~~ 
in approp riate spectral

a ( v ) = i i z ( (  ~ ) ~~~~~~~~~~~ (2) reg ions. Iii all regions , the spectral slit width was small
as compared w ith  the spectral features being studied.

where (Z—Zt) is kno w n from interferometric measure- We note tha t , a l though Eqs. ( 1) ami d (2) app ly
ments of the empty cell. In practice , a(s) was based on str ic t l y to parallel beams tr avcrsi t tg an absorption cell ,
average val ues given b Eq. (2) for observed values of ~~ actually emitp loved a nonparallel beam. In the con-
(I ’I ~) obtained at numerous values of (:— :j ) as in the vergent he-am en te r ing  the cell , the extreit ie rays made
work of Draegert et al. 2 rather than on a sing le pair of an ang le- g=$0  with  the central  ray ; this results in a
values of 1~ and I as in the studs - of Pontier and maximum spread of abs orp t i iui t  i~m tth len gths ~~~~= :,. cos8
Dechambenoy.t —Z~= 0.01:~. In View of the fact tha t  the int erferon ietr ic

In spectral regions of ex tr ei t ic l e strong absorption , mcasureitients were macIc wjth the cell in sj!ji and thus
where \ e r ~’ hi gh anup lit ier  gains ~ver e needed , we noted provide an average va lue of ;, we h ave ignored the
that a recorder plot of D as a func t ion  of : like tha t  varia t ions of im posed be the non parallel beam.
shown in Fi g. 1(b) did not extrapolate to shutter zero as Similarl y, we have ignore d the spread ~~ imposed by the
z becomes large. We a t t r ibu te  this to a slight amount of finite wid th  ~.v of the glower image at the position of t h e
stray radiant flux from other spectral reg ions. In this absorbing layer.

- EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
~~~~~~~~ 

~
‘1
~
’ In the course of the work we tle t ermincd a(~) at

~0 ~  - . appro x inrmit elv 3(X) frequencies ut  the 45(X~ —3 iX) -cnr ’
- ~- reg ion and made appro x imate l y  three indep endent de--

- terminations at each of these frequencies. The resul t s of
- I , the study are summarized in l ’i gs. 2 and 3, in which we

present a ( s)  VS 5 i~y smooth curves tha t  were drawn
throug h p lots of the  ind iv idua l  a(3 ’ values . 1’hc length

/ 
of the u n c e r t a i n t y  bars shown in the h ig it res represent

2 r -  , - 
- — the scat t er  of m dix id i t al  ~, ( p i  values and w em -cd et ermi ri i_ - , i

- 
fro m the ave-r agt-s of pr olumihi le errors in emic h r egion.

- Fi gure 2 gives a p lot of au’) s s, which - h o w ~ the
- • “ major al ) snrp t io iu i c i i r t k .  l h e  n r a \ i i i t t l f l t  v~i hu e of O( v ~ at

Lain / i t - r i  ats.ir t n ii. ,i C wi1~ci -ni ~ f i r  r tm mi’’n ’ the  center of the  .34 () t ) -i -m ab sorption ba n ( l  5 11 t) f ~l )
of wi .k it ~ . rj ’t i ’n .  per ce nt imt - t e r , w i t h  an u n c e r t a i n t y  of ±5/ Il l iui r
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F,u. i .i-: I. . \ I M r l n i n l  i .,t - i lu i _ j euts ( \i~ii(- r mi i lw i i i t i - a r e , i .

1.anilit~rt In iaginarv part - l. .anrli crt Imagiii.irv par
abs rpt ii in at refr :tct it-c abso rjii ion of re t r a ct  ne

Frequcncy cot tlicient indt~ ~Vat’ cIe m igitu Frc 1uency COCII~C1eI mL index Wavel ength
cm ’ cnrt ,, , ~ini 

— 
cnrt cm ’ fl~

43(X ) 46 0.1)0( 8) 2.326 16.50 2670 0.1288 6.1)61
42/Il ) 62 0.0012 2.381 1040 2738 0.1329 6.098
41 (X) 81 0.4)016 2.439 1650 2366 0.1233 6.133
4000 leO 0.002t) 2.5(N) 1620 2139 0.105 1 6.173
39(X) I t S  OAtO2l 2.564 1610 1760 0.0870 6.211
3800 192 0.0044) 2.652 1600 1465 0.0729 6.230
3700 762 0.0164 2.703 1380 1025 0.0,516 6.329
3630 2270 0 0495 2.740 1330 806 0.0414 6.452
3600 4070 0.09(X) 2.778 bOO (161 0.0354 6.667
3550 6020 0.1349 2.817 14(X) 384 0.0332 7.143
3500 8750 0.1989 2.837 1300 359 0.0342 7.692
3450 10830 0.2503 2.899 121)0 541 0.0359 8.333
3420 11 600 0.2699 2.924 1100 542 0.0392 9.09 t
34(X) 11 830 0.2774 2.941 1030 566 0.0429 9.524
3380 i t  870 0.2795 2.939 1000 631 0.0302 10.000
3330 11 880 0.2822 2.985 980 673 0.0546 10.204
3300 10 000 024 t 1  3.030 960 743 0.0618 10.417
3250 8270 0.2025 3.077 940 832 0.0704 10.638
3200 6010 0.1495 3.125 920 970 0.0839 10.870
3130 4320 0.1091 3J73 900 1112 0.0983 li t t i
3100 28-40 0.0729 3.226 880 1294 0.1170 11.364
3050 1840 0.0480 3.279 860 1537 0A44 1 11.628
3000 1120 0.0297 3.333 840 1890 0.1790 11.903
2950 780 00210 3.390 820 2210 0.2143 12 193
2900 303 0.0138 3.448 800 2600 0.2586 12500
2800 220 0.0063 3.371 780 2825 0.2882 12.821
2700 123 0.0036 3.704 760 2980 0.3120 13.138
2630 112 0.0034 3.774 723 3090 0.3392 13.793
2600 113 0.0033 3.846 700 3115 0.3341 14.286
2300 146 0.0046 4.000 673 3125 03684 14.813
2400 197 0.0063 4.167 650 3130 0.3832 13-383
2300 268 0.0093 4 348 625 3120 - 0.3973 16.000
2200 376 0.0136 4.345 600 3080 0A085 16.667
2160 412 0.0152 4.630 .575 2990 0.4138 17.39 1
2140 419 0.0156 4.673 550 2780 0.4022 18.182
2120 418 0.0157 4.717 523 2600 0.3941 19.048
2100 410 0.0155 4.762 500 2415 0.3844 20.000
2000 317 0.0126 5.000 475 2240 0.3753 2L033
1900 237 0.0099 5.263 450 2050 0.3623 22.222
1830 242 0.0104 5.405 425 1880 0.3520 23.329
1800 289 0.0128 3-556 400 1700 0.3382 25.000
1750 451 0.0205 5.714 375 1530 0.3247 26.667
1700 1200 0.0362 3.882 350 1335 0.3035 28.371
1680 1840 0.0872 3.952 323 - 1200 0 2938 30.769
1660 2430 0.1163 6.024 300 1100 0.2918 33.333

centimeter; this value is to be compared with 11 940 vidual a(s) determinations in this region ; the asvm-
~ 830 per centimeter based on recent reflectance metrical wing extending toward loxver frequencies is also
measurements.4 It represents a marked improvement well established by the data. The 3400-cm—1 band is -

over the transmittance measurements of Pontier and usuall y attributed to the v j , Si , and 2v2 bands of the
Dechambcnoy, 3 whose peak value at 3400 cm~ had an 1-120 monomeric unit in the liquid structure. The flat top
uncertainty of 30%. The peak values of a(s) near 1640 and asymmetric shape of the band at 650 cm ’ also
and 650 cnn are in good agreement with the corre- suggest a comp lex structure ; this band is usually at-
sponding values obtained in recent reflectance studies. 4—6 tributed to librational modes vi. of H20 monomers in the
This agreement between the present values and those water lattice and two of these modes would be expected
based on reflectance studies is gratif y ing;  we attribute to be strongly infrared active.
it to our improved methods of determining the m ere- Figure 3 gives a plot of a(s) vs s with the a(s) scale
mental thickness (:— ~~i) of the absorbing layers and to expanded by a factor of 10 as compared wi th  the plot in
improvements in ident i f y ing and correcting for stray Fig. 2. We note that in reg ions of small a(s) the scatter
~~~ at th~ centers of absorption bands. of individual determinations is small even on th is

\Vc note that  the stron g band wi th  max i it lum at 3400 expanded scale. These uncert ainties of a(s) arc con-
cm~ is not a simp le band. The observed change of slope siderabl y smaller than the uncem -tain t ics of a(s) as ile-
near 3700 cmtr m is real and is established by ei ght m di- termined from reflectance nr eastmr cmcnl s alone. Soit ic of
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the r et _ ci t  t ru/k -i I a nec ~.) i  ul ics It ave I wt_ tt aim ~ u m i i-ti t cit l iv studies t - .t .4 ‘im m m I a t e  il l q in r.~ i i i  t at  civ 25% low er al 3/HI
t rans uri t l  ann - dat  a in r t -~.~it ) mrs w h ere i t (s )  is low ; because cu r ’. ‘I bis il iv em - genc e could be d ime in part to si ray
these were not r e; ) o l -lcil in t k t a i l , ’, ’ il ls not poss ible to r zuh i ant  lux in t he  pres ent stud y, a l though checks ol
make detailed compari ~cms wi th  these studies; oth er shutter-zero levels wi th  opaque shutters and glass
sets of optical i la l  ~~~ utia ke u~c of a(s) v alt m e s obtained shut ters  ~m ikd to reve al it. .~no hcr po ssih ih itc is tha t
from publish ed t r a n sn t i t t a mt ce  curves , in which even the polari zers imsed in the re lle ctami ce studics , consistin~Zcareful m ea st mre ntemr ts  of s i rral l - ~.caIu p lots in the journals of stacks of ;~gCl p lates , becomt ie inetlic ient in the low-
may introduce errors as large as ± 10%. frequency region where the transm ti it tz t nce and the
The peak frequency of the  associational water band refractive index of AgCl are decreasing. Some support

appears at. 2135 cnr ’. This band is usuall y interpreted as for this suggestion is given by a Kr amcrs—Kron ig
a combination band s~= v~+ si., where 5L is a l ibr at ion a l  anal ysis of the normal-incidence reflectance measure-
mode ; the required frequency of the librational mode is ments of Rusk ci al.,4 for which no polarizer was tmsed :
483 cm —’ and there is no absorption peak at this fre- pI-eliminam)- Kramer s—Kroni g results give values of n , in
quency in Fig. 2. However , the present results are in fair excellent agreement with their published values in all
agreement with the suggested6 assignment v~= 52+ ~ i. spectral reg ions above 300 cm ’ but considerabl y below
— vr, where ~r is the hindered translation band2 near the published values at the lowest frequencies.
173 cm ’; with this assignment v~= (1640+630— 175) Determinations of the Lambert absorption coefficient
cnn t = 2113 cnn ’ as compared with the observed value of water by the type of cell developed in the present.
of 2130 cnn ’. However , the earlier assignment cannot be work can be extended from 300 to 250 cnn ’ w ith
excluded because the requisite librational mode st=-1SS selected KRS-3 windows and from 200 cnr ’ to the
cm m may be inactive in the infrared but may contribute extreme infrared with quartz windows. The only readily
to the observed Raman bands in this region .7 available window material for use in the gap between

Because Irvine and Pollack’ have stressed the im- 250 and 200 cm ’ is polyethylene , a material not
portance of the publication of tabulated values of the normally adaptable for use in a cell of the type we have
optical constants obtained in quant i tat ive studies of used. Fortunately , n~ is sufficiently hi gh in the far
water , we are including an abbreviated listing of our infrared to be measured accuratel y by the app lication of
results in Table I. In this table , we list ot_ mr values of Kramers—K roni g techni ques to normal-incidence re-
a(s) along with the  corresponding value of the imag inary flectance rneasurements.
part of the refractive index n = Xa/4ir ; interpolations
between listed values can be made with the aid of Fi gs. 

~~ FE~~~NCES
1 

Since reflec tance is not strong ly influenced by n , in ‘Supported in Y
B

th
;~~~~e?v~

1
~~~

e
~~~~

spectral regions of weak absorption , the values of ;m , in D. A. Draegert , N. \V . B. Stone , B. Curnutte , and D. \Vilh iams,
Table I are more accurate than ut , values based on J. 0pt . Soc. Am. 56 , 64 (1966).
reflectance measurements alone in all cases in which 

(1~~ ) 
J O t t er Decha mbcno~, Ann. Oeoph~-s. 21, 462

n ,<0.10. As noted earlier , the present results are in 
‘ .‘~. N. Rusk D. Wil l iams , and M . R. Querrv , J. Opt. Soc. Am.

gratif y ing ly good agreement with those obtained by 61, 895 (1971 ).
reflec tance measurements near the abso r ption peaks at V. M. Zolatar ev , B. A. Mikh ailov. L. I. Aperovich , and S. I.
3400, 1640, and 630 cm ’. At frequencies below 500 ~~~~~~~~~ Spektr osk. 27 , 790 (1969 ) COpt . Spectrosc. 27 , 430

cm m , the ,:~ values listed in Table I become pro- ‘D. Wil liams , Nature 210, 194 (1966).
gressivelv lower than those based on retlectance G. \Va lra fen , J. Chem. Phys. 40 , 3249 (1964). 
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The infra-red spectrum of water’j-

by Ch AR LE S \V. ROII ER T SON , BASIL C URN U T T E
and DUDLEY WILLIAMS

Departm ent of Ph ysics , Kansas State Uni versity,
Manhat tan , Kansas 66506, U.S.A.

(Received 15 September 1972)

The Lambert absorption coefficient of water has been measured in the
far infra-red spectral region 500 to 50 cni ’. The results , along ~vith earlier
measurements in t he near infra-rcd , provide values of the imag inary part k of
the refractive index over the spectral range 4400 to 30 cm* Kramers —Kro ni g
techni ques have been used to obtain values of the corresponding real part n
of the refractive index over this spectral range. The values of these constants
provide a comp lete quantitative descri ption of the optical properties of water
in the infra-red.

1. INTRODUCTION

Althoug h the infra-red spectrum of water has been the subject of numerous —

investiga t ions dating from the earl y days of infra-red spectroscopy, a critical
survey by Irvine and Pollack [1] revealed many inconsistencies in published
results and emp hasized the desirabi l i ty  of fur ther  quant i ta t ive  studies of trans-
mission and reflection with the purpose of obtaining more precise values of the
real n and imaginary k parts of the refractive index in the infra-red. Several
such quanti tat ive studies have recentl y been reported [2— 6] .

In the present study we have measured the Lambert absorption coefficient
z( 7) in the range 800 to 50 cm — ’ in the far infra-red. The results , along with
those reported earlier [6], provide values of k in the spectral reg ion 4400 to
50 cmn ’. We have app lied Kramers—Kroni g techni ques to obtain values of n
from our measured values of z ( m ) .  The resultin g values of k and n provide a
quantitative descri ption of the optical properties of water in the infra-red.

2. FAR INFRA-RED MtASU1UiMENTS
In the absence of mul t i p le reflections , the spectral transmittance T ( i )  of a

li quid in an absorption cell of thickness Z is given by the expression

T(~~~~ [ 1 _ sR (m~) ] [ 1 _ 1~f ( , 7 ) ]  exp [— ~ (m7)Z] , (2.1)

where ~l( m ) is the fraction of the radiant f lux  reflected at the inner and outer
surfaces of the windows , ‘~E ( t )  is the fraction absorbed by the cell windows , and

t Supported in part by the Office of Naval Research , U.S.A., and in part by the K.mnsas
A gricultural  Experim ent Station.
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The Lambert absorption coefficient of water has been measured in the
far infra-red spectral region 800 to 50 cm ’. The results , along with earlier
measurements in the near infra-red , provide values of the imag inary part k of
the refract ive index over the spectral range 4400 to 30 cm ’. Kramers—Kroni g
techni ques have been used to obtain values of the corresponding real part n
of the refractive index over this spectral range. The values of these constants
provide a complete quantitative descri ption of the optical properties of water
in the infra-red.

1. INTRODUCTION

Alth oug h the infra -red spectrum of water has been the subject of numerous
investi gations dating from the earl y days of infra-red spectroscopy, a critical
survey by Irvine and Pollack [I] revealed many inconsistencies in published
results and emp hasized the desirabilit y of further quanti tat ive studies of trans-
mission and reflection with the purpose of obtaining more precise values of the
real n and imag in ary k parts of the refracti ve index in the infra-red.  Several
such quanti tat i ve studies have recentl y been reported [2—6].

In the present stud y we have measured the Lambert absorption coefficient
~~(i7)  in the range 800 to 50 cm ’ in the far infra-red.  The results , al ong with
those reported earlier [6], provide values of k in the spectral region 4400 to
50 cm — ’ . We have app lied Kramers—Kroni g techni ques to obtain values of n
from our measured values of i t( i ) .  The resulting values of k and n provide a
quanti ta t ive descri ption of the optical properties of water in the infr ~’-red.

2. FAR INFRA-RED MEA SUREMENTS

In the absence of mul t i p le reflections , the spectral transmittance T ( m )  of a
li qtmid in an absorption cell of thickness Z is given by the expression

T(~ ) =  [ 1— 9~(~ )][1 ~(~)] exp [— ~~~)Z], (2. 1)

where ~R(~ ) is the fraction of the radiant  f lux  reflected at the inner ,ind outer
surfaces of the windows , ~t(~) is the fraction absorbed by the cell windows , and

f Supported in part by the Office of Naval Re-search, U .S.A., and in part by the Kansas
A gricu ltura l Experiment Station.
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i( i ~ ) is the  L a , i i l t u r t  ahs or p t i on  co e ff ic ien t  of the lu 1i i id .  l i i  u t i e l i  of the i m i f r a —
red r egion , t he values of 2’ < 10 ~ tii re quired for measur ement  of the t r a m i s m n i t —
ta nce of ~vat cr are so sma ll  tha t  the p~ep i ~~non of u n i f o r m  lay ers  of accura te l y
mn c i st i r ed th ickn e ss  presents scrio tms d i f f i cu l t i e s  unce r t a in t i e s  in abs o rb ing—
f i l m  th ickne ss  t h u s  l i i m , i t  the precision wi th  which ~( i )  can be determined.
Stray radiant f l ux  from other spectral reg ions can also Ic-ad to serious overes t imna —
ti on of 7’(~ ) near the centres of strong absorption bands.

In our earlier study [6] we described a techni que for avoidin g these dif f i -
culties. By using a wed ge-shaped absorbing layer ~r ith thickness 2’ rang ing
from less than one visible wavelength at one end to approximatel y 20 ~ mn -at
the other end , we were able to measure T(~ ) for various values of Z ; the ali gn-
ment of the cell windows and the measurement  of 2’ involved the use of inter-
ferometric techni ques. By tak ing  ratios o~ the t ransmit tance T(~ ) for various
values of Z we were able to obtain values of ~(~) wi thout  measuring the reflection

~R(~ ) and absorption ~t(t 7 ) factors of the cell windows the detection of and
correction for stray f lux  at the centres of strong bands could also be accomp lished.

m7 A
cm~~ k n ~m

- 800 2620 0-260 112 12~5
760 3040 0~31S 1- 15 13-2
720 3230 0 357 t t 9  139
680 3310 0-387 1-23 14~7
640 3290 0-409 l~27 15-6
600 3200 042 5 1~32 16~7
570 3080 0430 1 3 5 17 6
560 3020 0429 137 17-8
520 2780 0~423 1-4 1 19~3
480 2490 0413 1-45 20-8
440 2210 0400 148 227
400 1930 0~385 150 2 30
360 1660 0-366 152 27-8
320 1430 0-356 152 3 1 2
280 1330 0 378 1-52 35~7
240 1320 0-439 1-52 416
180 1410 0-624 1-65 55-6
170 1360 0~636 169 588
140 1065 0 605 1~80 71-3
100 680 0~540 1-92 100
60 370 0-489 2-00 167
50 320 0~509 2-03 200

Lambert absorption coefficients and optical constants in the - i n f r a-r r -~~.

In the present stud y we emp loy a s imilar  wed ge-cell techni que to de termine
valu es of a(~ ) in the far  i n f r a - r ed .  Cells equi pped w ith KRS— 5 windows were
used in the range 8(10 to 228 cnn ’ ; crystal l ine quartz windows were used in
the range 170 to 5 ( ) cnn ’. We emp loyed a P erkin—E lm cr Model 301 spectro-
grap h. Since no inso luble windows  of the required optical qual i ty  were avai lable
in th~ spectral ran g e 2 2 8—170 cm ’, we used the t ran smit tance  data of Draegert
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cl iii. [7] as a basis For in t e rpo l ~it i on  in this  range ; these au tho r s  used pol ythen e
~v imido ~~s and made . it tem n pts  to measu re mean v a lues of f i lm thickness. \Vc
est i m i t e  that , in ~vncra l , the tm nce r t a in t ic s  in the values obtained for ~( ~) at the
24 discre te f requencies  listed in the table were ~ 5 per cent. The values of
x ( L~) obtained in the present stud y were in good agreement with our earlier
values [6] in most of the spectr al region common to the two investi gations
except in the  v i c in i t y  of 300 cm~~ , where the si gnals obtained with the CsBr
pr ism spectrometer used in the earlier stud y were small.

3. ABSORPTION SPECTRUM

In fi gure 1 we give a p lot of ~( m )  -as a function of ~ in the spectral range 1 200
to 50 cmn ’. The spectrum in the far infra-r ed is dominated by a strong, broad
absorption band for which z(~ ) reaches its maximum values of 3300/cm near
680 cm -’. Althoug h this broad band shows no evidence of any comp lex
structure , it is clearl y asymmetrical ; it rises rap idl y on the hi gh-frequency side
and decreases gradu ally on the low-frequency side. A second weaker band
appears -as a shoulder in the vicinity of 200 cnn ’. The absorption coefficient
is decreasing rap idl y at 50 cm ’.

1000 800 600 400 200 0
WAVENLJ MBER Ic) crij’

Fi gure 1. The Lambert absorption coefficient for water in the far infra-red ; a(~ ) in cm ’.

The spectral transmission of a 10 ~m layer of water as computed from our
measured values of ~ (m ~) in the 800—50 cm— ’ reg ion and our earlier [6] values of
z(~ ) f or the 4400—800 cm — ’ reg ion is p otted in fi gure 2. A layer of this thickness
is essentiall y opaque in the 3400 cm _i absorption band generall y attributed to
monomeric fundamenta ls  v 1 and ~:, and transmits less than 10 per cent at the
centre of the 1640 cm ’ band , which is attributed to monomeric fundamenta l  v2.
‘l’he broad , intense band near 680 cnn ’ is usuall y at t r ibuted to a l ibrational mode
of oscillation v1~ of the monomer in the fie ld of its nei ghbours ; the weaker band
near 200 cm — ’ is s i m m l a r l v  a t t r ibu ted  to a hindered translat ional  lattice mode y r .
The easil y recognizable associational band near 2 121) cm ’ is usuall y interpreted
as a combinat ion of v2 w ith  one or more lattice modes. The extremel y weak
band near 400() cm ’, wh ich  app ears is a depression of the transmission curve
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186 C. \V. Robertson ci a!.

suggested by t h e  dashes in fi gure 2 was first reported by Colli ns [8] the location
of this  band depends upon ~issumpti ons regardin g the back ground m d  was
listed as 3950 ± 30 cnn ’ by Collins.

4000 3000 2000 1000 0
WAV~ NU~IBER cc) cut ’

Figure 2. The spectral transmittance of a 10 ~m layer of water in the infra-red.

\Vater is actuall y hi ghl y absorbing over the entire spectral range represented
in fi gure 2 ; the value of ~(~) at 3400 cm ’ is nearl y 108 times that of water in
the most t ransparent  portion of its spectrum in the visible reg ion. The bands
shown in fi gure 2 are thus merel y peaks superposed on a back ground of intense
absorption. Ray [9] has recentl y made a survey of existing data on water
absorption from the near infra-red to the millimeter and microwave reg ion -and
has been able to account for the back ground absorption in terms of Debye
dipole resonance absorption giving its maximum contribution to k(~ ) in the
centimeter reg ion.

4. THE OPTICAl.. CONSTANTS OF WATER

The imag inary part k(~7) of the index of refraction can be determined from
the Lambert absorption coefficient s(m ~) by means of the relationshi p

k(~ ) =~~( m ~)/4ir~ . (4.1)

Using the present values of 
~ ( m ~) along with those in [6], we have obtained the

values of k ( m )  p lotted in fi gure 3 and tabulated in the table for the low frequency
region. For every peak for 

~( m ), there is a corresponding peak for k( m ) in

k(c) 

~:I
;I I11

~t4000 3000 2000 1000 0
WAVEMft4BER Is) cr~

Fi gure 3. The imaginar y part k(~ ) of the refractive index of water in the infra-red.
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fi gure 3 ; h o wev cm , beca use of the  presence of ~ in the de no tm mina to r  in eqt i .it ion
(4. 1 ), the appearance of the k( i~) curves is quite d i f ferent  from that  of the ~~( i )

curves. The max im um values  of k ( m )  in the low frequency reg ion are higher
than the m~m x i m nu mn vah ~me for the intense absorption band near 3401) ~~~~
the peak values of k(~) appear at lower frequencies than the peak values for
x ( i ) .  ‘l’he extremel y broad band in the low-frequency reg ion in fi gure 3 has
its maxin iumn at 570 cnn ’ and corresponds to the v 1 band at 680 cmn ’ in fi gure 2
the narrower band has its maximum at 170 cm ’ and corresponds to the 

~T

band near 200 cm ’ in fi gure 2. The curve for k(~) in fi gure 3 connects smoothl y
at low frequencies with the k(~ ) plot given by Ray [9].

The re-al part ii of the refractive index can be obtained from the Kramers—
Kroni g rela tion

n(~ )= I + ( 1/ 2 ~r 2) P  
$ 

d.~’ (4.2)

provided -x(~~) is known at all frequencies ; since we have measured 2(a) onl y
in the range 4000 to 50 cm ’, we cannot m ake direct use of equation (4.2).
Fortunatel y, the nature of the integral in equation (4.2) is such that excellent
approximate solutions can be obtained in the range 4400 cm ’> v> 50 cm~~,
since there exists some knowled ge of the variation of ~(~) outside this range.
Bertic et a!. [10] have shown that the values of n ( m 2 ) for i7 within the range of
actual measurement are relat ivel y insensitive to approximate values of ~(~)
outside the range in the hi gh-frequency reg i on.

In making use of equation (4.2), for i > 4400 cm — ’ we used Palmer ’s measured
values ( I I ]  of ~(i~) in the range 4400 to 8400 crn -’ we assumed that ~ (i7 )

decreases linearl y with ~~— ‘ from the measured value at 8400 cm —i to the value of
1.5 x 10 4/cm at 16 960 cm ’ [12] and approaches zero at hi gher frequencies
excep t for a hypothe tica l narrow , strong absorption band centred at 40 000 cm— ’
introduced to take account of the effects of ultra-violet bands , which have not
been measured wi th  hi gh precision [12]. This separate treatment, of the ultra-
violet bands can be jus t i f ied by considering the contribution ~~~~~ of to n ( &)
at some frequency of interest in the infra-red ; this -can be expressed as

- 
I r~~~U V(v ) v

~~t’v”(~ ) ’ — ~; 
P . (4 .3)

2,r o (v — v )

For an ultra-violet absorption band centred at some hi gh frequency ~~ and
limited to a range m~, to ~~~ the limits of the integral in (4.3) can be changed to

~ and ~~~ For m74 ~~ and (‘ b — 
~a) 4 ~~~~, we can , in second order app roxima tion ,

write

- I ~rv(’~
’) d~’

= 
~~~~~~ f 

~~ / 

[1 — (~/~~)~]

=constant/[l _ (~ /,7~~)2]. (4.4)
The constant in (4.4) was chosen to give ~z = 1~300 at ~7= 5000 cm ’ ; this value
is based on direct reflection m easurements [2, 5].

In using equation (4,2) we used ~(~) values given by Ray [9] for the reg ion
~~< 50 cm ’ R ay ’s values in this reg ion are based largel y on the work of
Ch amberlain ci a!. [13] together with microwave measurements.
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188 C. \V. Robertson cl iii.

On the basis of these v~tl ues of a(i~) below and above the range of our measure-
ments together with our measured values of’ a(i~), we used a computer programme
for the evaluation of ii(~~ ) from equation (4.2) for the reg ion 4400 to 50 cni~~’.
‘l’he resul t ing values of n ( i )  are p lotted in fi gure 4 and tabulated in the t able for
t u e  low fr eq uency reg ion . On the basis of considerations sim ilar to those given

4000 3000 2000 1000 0
WAVENUMBER (~ ) cni’

Figure 4. The real part n(~) of the refractive index of water in the infra-red.

by Bertie and Whalley [10] and those involved in Abrenkie l ’s treatment [14] of
subtractive Kramers—Kroni g integrals , we believe that the errors in n(~) intro-
duced by our methods of evaluatin g the integral in (4.2) amount to less than ± I
per cent in the range 4400—200 cm ’; in the range 200—50 cm—’, our values of
n(i~) are significantl y influenced by the values of cc( i~) in the range 7 < 50 cm ’
and by the grid size used in the computer programme emp loyed for the numerical
integration in equation (4.2) ; these may introduce an uncertainty of ± 10 per
cent in n(~7) at 50 cm ’. \-Ve estimate that uncertainties in our measured values
of a (zl) lead to uncertainties of less than ± 3 per cent in values of n ( m )  listed in
the table.

Since the values of k(i~) have been previousl y tabulated [6] for v >  800 cm ’
and since our present values of n ( i)  for ~~> 800 cnn’ agree to within ± 1 per cent
with previousl y tabulated values based on reflection measurements at two angles
of incidence [5], we give values for k(~) and n(~) only in the region 800 to 50 cnn’
in the table.

5. REFLE CTION SPECTR U M

The optical constants u and k can be used in the Fresnel equations to compute
the spectral reflectance R(~) of water for any ang le of incidence. In the case
of normal incidence , the expression for reflec tance assumes the simp le form

R = [ (n — 1)2 4~ h 2] / [ n + 1)2 ~ k2] . (5.1)

A plot of normal-incidence spectral reflectance at a free water surface based on
the values of the optical constants obtained in the present stud y is shown in
fi gure 5. In the range 4400 to 400 cm ’ the values of spectral reflectance
shown in the fi gure are in close agreement with earlier [5] directly measured
values ; the computed values shown in the fi gure may be somewhat more
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reliable than directl y measured values in the vicinity of the R(~) minima at
3640 cm ’ and 91 ( 1 cmn -

~ and in the vicinity of the v2 band of atmospheric water
vapour near 1626 cnn ’.

4000 3000 2000 1000 0
WAVENUMBER (U) crrr’

Figure 5. The normal-incidence reflectance spectrum of water in the infra-red.

The spectral reflectance curve shown in fi gure 5 is of considerable meteoro-
logical significance. As indicated in fi gure 2,- any infra-red radiant f lux pene-
trating a water surface is absorbed in the surface layers. As indicated in fi gur e 5
nearly all normally incident flux penetrates the surface at 3640 and 910 cm—’ ;
thus at these frequencies and at normal incidence a water surface closely approxi-
mates that of a black bod y. For radiant f lux emitted verticall y up wa rd , the
spectral emissivity at 910 cm-’ of a quiescent water surface is 0 993 ; measure-
ment of upward-directed flux can thus be used to measure surface temperature.
Since there is an atmospheric window ’ in the vicinity of 910 cm ’, satellite
monitoring of sea temperatures is possible. Because reflectance increases with
increasing ang le of incidence to unity at 90° , the black-bod y approximation
becomes poorer for a turbu lent  water surface.

6. DiscussioN OF RESULTS
A comparison of the present results in the far infra-red with those obtained

in earlier studies is given grap hicall y in the expanded plots shown in fi gure 6,
in which our present results are given by the cont i n uous curves and the accom-
panying uncertainty bars.

The curves in Panel A are based directl y on our transmission measurements.
In the range 800—300 cm ’ our values of k(~ ) agree within the indicated limits
of uncertainty with the values of Pontier and Dechambenoy [2], which are based
on measurements of absorption and of reflection at two ang les of incidence , and
with those of Rusk et al. [5], w hich are based on reflectance at two ang les of
incidence. Robertson ’s earlier values [6] based on absorption measurements
agree with the present results over the range 800—600 cm ’ but are lower than
~1~c present values for i7< 600 cm ’ ; the stated uncertaint ies  in Robertson ’s
results overlap those involved in the present study.  The k(i 7 ) values giv en by
Zolatarev et a!. [3] repre sent results based on tr ansmission , reflection , ATR

~ 
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measurements , and , for the reg ion ~~< 400 cnn’, the results obtained by ot h ers
[7, 13] ; their values arc outside our limits of uncertainty in certain spectral
regions.

0.60

I

I ~\0.50 • \J-

0.40

0.30 ’ -

I— I
700 5C0 500 400 300 200 100

- 700 600 500 400 300 200 100
WAV~ NUMBCR ~crn ’)

Figure 6. Optical constants of water in the far infra-red. Present results are given by
the continuous curves ; uncertainties in present results are indicated by error bars .
Previous values as presented in the references are as follows : [2) by triangles , [3]
by open circles and diamonds, [6] by + s, (5] by squares , and (13] by filled circles.

Our values of n( 17) based on Kramers— Kroni g anal ysis shown in Panel B of
figure 6. The uncertainties in the range 800—200 cm ’ are based chiefl y on con-
siderations of the uncertainties of a(17) measurements ; our computer programme
for the numerical evaluation of n( 17) in equation (3.2) emp loyed a 10 cm ’ grid
and contributed to the progressivel y larger uncertainties in the region 200—
54) cm ’, where i7 becomes comparable with the programme grid. Present
values of :z(17) in the region 800—300 em ’ are somewhat lower than those based
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on direct transmission and reflection measurements [2,5] and those reported
by Zolatarev et a!. [3] ; the estimated uncertainties of variou s investi gators
overlap thr oug h this region . I’o r 1 < 30() cm — ’ , the values given in [2] f all
below those obta ined in th e present study ; there is general agreement in the
300—50 cm region between our results and earlier Kr arner s— K ro ni g values [3].
Th e value of is( 17) given by Chamberla in  ci al. [13] for 85 cnn ’ is 5 per cent
larger than our Kraincrs—K ronig value and thus is within our large limits of
uncertaint y , which -are ~ 10 per cent at this frequency.

The results sum marized in fi gure 6 emp hasize the desirability of further
experimental work in the region 17< 300 cm— ’. Althoug h further  quantitative
studies of absorption would be desirable and would provide data for Kramers—
Kroni g computations emp loy ing a smaller computation grid , the major need is
for quantitati ve measurements of reflection. We join Irvine and Pollack [1] in
encourag ing future investigators to give their results in tabular form, since the
usual grap hical representations alone do not provide values sufficientl y accurate
for use in calculations of optical constants. Althoug h a thoroug h knowled ge of
k( 17)  and ,z(17) for 17<200 cm ’ is not of major importance to meteorology, it is of
considerable importance to our understanding of the molecular properties of
water.

The authors wish to express their thanks  to Mr. Thomas Duell for assistance
with the computer programme used in the Kramers—Kroni g anal ysis.
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The real ii t v )  and imaginary k (v) pa rts of the complex refractive index ~‘~( n + I k of water at 27 ‘C have
been determ ined froni measuremen ts of spectral reilectance at near-norma l incidence and from
m easureme nts of the transmittance of water in carefu lly constructed absorption cells. Values of a (v) ~xe
reported tn grap hi~al and tabul a r form for the spectra l region 3800—27 800 cm ~~

‘; values of the Lambert
abaorp tion cocuic ient 0(n)  are presented graphic a lly and in tabular form , along with k (v )  for the region
3800—14 500 cot ”, Upper limits of k (v) axe establ ished for the region 14 500—27 800 cm~~. The resul ts
are compared with earlier studies.

Index Headings: Refractive index; Absorption; Water; Reflectance; Infr ared; Spectra.

Since the t ime of the Irvine—Pollack survey , t which labeled R in Fig. 1; the curve has a slope that is small
emphasized the dearth of reliable values of the optical and nearly constant over most of the indicated spectral
constants 1~(v) = f l ( v) + ik (v) for water , there have range. However , the spectral reflectance decreases
been numerous studies~~ of the spectrum of water in rapidly in the region of 4000 cm~~, owing to the proxim-
the frequency range below 4000 cm~~. In the present ity of the strong fundamental water bands near
paper , we report new results for n (v)  in the range 3400 cm ’. The reflec tance curve shown in the fi gure is
3800—27 800 cm~~; these are based primarily on reflec- the smooth curve drawn throug h points representing
tance measurements. We also give values for the many individual determinations ; we believe that the
Lambert absorption coefficient a(v)  based on trans- fractional uncertainty ôR/ R is 0.02 over most of the
mittance measurements and list the corresponding range , where oR includes the standard deviation of the
values of k (v)= Xa (v) / 4 i r .  - measurements of samples and reference mirror and the

In the course of our work , we emp loyed a double-pass restrictions imposed by the calibration of the sector
prism monoch romator equi pped with a type DF-2 wheels. -

glass prism Cahbrated in 
~~~~~~~~r i ~ 

0 TRANSMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS

the near infrared. A Reeder thermocouple was employed In order to obtain accurate values of the Lambert
as a detector. We used a carefull y monitored tungsten absorption coefficient a(v), it is necessary to have
iodide lamp as a source. accurately measured values of the thickness x of the

- absorbing layers of water and to eliminate the effects of
REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS reflection and absorption by the windows of the absorp-

The general procedures that we employed for the tion cell. 7 In the present study, in the 5300—14 300 cm~
near-normal reflectance measurements were similar to region , we employed a set of precision absorption cells
those described in earlier reports5 ’ ; we measured the
ratio of the reflectance oi water at 27°C to that of a
reference mirror , the absolute reflectance of which was ,~~ —~~~ ~~~~~~ 

_______

determined in an auxiliary experiment by use of a ‘ I o(11)
Strong reflectometer. Because water is relatively ‘ : - -

transparent in the visible and near infrared , we used . 
- 

I - .

water samples contained in a glass optical horn , the .~~~~~~~ I ______ - - ~~~~~~~.

exterior of which was painted dull black in order to 
L~~~~~ i.. . _J J -~minimize spurious reflections from the walls of the RM - I I

container ; the curved horn was constructed of 6-cm-o.d. ~~~~~~ + 
I 

— .

Pyrex, had a tapered length of 16 cm , and ended in a ~~~~~~ 
-— , : 

- 
_l_ L 4—- - - — - -

point. We were unable to detect radiant flux reflected 
~~~~~ 

-_ - 

~~‘~~~~~ 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- - . -. .24

from the interior of the horn . As in the earlier work , we 
~~~~ 

- 
;- ~~~~~ -

used a rapidly rotating sector disk when measuring - I 
-

radiant flux from the reference mirror; use of such ~‘°~ - 
- -

a calibrated optical attenuator eliminates the neces- - I 
2 

-

sity of undesirable changes of amplifier gain-control Y
adjustments. -Ftc. 1. Curve R gives fract ional reflectance at nea--norma lA plot of measured fractional spectral reflectance R (v)  incidence as a function of frequency in cm~ . Curve n gives a p lot
as a function of wave number is given in the curve of refractive index n (v)  as a function of frequency.
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that had dillerent thicknesses x. The fractional umi -
certainty c3~~(v)/~~(v) , based on the standard deviation

0.711 ~3 .00 125 L67 
- 

Oa( v ), is fair ly small in the range lUuu—35(l0 cm —1 ; at
- 

I

2 - — 
hi gher ~requencics a( v)  becomes smaller and the Inca-

- - sured absorptance .1 (v) = 1 — T ( w)  of the water for the
- — absorption cells emp loyed becomes too small to  r)ro vidc

- -- accurate values of o~(P ) ; thus , the fractional uncertaint y‘0 -

of a(v) are so great that even with the thinnes t cellI -

- 

increases. At frequencies less than 4000 cm t , the values

~ 
) 

- mination of a(v) ; for these low frequencies , the wed ge-
- employed A (v) becomes too great for accurate deter-I - cell techniques described by Robertson ’ are to be

preferred.

~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

- 
O~~ ICAL CONSTANTS

l
F

1
~~~ , curve based on Robertson’s results’ for lower frequency

Values of the imaginary part k ( v )  of the complex/
- 

- 

- - refractive index based on measured values of a(v) are
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - listed in Table I. A plot of k (v)  vs v for the region

covered in the present study joins smoothl y with the

40 i2D 00 60 60 4.0 ~~~ ranges. -

1.1 (Crfl )
Ftc. 2. L.ambert absorption coeflicient 0(Y ) as a function >~ I #unI

of frequency expressed in cm ”. -~357 ~~~
,‘ ‘~~~~~ Z.E25 ~an .~s ~~

- 
-

of Infrasil quartz that provided path lengths of 1, 2, 5, ~4~: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 m m ;  these cells, which were
supplied by Markson Science, Inc., were fabricated from ~

‘ a”

a single batch of fused silica in order to avoid differences
I —

of optical properties of the cell windows. In measuring

1the transmittance of water samples in these cells, we 

- - - 
4 .

~~~

used a collimated beam of radiant flux.
The measured spectral transmittance T( ~) of water

in an absorption cell of length x is given by the
expreSsion

Xt
T( v)~~ [1—R ’ (v)J [1—A ’(v)J exp [—a (v)x], (1) -

where R’ (v) is fraction of the incident radiant flux 2 - - -

reflected from the inner and outer window surfaces of “ - - -
-~ I Ithe filed cells and 4’(~) is the fraction of the flux it -

absorbed by the windows. By taking the ratios of the - I I
spectral transmittances of water-filled cells of different a - 

J 

-

lengths, we eliminated the influence of R’ (v) and A’ (v)  I
and obtained accurate values of the Laznbert coefficient 

- I
.~~

“ —! 
~~ 

. - -
- .i I L

In the range 3800—3500 cnr4, we used a Beckmann - 
- I

variable-path-length cell with fused-silica windows ; 4 - 
-
/ 

( ‘  - I

the path length can be accurately and continuously 3 -

adjusted in the range 6 mm to 30 ~m. 2 - 
- 

‘..~ 
- -

~ - 
- - 

~
- - - -

The values of the Lambert absorption coefficient - 

-

that we derived from our measurements are shown in I )

Fig. 2. As indicated in the fi gure , the values of a(v) at ~4) ‘°

14 000 and 4000 cm t differ by a factor of 10’; un- ‘

~
‘ 

~~
“.°

certainty ba rs for various spectral reg ions are indicated Ftc . 3. The cGnt inuou s curve in the upper panel gives values of
in the figure. Values of a (v)  are listed in Table I. In ,i(~~) ‘-b lam ed in the present study : the cont inuous curve n the

lowe r panel gives values of a(v) i l ~tained in the p resent study.arriving at each value o~ ce(v) given in the table we The crosses indicate values tabulated by Irv in e and rolIa~k ,
measured the transmittance of 6 to 12 absorbing layers the circles indicate values tabulated by Hale and Querry .
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TALj Li I. Optical constants of li quid water fro m the near infrared to the ultraviolet.

via  cm ’ a(v)  in cm~ k ( v)  n( ~) A in ~sm ] in cm ’ a (v)  in cm ’ k (p )  n ( p)  A in ~m
3 800 L93 x 102 4.04X 10 3 1.239 2.6.32 8600 1.18 1.09 1.326 1.163
3 900 1.11 2.26 1.257 2.564 8 700 9.70X10 ’ 8.87X10 ’ 1.326 1.149
4 000 9.57X10’ 1.90 1.268 2.500 8 800 5.48 4.96 1.326 1.136
4 100 6.35 1.23 1.276 2.439 8 900 3.23 2.89 1.327 1.124
4 200 4.18 7.92 x 10 ’ 1.281 2.381 9 000 2.32 2.05 1.327 1.111
4300 2,93 5.42 1.285 2.326 9 100 1,92 1.68 1.327 1.099
4 400 2.30 4.16 1.291 2.273 9 200 1.66 1.44 1.327 1.087
4 550 1,93 3.38 1.296 2.198 9 350 1.48 1.26 1.328 1.070
4 700 2.36 4.00 1,301 2.128 9 500 1.64 1.31 1.328 1.053
4 800 3.10 5.14 1.303 2.083 9 600 1.90 1.57 1.328 1.042
4 900 4.50 7.31 1.305 2.041 9700 2.31 1.90 1.328 1.031
5 000 6.92 1.LOX 1O ’ 1.306 2.000 9 800 2.85 2.31 1.328 1.020

9 900 3.51 2.82 1.328 1.0105 100 1.09x10 1.70 1.307 1.961
3 190 1,24 1.90 1.309 1.927
5 300 5.75X10’ 8.63X10 ° 1.310 1.887 10 000 4.16 3.31 1.328 1.000
5 400 1.08 1,59 1.311 1.852 10 100 4.69 3.70 1.328 0.990
5 500 944X 10° 1.37 1.312 1.818 10200 5.02 3.92 1.328 0.980
5 530 9.48 1.36 1.312 1,802 10 280 3.14 3.98 1.328 0.973
5 600 9.18 1.30 1.313 1.786 10 400 4.71 3.60 1.328 0.962
5 700 7.60 1.06 1.314 1. 754 10 500 3.22 2.44 1.328 0.952
5 800 623 8.53x10_’ 1.314 1.724 10 600 2.14 1.61 1.329 0.943
5900 5.65 7.62 1.315 1.695 10 700 1.58 1.18 1.329 0.935
6 000 5.65 7.49 1.316 1.667 10 800 1.19 8.77X10 ’ 1.329 0.926
6 100 6.07 7.92 1.317 1,639 11 000 7.50X 10~ 5.4.3 1.329 0.909

11 200 6.09 4.33 1.329 0.893
6200 6.80 8.73 1.318 1.613 11400 5.06 3.53 1.330 0.877
6 300 8.07 1.02 X 10 ’ 1.318 1.587
6 400 9.68 1.20 1.319 1.563
6 300 1.2 1X 10’ 1.48 1.319 1.538 11600 4.28 2.94 1.330 0.862
6 600 1.56 1.88 1.320 1.515 11800 3.87 2.61 1.330 0.847

12 000 3.08 2.04 1.330 0.8336 700 2.17 2.58 1.320 1.493
6 800 2.83 3.34 1.321 1.471 12 200 1.99 1.30 1.330 0.820
6 930 3.17 3.64 1.321 1.443 12 300 1.91 1.24 1.331 0.813
7 000 3.10 .3.52 1.321 1.429 12 400 1.95 1.25 1.331 0.806
7 100 2.15 2.41 1.322 1~~~ 

12 600 2.10 1.33 - 1.331 0.794
7200 9. 13x 100 1.01 1.322 1.389 ~2 800 2.30 1.43 1.331 0.781
7 300 5.45 5.94X10 ’ 1.323 1.370 13 000 2.51 1.54 1.331 0.769

13 200 2 .72 1.64 1.332 0.758
7 400 3.87 4.16 1.323 1.351 13 300 2.81 1.68 - 1.332 0.752
7 500 2.23 2.39 1.323 1.333 13 400 2.75 1.63 1.332 0.746
7 600 1.67 1.75 1.324 1.316
7 700 1.34 1.38 1.324 1.299 13 600 2.38 1.39 1.332 0.735
7800 1.13 1.15 1.324 1.282 13 800 1.34 7,73X 10~ 1.332 0.725
7 900 1.07 1.08 1.324 1.266 14000 9.8x 10_ i 5.6 1.332 0.714
8 000 1.11 1.10 1.325 1.250 14 250 6.9 3.8 1.332 0.702
8 100 1.17 1.15 1.325 1.235 14 500 4.9 2.7 1.332 0.690
8 200 1.22 1.18 1.325 1.220 18 000 1.333 0.556
8300 1.25 1.20 1.325 1.205 22 250 1.337 0.449
8 400 1.25 1.18 1.325 1.190 24 500 1.344 0.408
8500 1.23 1.15 1.326 1.176 27 800 1.353 0.360

Values of the real part n( v) of the complex refractive DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
index can be obtained by use of the Fresnel expression The present stud y covers a region intermediatefor normal-incidence spectral reflectance 

between the region of extremel y high absorption in the
R —  [ (n — 1) 2 +k2J/ [ (n+ 1)2+k2J . (2) infrared and the region of great transparency in the

visible and near ultraviolet. A portion of this reg ion
Over much of the spect ral region covered in the present was covered in the Irvine—Pollack survey ’; our results
work, k ( v)  is so small that it can be neglected ; in this are in much closer agreement with the Irvine Pollack
case, n (v ) can be obtained in excellent approximation values in this reg ion than were our earlier results in the
from intermediate and far-infrared reg ions. ’ 4

n~ ( l + R 1) / (1 ’—R 1).  (3)
Recently Hale and Querrv 9 have made a critical

We plot n(v) vs in curve n in Fi g. I and list values of survey of the existing literature dealing wi th  the 
-

in Table I. The fractional uncertainty 3n (i~ - n ( v )  is optical properties of water and have attempted to
approximately ±0.01 over most of the spectral reg ion select a set of best values. In the reg ion of present
covered, interest , these authors base their values on the work of -

3].

~ 
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Kon dr a tvev , 1’ ir e1 ’ and Pc t tv ,~ and Z lata r cv -1 -iL ’ ~t t h  sc : i t f t r ~ng, if ~nI~)rovcd value s ‘ii ~~~~~ ire to be
En l”i g. 3, xe cunip are  our values of ii and ,,. as .~~v , -ii ii j i ) t i i J i icd in the  frequenc y range above 15 ~U() cur t .
the continuous curves , with  the  rcsi~it s  i~c i r v I n e  -

Pollack surve y given by crosses md the I [~ti~ j u e r r v  REFERENCES
survey ‘iven by circles. In -~cn~ ral t her e  Is ~. ii r ~I .~rce- - . - , -

-- -
- . - - - Supp ort eil in i~ rt Lw t i e  O(flce of v:ti ,~~5t~ar’- rt

men t ; sonic o the disagreements can ~ -~~~i ia he W . M . i rv ine ~nd J . it . Poil ack , kar its i , 324 l°OS I .
attributed to 51i”h t. differences of frequenc y c al ibra t ion -L. Portl ier an n C. De. na ml ’,mov , . \n n .  Ucopoy s. 21 , 41) 2
of the dispersin g instruments , rather than to real ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Atic r ovich , and S. I.
differences of n and k values. I’opov , Opt. Spcctrosk. 27, 790 (191)9) ~Opt. Spcctrosc. 27 ,

Althou gh th e  values of the optical constants that we 430 (1969)]. 
- - -

-. , . . - ‘M. P.. Ouerry, 8. Cur m ~ut t e, and D. iVilli am s , J. Opt. Soc . Am.
list in lable I are sutnc ientlv accurate b r  use tn Mie- 39, 1299 (19m ~9).
theory calcula tions of scattering, more-precise values of ~A . N. Ru sk , 1). Williams , and M. R. Querry , J. Opt. Soc. Am.
n(s’) in much of the range covered can be obtained front ~~ 1

\~9~~~~7~~ R. Querry , A. N Rusk , and D. ~ViU iarn s,
measurements of the angular deviation of beams passing j. o~~. Soc. Am. 62, 11 03 1972).
through a hollow prism filled with water. The values of ‘C. ‘N. Robertson and D. \~ iiliams , J. Opt . Soc. Am. 61 , 1316

k ( s)  progressivel y decrease with increasing frequency in ‘C. W. Robertson , B. Curnutt e , and D. Williams , Mol. Phys.
the visible reg ion and attain a value of approximatel y 26, 183 (1973).
10° in the 20 000—22 000 cm”4 range. Extremel y long ‘G. M. Hale and M. R. Querry , Appi. Opt. 12, 535 (1973) .

- ‘°K Kondra tvev , Ra d~at,, ’n ,mm the .4omr osp I:cre tAcademic , ~ ew -

absorption path lengths must be emp loyed , and extreme York , 1969), pp. 107—123. 
-care must be taken to avoid spurious enects associated t’J. A. Curcio and C. C. Petty, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 41, 302 (1931).
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After the experin’ental work done by Rusk., by Rober tson , and by

Palmer reported in the preceding papers , we had a wealth o f quantitative

knowledge of the reflection spectrum in the range 15,000 cm ’ to 300 cin~~

and the absorption spectrum of water from the visible region to a fre-

quency of 50 cm 1 in the far infrared . Over most of this range the

optical constants n(v) and k(v) could be determined directly from exper-

imental measurements. Throughout this region values of n(v) could also

be determined by Kramers—Kronig analysis of absorption measurements;

both n(v) and k(\L) could be determined by Kramers—Kronig phase—shift

analysis of reflection measurements. Dr. Harry D. Downing made a cri—

tical survey of the amassed data and the consistency of n(v) and k(v)

as determined by various methods . The results of this survey are in-

cluded in the following paper by Downing and Williams , which consti-

tutes our definitive work on the spectrum of water at 27° C..

Note: Some of the data in the paper for frequencies below 100

are based on British work at the National Physical Laboratory itt Ted—

dington . Newer data from that source are somewhat different: thus , the

tabulated values of n(v) and k(v) for very low frecuencies are somewhat

in question . 

~~~~~~~~~~ - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- -
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Optical Consta nts of Water in the Inf rared

HARRY D. DOWNIN G AND DUDLEY WILLIAMS

Depar ini eri t ,,f l’hi- ., i, s . A ansas Siate L’nirers ifl ’ . Mwihat Ian , Kansas 66 506

The r esuIt ~ of our earl ie r studies ol re fl ection and absorption in vari ous spectral regions are reviewed
j nd the n used to pro~ide ~.j lucs ui th e co mp lex index of ref ract ion ~‘ n + ik of wate r at 27°C in the
spectral range 5000— I t) cm - 

. corresponding to wavelen gths  in the range 2 ~~ to I mm .  Values ol n , k. and
the La mbcri absorption ~oei1i~ient u , which  are presented grtip hi cal ly and in iabulti r form , sho uld prove
use ful in siudi ~s of the sca ne r ing  of n i r -ared radiat ion b~ water d rop lets i n th e atmosphere and in studi e s
of r tidiuc i~e heat bala nce at w ater  surf aces .

Al tho ug h t he inf ra red  spectrum of water had been the  sub- small  k and agreed. w i t h i n  the stated l imi t s  of u n c e r t a in t y ,  in
ject of numerous invest igat ions .  Inane and Po//ack ( l96~ j the centers of absorption bands where k is large: in the spectra l
made a critical survey of pub l i shed  resu lts  t h a t  revealed many range s < 600 cm~~ the uncer ta int ies  in k became larger
inconsistencies and a gene ral paucity of quan t i t a t i ve  data on because of l i m i t a t i o n s  imposed by the spect rometers
which to base values of the real and imag ina ry  parts of the employed.  The value s of k were measured in th is  low-
comp lex index of refract ion .~ . = n ± ik .  In view of the impor-  frequency region by Robertson el al. [ l 973 J ,  who used a far in-
tance of n and k in calculat ions of the transmission , scatte r- frared grating instrument  to determine a in the spectral  range
i ng. a nd absorption of electromagnetic radia t ion  by water  between 800 and 50 cm ”’ : these aut hors also obtained va lues
drop lets in the earth ~s atmosphere.  our  labora tory  group has of n by means of a KK analysis of measured values  of a.
devoted considerable a t t en t i on  to th e q u a n t i t a t i v e  de te rm ina-  In the spectroscopy of the remote infrared , in t erferome t ers
l ion of the optical  properties of water  in the  inf rared .  We have used with  Fourier  t ransform techniques have marked advan-
based our  ear l ier  l i s t i n g s  of the optical constants  n and k on tages over conven t iona l  grat ing ins t ruments .  Us ing  int er l ero -
q u a n t i t a t i v e  m easurements  of various types in various spectral  metr i c  methods , John Chamberlain and his assoc iates at . the
regions. The purpose of the present paper is to give a c r i t i ca l  N a t i o n a l  Ph ysical Laboratory ( N FL )  have obta ined v a l u e s  of
review of our  earl ier  s tudies  wi th  the purpose of p ro v id ing  a set ii and k in the range 1 00—20 cm ‘ : in the course of th i s  w ork .
of ‘best valu es~ for use in a tmospher ic  studies.  Da cies et a!. [1970] employed absorption techn iques. and Zaf ar

In our  in i t i a l  s tudy .  covering the 5000- to 400-cm ’ region , et a!. [1973 1 emp loyed reflection techniques. Ex is t ing  w ate r
Querry el a!. (1969) at tempted to measure the reflectance of data in th~ microwave and radiofr equency regions have been
pol arized radiat ion at two large ang les of incidence and to summarized by Ray [1972].
determine n -and k by solut ion of the generalized Fresne l
equations. In the range 5000—330 cm~~ , Rusk et a!. ( 1 9 7 1 ]  

- PRESENT STUDY

emp loyed reflectance measurements  aI near -normal  incidence in preparing the present s u m m a r y  of our  work on water  we
a nd at an angle of 53° near Brewster ’ s a n g le. A l t h o u g h  the re  have based our values of the optical constants  p r i m a r i l y on ( I )
was fair  agreement in the values of n and k obtained in these R o b e r t s o n ’s ab so rp t i on  m e a s u r e m e n t s  and  (2) Rusk ’s
two studies, serious uncer ta in t ies  were in t roduced as a resul t  of measurements  of spectral reflectance at n ear-normal  incidence.
the imperfect polarizers emp loyed at nonnorma l  incidence in In extensions of these pr imary  data to the near- infrared and
the first s tud y and the fa i lu re  to achie ve Bre wster ’s a ngle in the vis ible w e have made use of the recent work o1 Palme r and
vic in i ty  of absorpt ion bands in the second stud \  - Wil/j an is [1974): ri the extreme inf rared  we have used the N PL

I n view of these uncer ta in t ies . Hale e a! . [ l972 )  app lied a result s in the 100- to 20-cm ’ region and results taken from
Kram ers-Kroni g ( K K )  p hase shift  - anal ysis to ob ta in  values of Ray ’s survey in the frequency range below 20 cm ’ . In  spectral
the optical constants from Ru sk ’ s measurements  of reflectance reg ions where accurate values of absorption coefficien ts and
at n ear~norrn a l  incidence. The values of n based on the KK re flecta nces have been determined independent l y we have ob-
anal ysis represented an improvement  on the ear l ier  values : the ta m ed values of n and k from Fresnel ’ s equa t ion :  in other
KK ana l ysis gave good valu es of k in the  v ic in i ty  of strong ab- regions we have emp loyed KK methods.
sorption m a x i m u m s  but  was unrel iable  in spectral reg ions The refraciive index ii can be determined from the KK re la -
where k is smal l .  i n  genera l . reflectance mea surements  can give t i on
relia b le values for n and also for large k : they thus  comp lement  

______it (s ) = I + (1 , 27r~)P I ~ -~- .~
_—_a (s)

dv ’ ( I )carefu l absorption measurements , which can pro vide rel iable  J 5  v ’~ —

values for smal l  k but somewhat questionable values for large wher e a repres ents the Lambert absorption coefficient , ork .
which we have values in the range between the r adio fre qu en e~Our next s tudy by Robert so n and Wi/liap n s [ 1 9 7 l J  wjs the
region and 4 . 500 cm ’ in the  visible .  In  order to obta in  ‘Va luesq u a n t i t a t i v e  measu remen t  of t h e  L a m b e r t  a b s o r p t i o n  
of 0 in the  in f ra red  from (1 )  it is suf f ic ient  to t ake  .j ccoun tcoeffic ient ~ detined by I = I , exp [ — a x ] : in t h i s  work we used 
of ul t raviole t  contr ibut ions  by assuming a single far ul t raviole t.1 wed ge .shaped absorpi ion cell designed b y Robertson . an d -

hand  w h i c h  wi l l  give the  proper va lue  of ii at some Ire-we covered t h e  sp ectral  r ange 3300—300 cm ’ . The values ol ~.

= Aa /4~ b ase l on absorption mea surem eni s were more quencv for w h i c h  it IS a ccura te l ~ kno s~n from in d e p e n d e n t
measurem ents: we chose charac t e r i s t i c s  lia r t he  h~ p o t h c i i c a lprec ise than thos e bused on reflectance in spectral regions ol
u l t r a v i o l e t  hand  t h a t  would  y ie ld  it v a l ue  ri = I 306 at ~O00

Cot ’vri gh i ~~ 97 5 b y  the Smer ica n Geoph ysi cal  U n i o n .  cm ’ in agreement  w i t h  al l  our own ear l ier  measuremen t s .
1 656
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t o t -m i d  i n e ; d c m m c ~ r ct lec t : in ce I? i i i  the  r a i l m i c ~U0— l 20 eat S i :  - - Ithese calculated . .ilue s of R served to chee k R u sk s -, ~m l u c s  i n .9 - - ~-_ __ - - . 23

the 800- to 350-enr ’ rang e :ind to provide m .ml u es ol I? i n  t he  
. . -

350- to 1 20-em ra nge . where  rI Q re l i cet ane c n l c a su r e i t i c n t s  
- 

- 

2 7have been made. in  the 1 20- to 90-crn rang e  - -~e j out ed our  .7 ~~~~~~~~~ 

_ - . _ 
—- - - . — -  - - - -

ca lcula ted va lues  to a re lleetanc e cur v e for the  - 0 .  to h -c m , — - - . —
~~ 

..- . - — . -
~~~~~~ 

- 2.6
r ange  ca lcu la ted  f rom the N P L  opt ical  c’ O T t s i 4 i i i s  ~tti d those 

~~~~~ — . -l isted b y R a y .  On the b usts  of measured and ca lcula ted  va lues  L.  — - 
~~

_ _ I S
~
.
~
_ - 

1

of reflectance over the who le  range l’rom the near  u l t r a v i o l e t  to - -  ~~~~~~~. . .. - - 
_._ . . —_. - - - -~~~ — 2.4

the radiofr equency range. we then  employed the  KK p hase 
- - - -  ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ _ . — 2.3shi ft theorem ‘ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~

~~(v ) = (2s / ~ )P f  ~~~~~~~~~ di” (2) 
- -  -‘ 22

I) v — v LI — — — — — - - - - -—.——— - - -— -- — — ——— -——--—— --— .— -. - - — . 2. i
a I . 2.0

where [ R(i ’) ] ” is the modulus  of the complex re f lec t iv i ty  ~~ = ~~ 2.4 22 ~ 2 0~ 0.4 Q2~~3
( R ( v) J U S  exp [i~(s)j .  In terms of ~ and R the values of a and k WAVE NJJVIBER Cm~~i

at any frequency are given by the relat ions Fi g. 2 . Refractive index a as a function of wave number  and
w avelength.

ii = (I  — R),  ( I  + R — 2R - cos ~ ) ( 3)

k = (— 2R ’ sin i~~). ( 1 -i— R — 2R~
’2 cos ~ ) (4) ternal cons istency of our work. In genera l , t he actual un-

certainties , w hich have been estimated in our earlier papers .
We have used (2~ along wi th  (3) and (4) to provide n and k over are com parable ‘.vith those given b y the error bars except in the
the en t i re  f requency range  of present  interest ,  v ic i n i ty  of the s t rong absorpt ion band near 3400 cm t . for

In the computer  programs used for the so lu t t on  of ( I )  and whi ch Robertso n and Wi//j ams [1971 ) l i st  an uncer ta in ty  of
(2) we have emp loyed methods based on Simpson ’ s rule  w i t h  a ~~~~ in k; t h u s  since t ransmission measurements  tend to g i v e
basic increment  of 10 cm - except in the v ic in i ty  of the an u nderest imate  of k at the centers of s t rong  absorp t ion
singu la r i ty  at v , where a n a l y t i c  so lut ions  l f l v o s  ing  c~u a U r a t i c  bands , our results indica te  tha t  k may be is large as 0.294 at
approx ima t ions  of a (v  and In [ R ( s ) ) t 2 were i sed. The lO-cm ’ 3390 cm~~.
mesh is sa t i s fac to r y  over most of the ran ge of present interest  Our final values of the refractive index n are p lotted as a
but becomes coarse at the lowest frequ enc ies.  function of wave number  and wavelength  in Fi gure . The

curve shown represents a weighted average of direct deter-OPTIC AL CONSTANTS - - - - -m in a t i o ns in regions where a and R have been determined
In Figure I we give our  f inal  values of the absorpt ion index directl y by exper iment , of KK determinat ions  from ( I ) .  and of

k as a funct ion of f requency ri waves per cent imeter  and -. sav e-  K K  de te rmina t ions  from (2) and (3) ; greater wei ght  has been
length in micrometers. The values represent the weighted average accorded to direct determinat ions .  It should be noted t h a t  our
of k based on direct measurements  of a and on KK ana l yses: val ues of n in the range 350— 120 cm~~ are based ent i re l y on
greater  w e i g ht is g iven to the values  based on direct measure-  -

ment.  The error  bars shown  in the ñgure  represent the max-
imum differences between measured values and values based WAVa.ENGTH( (Jm)
on ( I )  (2 )  and 4 the error bars thus give a measure of the in 29 ~~~ 
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K K i n m i l ~ sen . since we h a v e  made i i  rcI1~~-5 ( i on nit’~t st i r crn ei t t s  T A I m L m :  1 . ~ - . u u t 4 m i u e j

in his r ,mi l ce .  Fhe e r ro r  bars  on the cu r s - c  in the l igu re  ar e a — . - - — - -

measure of the  se i f - c oim sis ie n cy of ou r  w o r k  and at a giv en a r i ( v )  k (~ ) 0 ( v )  -

f requency represent the  n , a x im u m  di ff erences  be t w een  it as ___________________________________________________________

deter mined b y var ious techniques:  the large un c e r t a in t i e s  in 
~~~~~~ 0.0927 .mo;0 . a

spectral regi ons- ’~ here n is chan ~ in g rap id ly  are probabl y due  ~;oo 1. 144 0. 102 4 4 2 0 . 3

in purl to spectrometer c a l i b r a t i o n  problems m i d  in part to the 3580 1. 14 9 0.11 2 47t’ ) . 3 7 1 3
3570 1 154 0 1,1 5110 0 ‘ ~~

- I
size of the  inc remen t s  emp loyed in the K K ana lys i s .  3560 ~: ~ .5 ) 9

3550 1.161 0 . 142 6020.0 2. 5 :
3540 1.165 0.154 6510.0 2.824

TABLE 1. Optical Constants of Water in the infrared 3530 1.171 0.167 7070.0 2.S33
3520 1.177 0.180 7670.0 2.84t
3510 1.183 0.194 3230.0 2.849

r i (v )  k ( v )  0 ( J )  3500 1.191 0.206 8750.0 2.857
___________________________________________________________ 3490 1.199 0 .218  9270.0 2.865

3480 1.212 0.229 9660.0 2.874
5000 1.303 0.00110 69.2 2.000 3470 1.220 0.239 10120.0 2.882
4950 1.301 0.000900 56.0 2.020 3460 1.233 0.249 10500.0 2.390
.1900 1.301 0.000731 45.0 2.041 3450 1.246 0.258 10850.0 2.889
4850 1.300 0.000617 37.6 2.062 3440 1.258 0.265 11150.0 2.907
4800 1.298 0.000514 31.0 2 .083 3430 1.27 1 0.271 11370.0 2.9 15
4750 1.298 0.000452 27 .0 2.105 3420 1.232 0.276 11600.0 2.024
4700 1.296 0.000400 23.6 2.128 3410 1.293 0.230 11780.0 2.933
4650 1,295 0.000359 21.0 2.151
4600 1.294 0.000341 19.7 2.374 3400 1.305 0.28t 11850.0 2.94:
4550 1.293 0.000338 t9.3 2.198 3390 1.317 0.282 11900.0 2.950

3380 1.329 0.282 11870.0 2.9s9
3500 1.291 0.00034S 19.5 2.222 3370 1.342 0.279 117 0.0 2.967
4450 1.239 0.000376 21.0 2 . 2 4 7  3360 1.353 0.276 11600.0 2.976
4400 1.2S7 0.000416 23.0 2.273 3350 1.364 0.272 11400.0 2.985
4350 1.285 0.000465 25.4 2.299 3340 1.376 0.267 11150.0 2.994
4300 1.282 0.000542 29.3 2.326 3330 1.386 0.262 10920.0 3.003
4250 1.280 0.000652 34.3 2.353 3320 1.398 0.255 10570.0 3.012
4200 1.277 0.330792 43.8 2.381 3310 1.407 0.250 10300.0 3.021
41S0 1.273 0.000968 30.5 2.410
4100 t.270 0.00123 63.5 2.439 3300 1.417 0.243 10000.0 3.030
4050 1.265 0.00156 79.5 2.469 3290 1.426 0.236 9670.0 3.040

3280 t.434 0.228 9300.0 3.04 9
4000 1.261 0.00190 95.7 2.500 3270 1.442 0.220 8950.0 3.058
3990 1.260 0.00195 97.5 2.506 3260 1. 450 0.212 8570.0 3.067
3980 1.239 0.00200 100.0 2.513 3250 1.457 0.204 8270.0 3.077
3970 1.257 0.00205 102.0 2.519 3240 1.465 0.195 7820.0 3.086
3960 (.256 0.00207 103.0 2.525 3230 1.471 0.183 7320.0 3.096
3950 1.253 0.00210 104.0 2.532 3220 1.476 0.173 6830.0 3.106
3940 1.254 0.00212 105.0 2.338 3210 1.480 0.163 6400.0 3.115
3930 1.252 0.00215 106.0 2.545
3920 1.250 0.00219 108.0 2.551 3200 1, 483 0.153 6010.3 3.125
3910 1.249 0.00223 110.0 2.558 3190 1.486 0.144 5610.0 3.135

3180 1.487 0.133 5210.0 3.135
3900 (.247 0.00227 111.0 2.564 3170 1.487 0.125 4840.0 3.155
3890 1.246 0.00231 113.0 2.57t 3160 1.487 0.117 4550.0 3.165
3880 1.243 0.00234 114.0 2.577 3150 1.486 0.110 4320.0 3.175
3870 1.241 0.00239 116.0 2.584 3140 1.385 0.0994 3890.0 3.185
3860 1,240 0.00243 118.0 2.591 3130 1.482 0.0920 3620.0 3.195
3850 1.238 0.00248 120.0 2.597 3120 1. 479 0.0855 3390.0 3.205
3840 1.235 0.00257 124.0 2.604 3110 1.477 0.0785 3120.0 3.215
3830 1.232 0.00270 130.0 2.611
3820 1.230 0.00298 143.0 2.618 3100 1.474 0.0716 2840.0 3.226
3810 1.227 0.00330 158.0 2.62$ 3090 1.472 0.0653 2590.0 3.236

3080 1.467 0.0600 2390.0 3.237
3800 1.224 0,00402 192.0 2.632 3070 1.364 0.0550 2190.0 3.257
3790 1.221 0.00437 208.0 2.639 3060 1.461 0.0504 2010.0 3.268
3780 1. 2 1 8  0 .004 82 2 2 9 . 0  2 .646 3050 1.457 0 .0462  1840.0 3 .2 7 9
3770 1.214 3.00536 254.0 2.653 3040 1.354 0.0422 1680.0 3.239
3760 1.210 0.00627 296.0 2.660 3030 1.451 0.0385 1S30.0 3.300
3750 1.205 0.00732 345.0 2.667 3020 1.448 0.0348 1390.3 3.311
3740 1.200 0.00855 402.0 2.674 3010 1,444 0.4315 1260.0 3.322
3730 1.195 0.0105 490.0 2.681
3720 1.191 0 . 0 1 27  593.0 2.688 3000 i. -141 0.0297 1120.0 3.333
3710 1.135 0,01.1 5 67~ .0 2.695 2990 1, 437 0.0279 1050.0 3.344

2980 1.434 0.0262 980.0 3.356
3700 1.179 0.0164 62.0 2.703 2970 1.331 0.0250 933.0 3.367
3690 1.172 0.0186 862.0 2.710 2960 1. 42’ 0.0229 850.0 3.3~’S
3680 i.166 0.0205 946.0 2.717 2950 1.425 0.0210 3.390
3670 1.157 0.0282 1300.0 2.725 20.1 0 1. 421 0.0193 13 .0 - 3.401
3660 1.149 0. 1)380 1930.0 2 . 732 2930 1. 418 0.01 7 7 650.0 3. 4 13
3650 1 . 1 1 - I  0. 4 412  2270.0  2 .73 0  29 _ mI 1. 415 0.0 163 599.0 3. 323
3640 1.139 0.0548 2600.0 2. 747 291 1) 1. 4 ( 3  0.01 5 1 5 3 1.0  3. 436
3630 1.138 0 .0649 2970.0 2. 755
3620 1.138 0 , 0744 3340.0 2. 762 2900 1. 410 0.0 138 503.0 3. 44 8
36i0 1.111 9 0.0836 3720.0 2.770 2890 1.407 0.012 8 466.0 3. 460 
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TABL II I .  ( c o r m C i n u u c d ) TMILL t .  ~co n t i u u u c d 1

v n (v )  k ( v )  ~~( a )  a v u i ( s )  i ( a )  ~ (v )  S

2880 1. 40 5 0.0118 428 .0  3 . 4 7 2  2130 ( . 3 2 7  0. 024 5 396. -) 4 .587
1.103 0 . 11 10 398 . 0 3, 484 2 170 1.327  0,0 149 406 ,0 3 . o O S

2860 1.400 0.0 10 1 3n 3 . 0  3, 497 22 60 1 .3 27 0 , 01 52 4 1 2 . 0  4 .630
2850 1.398 0.0094 1 337 . 0 3. 509 2150 1.32 7 0 ,01 54 417 .0 4 .651
2S40 1. 396 0.00866 309. 3 3. 521 2 140 ( . 326  0.01 56 419.0 4 .673

330 1,394 0.00807 287.0 3.334 2130 1.326 0.0157 419.0 . 695
2 820 1.392 0.00737 261. 0 3. 546 2 120 1.326 0 .0 157 418.0 a . 717
2810 1.390 0.00683 241.0 3.559 2110 1.325 0 .0137 416.0 4 . 739

2800 1.388 0 .0062 5 220.0  3.571 2100 1.32 5 0.0153 410.0  3 . 762
2790 1.387 0.00579 203.0 3.584 2090 1.325 0.0 153 402 .0 4 .78S[ 2730 1.385 0.00538 188.0 3.597 2080 1.325 0.015 1 594.0 4 .808
2770 1.383 0.00506 176.0 3.6 10 2070 1.325 0.0148 386.0 4 .83 1
2760 1.382 0.00473 164.0 3.623 2060 1.325 0.0146 277 .0 4 .8 54
2750 1.379 0.00449 155.0 3.636 2050 1.324 0 .0 143 363 .0 .1.878
2740 1.378 0.00424 146.0 3.650 2040 1 .324 0.0140 359.0 4 .90 2
2730 1.377 0.0040 5 139.0 3.663 2030 1.323 0.0 137 349.0 4 .426
27 20 1.375 0.00389 133.0 3.676 2020 1 .322  0.0133 338.0 4.9 50
2710 1.374 0 .00376 128.0 3.690 2010 1.322 0 .0129 327 .0 4 .9 75

2700 1.372 0.00363 123.0 3.704 2000 1.321 0.0126 317.0 5.000
2690 1.37 1 0.00355 120.0 3.717 1990 1.320 0.0122 306.0 5.025
2680 1.3 70 0.00347 117.0 3. 731 t9 80 1.319 0.0 113 294.0 5.051
2670 (.369 0.00340 114.0 3.745 1970 1.318 0.0113 284.0 5.0 6
2660 1.367 0.00335 112.0 3.759 1960 1.318 0.0110 272.0 3.132
2650 1.366 0.00336 112.0 3.774 t9 SO 1.317 0.0108 264 .0 3 .1 28
2640 1.365 0.00335 111.0 3.788 1940 1.316 0.0105 255.0 5.155
2630 1.363 0.00339 112.0 3.802 1930 1.314 0.0 103 2 49 .0  5. 181
2620 1.361 0.00340 112.0 3.817 1920 1.313 0.0101 244.0 5.208
2610 1.361 0.00348 114.0 3.831 1910 1.311 0.0100 240.0 5.236

2600 1.360 0.00352 115.0 3.846 1900 1.310 0.00993 2 3 7 . )  3 . 2 6 3
2 590 1.358 0.00363 118.0 3.861 1890 1.308 0.00990 235 .0 5 .2 91
2580 1.358 0.00370 120.0 3.876 1880 1.306 0.00995 235.0 5.3 19
2570 1.357 0.0037 8 122 .0 3.891 1870 1.304 0.0100 236 .0 S .344
2560 1.355 0.00389 125.0 3.906 1360 1.302 0 .0 102 238.0 5 .376
2550 1.354 0.00399 128.0 3.922 1850 1.299 0.0104 242.0 5.405
2540 1.3 53 0.004 10 131.0 3.937 1840 1.297 0 .0107 2 3 7 . 0  5. 435
2530 1.352 0.00422 134.0 3.953 1830 1.294 0.03 10 2 5 3 .0  5. 464
2520 1.351 0.00433 137.0 3.968 1820 1.291 0.0 115 262.0  5 .495
2510 1.350 0.00450 142.0 3.984 1810 1.288 0.0120 274.0 5.315

2500 1.349 0.00465 146.0 4.000 1800 1.285 0.0123 289.0 3.556
2490 1.348 0.00479 150.0 4.016 1790 1.282 0.0133 321.0 5.587
2480 1.348 0.00494 154.0 4.032 t780 1. 278 0.0150 336.0 5.618
2371) 1.347 0.00512 159.0 4.049 1770 1.275 0.0166 370.0 5.630
2460 1.346 0.00531 164.0 4.060 1760 1.271 0.0185 409,0
2450 1.345 0.00549 169.0 4.082 1754) 1.267 0.0205 451.0 5.714
2440 1.344 0.00568 174 .0 4.098 1740 1.262 0.0242 329.0 5. 4~~

2430 1.344 0.00586 179.0 4 .I1S 1730 1.256 0 ,029 3 637 .0 5 .780
2120 1.343 0.00608 185.0 4.132 1720 1.251 0.0332 734.0 5.814
24 10 1.342 0,00631 - 191.0 4.149 1710 1.24 7  0.0429 947 .0 5.848

2400 1.341 0.00633 t9 7 .0 4.167 1700 1.242 0.0 544 1200 .0 5.882
2390 1.340 0.00673 202.0 4. 134 1690 1. 241 0.0688 (515.0  0 .917
2380 1.340 0.00696 208.0 4 .202  1680 1.241 0.0840 1840.0 5.9 52
2370 1.338 0.00722 215 .0 4.219 1670 1.247 0.102 1 217 5 .0 5.988
2360 1.337 0 .00749 2 2 2 . 0  4.237 1660 1.265 0.117 2430.0 6 .024
2350 1,337 0 .00779 230.0 4.2 5 5 1650 1.2 89 0.130 2670.0  6.061
2340 1.335 0.00806 237.0 4 .274 1640 1.311 0. 132 27 3 8.0 6.098
2330 1.334 0.00833 244 .0  4 .2 9 2  1630 1.332 0 .12 4 2566.0 6.135
2320 1.334 0 .00864 252 .0  4 .310 1620 1.349 0.106 2139 .0 6 .1”3
23 10 1.333 0.00896 260. 0 4 .329 1610 1.354 0.0880 1760.0 6 .2 11

2300 1.332 0 .0 0927 268.0 4.348 1600 1.356 0.0740 1465.0 6 .250
2290 1,332  0 .00966 :78 .0 4.3 67 1590 1.354 0.06 18 1200 .0 6.239
2280 1.33 1 0.0 100 2 37.0 4 . 386 1580 1.350 0 .0535 102 5 .0 6 .329

- 2270 1.330 0.0104 2 9 7 . 0  4 . 4 0 5  1570 1.345 0 .04 84 533 .3
2260 1.330 3.010 8 308.0 4 . 4 2 5 1560 1,341 0.0447 863.0 6. 4 10
225-0 1.330 0 .0112 31 8 .0  4 . 444 1530 1.337 0 .0420  806.0
22 41 ) 1.329 -3 . 3 1 ( 7  330.0 4. 484 1540 1.333 0.0308 ‘:s,o 6.494
2230 1. ~29 0 . 0 12 2  3 4 2 .1) 4 .484  1530 1.330 0 .0383 ~~ 6 .0  6. 3) ~
2 2 2 0  1.32 5 0 . 0 1 2 6  352 . 0  4 .SOS 13 20 1.326 3 .3 3 7 3 03.O 6 .579
2210 1.328 0.0131 364 ,0 4.525 1510 1.324 0.0370 683.0 6.623

2200 1. 31S 0. 3136 n76, 0 4.545 1500 1 .322 9. 33vu, s66. 0 6.667
2190 1.327 0.0130 386,0 4.366

37
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TABLJ1 1. (continued) TABLE 1. (continued)

V n ( s )  k ( s )  a (s)  v n ( s )  k ( s )  a ( S)  A

1490 1.3 20  0 .0363 652 .0 6 . 7 1 1  780 1.142 0.292 2883.0 12.821
1480 1.319 0.0360 638.0 6.757 770 1.157 0.305 2969.0 12.987
1470 1.318 0.0357 624.0 6.803 760 1.171 0.317 3040.0 13.158
1460 1.317 0.0355 622.0 6.839 750 1.182 0.328 3100.0 13.333
1450 1. 3 1 6  0 .035 2 602 .0 6.897 740 1. 189  0.338 3 3 50 .0  13 . S 1 4
1440 1 . 3 15 0.0350 593.0  6.94 4 730 1.20 2 0 .347 3 192.0 13.699
1430 1.314 0 .0347 5 8 2 . 0  6.993 7’O 1 .2 13  0.356 3 2 3 1 . 0  13.889
1420 1.313  0.034 6 575.0 7.042 710 1.223 0.365 3263.0 14.085
1410 1 .311 0.0343 564 .0 7.09 2

700 1.236 0 . 373 3287 .0 14 .286
1400 1 .310  0.0342 558 .0 7 .143  690 1.249 0.379 3298.0 14.493
1390 1.309 0.0342 554 .0 7.194 680 1.264 0.386 3307.0 14.706
1380 1.308 0.0342 550.0 7.246 670 1.277 0.392 3308.0 14.925
1370 1.307 0.0343 547.0 7.299 660 1.289 0.397 3307.0 15.152
1360 1.306 0.0342 543.0 7,353 650 1.303 0.403 3301.0 15.385
1350 1.305 0.0342 540.0 7.407 640 1.313 0.408 3291.0 15.625
1340 1.303 0.0342 537 .0 7.463 636 1.324 0.412 3276.0 15.873
1330 1.302 0.0342 535.0 7.S19 620 1.335 0.417 3259.0 16.129
1320 1.301 0.0342 532.0 7.576 610 1.348 0.420 3234.0 16.393
1310 1.300 0.0344 530.0 7.634

600 1.361 0.423 3203.0 16.667
1300 1.298 0.0345 530.0 7.692 590 1.372 0.425 3167.0 16.949
1290 1.296 0.0346 529.0 7.752 580 1.385 0.427 3126.0 17 .241
1230 1.295 0.0349 528.0 7.813 S70 1.396 0.428 3077.0 17.544
t 2 ’ O  1.294 0.0351 527.0 7.874 560 1.407 0.427 3022.0 17 .857
1260 1.293 0.0352 526.0 7.~ 37 35~ 1.419 0.427 2964.0 18.182
12S0 1.291 0.3351 525.0 8.000 540 1.431 0.426 2903.0 18.519
1240 1.288 -3.0352 524.0 8.065 530 1.441 0.425 2842.0 18.868
1233 1.286 0.0356 524.0 8.130 520 1.451 0.323 2779.0 19.231
1220 1.285 0.0359 523.0 8.197 310 1.462 0.421 2709.0 19.608
1250 1.233 0.0361 523.0 8.254

500 1.470 0.118 2638.0 20.000
1200 1.231 0.0362 522.0 8.333 490 1.480 0.415 2565.0 20.408
1190 1.279 0.0366 522.0 8.403 480 1 .488 0.311 2494.0 20.833
1280 1.276 0.0370 523.0 8.475 470 1.496 0.308 2323.0 21.277
1170 1.274 0.0374 523.0 8.547 460 (.504 0.404 2347.0 21.739
1t60 1.271 0.0378 523.0 8.621 450 1.510 0.301 - 2280.0 22.222
1150 1.269 0.0383 524.0 8.696 440 1.515 0.397 2210.0 2 2 . 7 2 7
1140 1.267 0.0387 525.0 8 . 7 7 2  430 1.521 0.394 2143.0 23.256
1130 1.264 0.0392 527.0 8.850 420 1.527 0.390 2072.0 23.810
1120 1.261 0.0398 529.0 8.929 410 1.332 0.386 2004.0 23 .390
1110 1.259 0.0405 532.0 9.009

400 1.537 0.382 1933.0 25.000
1100 1.256 0.0411 536.0 9.091 390 1.541 0.377 1862.0 25.641
1090 1.253 0.0417 540.0 9.174 380 1.545 0.372 1793.0 26.316
1080 1.249 0.0324 546.0 9.259 370 1.549 0.368 1724.0 27.027
1070 1.246 0.0434 553.0 9.346 360 1 .552 0.363 1658.0 27 .7 8
1060 1.242 0.0413 361.0 9.434 350 1.552 0.359 1593.0 28.571
1050 1.238 0.0453 573.0 9.524 340 1.552 0.356 1532.0 29. 4 12
1040 1. 234 0 .0467 583 . 0  9 . 61 5  330 ( .550  0.3 52 1472 .0  30 .303
1030 1 . 2 3 0  0.048 1 596.0 9 . 7 0 9  320 1.546 0 .3 5 3  14 3 2 .0  31 .250
1020 1 .22 4  0.0497 613 .0  9 .8 04 310 1.543 0.357 1401.0 32 .2 5 8
1010 1 .220  0 . 5 1 5  6 3 1 . 0  9.901

300 1. 541 0 .361 1374 .0 33 .333
1000 1.2 14 0.0534 651.0  10.000 290 1 .539  0 .368 1 3 5 1 . 0  34.483
990 1.2 08 0.05 57 6 7 3 . 0  10 . 101  280 1 . 5 37  0 .375  133 1.0  35. 7 14
980 1.2 02 0.0589 702 .0  10.2 04 270 1.534 0.38 5 1317.0 37 .03 7
970 1.194 0. 0622 73 3 .0  10.309 260 1 .532  0 .3 98  1 3 1 1 . 0  38.462
960 1 . 1 8 9  0.066 1 770.0 10 .4 17 250 1.529 0.4 14 1310.0 40 .000
950 1.1 8 1 0.0707 817 .0  10. 526 240 1. 5 2 5  0. 436 13 2 3 . 0  3 1 .667
940 1. 174 0.0764 866.0 10. 63 8 230 2 . 5 2 8  0. 469 1 364.0 43. 478
930 1.168 0 ,0828 9 2 7 . 0  10. 753 220 1 . 5 42  0 .50 5 1407 .0  45,455
9 20 1 . 1 62  0.0898 993 .0  10.870 210 1.567 0 .539 (4 34.0  47 .6 19
910 1.156  0.0973 1064.0 10.989 200 1.600 0 .571 144 5.0  50.00 0

900 1. 1 4 9  ,0 .107 1165.0  1 1 . 1 1 1  190 1 .&40  0 .59 7  1437 .0

890 1.143 0.118 1270.0 11.236 i 4 6  0 6’i) 1 5 8 0 8 8 ’ a
880 1.239 0.130 1396.0 11.364 160 1.801 G . s 2 2266 . 0  62. 500
BuO 1.1a~ 0.144 1533.0 11.494 - -

860 1 (32 0.159 1682.0 11.628 150 1.8 8 0. 8 a .  
-

- - - - 140 1 . 8 9 0  0 .a 93  1065.0
~so 1.1,2 0.1-1 18a3.0 11. ôa - . ., —
840 1 131 0 i i ) ’ 198 7 0 1 94)5 1,i0 1 3.9 l.a 96~ .0- 

., 
. 

, ‘ 120 1.960 0.557 8 7 2 . 0  83.333830 1 . 1 a ~ 0 , 208 _ 1 4 a . 0  12.048 0 • 5 • 
~~~~ 0 90 909820 1.130 0.226 2309.0 12.195 ‘ - -

810 1 . 13 0  0 . 2 4 3  2 4 6 7 . 0  12 . 3 4 6  iOO 1.99’  0. 30’ 678 .0  100.000
300 1.134 0.260 2618.0 12.500 90 ~,300 3,387 394.0 111.1 1 1

790 1. 138 0 . 2 7 7  2760.0  12 . 6 S8  80 _ . 0 i 0  . 0.4 66 509.0 1.5.000
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DowNisi ., ,,Ni i Wm i LIA MO. OPTiCA l . C , ) S S i A N IS  i)~ V ATHt lb’ .

T,\BL 1I 1. ( i : 1 i , i t  L i , u c i l l greater t h af l  ours, a nd the Russian values generall y lower:
- - - — -~~~~~ —- — — —  —— -- -  — t h roug h the ent i re  region below S00 cm ’ the k .alu es reported

u i ( v )  ..~ i s t  .a( ~ - )  by ihe oth er  groups fall w i t h i n  l0~ of the va lues  we give in
Fi gure I .

70 2.020 0.450 429.0 i42.857 In comparing our present values for n with the ear l ier
2.040 0.144 380.3 166.887 studies we find tha t  in the 5000- to 3600-em - ’  reg ion our

Si) 2.070 0.43S 290.0 200.000 values are in good agreement with the values obtained in ihe
10 2.110 0.4u0 240.) 250.000
30 2.150 0.527 210.0 333.333 French s tudy:  th roughout  this  region the Russ i an values are
20 2. 225 0.71 S 1 9 2 . 0  500. 000 cons i derabl y lower than ours and are in serious disagreement
10 2.600 1.0902 137 .0 1000.000 in the 3800- to 3600-cm~~ range , where the Rus sian values are

much lower than ours. In the range 3200—400 cm - ‘ the n values
Freq uenc ies • are expressed in wave s per cent ~~mer e r  obtained in the earlier stud ies generall y fall w i th in  ~ 1% of our

( cm ’ ’ ) .  ~~~~ and imaginary ~ ( - ~ ) parts of the dielectric
cons t a nt . ‘I ~~ . a re  d x r ~~ns ion !ess , t i- i c Lambert absorp— values as plotted in Fi gure 2; however , at the m in imum near
I i~ n ~oefficz,.nz i ( s )  deti imc d by the relation : r 0 eap 840 cm _ i the earlier results are lower than ours by 1.5%. At

.~~ is expr c~ sed in ‘ayes ;-ier centimeter i~~- - I ) ,  and frequencies below 400 cn~~ we have continued sati sfactor y.a1~~iengths are gmv en in micromet ers ~_ a . the .alue s
or - ( ~~~; , ~~~~~ and -a(- ~) are given for water at 27~c. agreement wi th  the Russians. w ho based their va lues in this

region on published results of others including Draegerr e a!.
[1966] which are shown by the p oints in Fi gures I and 3 for

A l t h o u g h  the valu es of it and k provide all the  i n fo rma t ion  < 200 cm~~. In the region ii < 400 cm~~ the French results fall
aet ua Uy requi r ed for a quant I t a t i v e  descr ipt ion of the optical below our values and are apparentl y in serious error : they are
p oper ties o( ms ,(( ~~- sct of values of the Lambert  coefficient based on prism spectrograph results , which we find are subj ect
C~ IS 04. direct use ii’. r avi d’  -‘.~~ i n fo rmat ion  of impor tance  tO to st ray radiat ion problems in the low-frequency region.
studies of rad ia t iv e  beat ~~~~~~ at h orizontal water surfaces.
\Ve ha se therefore in c iu cod  a p lo t  o f  a versus v in F igu re  3; Acknowledgments. We wis h to acknowled ge our debt to all the
val ues of a given in the  ‘1~~~t are oased enti rel y on direct partici pants in our laboratory studi es and to generous support by the
measur em ents and thus  difl ’~: ~~,:O: ‘iv from cx values calculated Office of Naval Research. We sh ould also like to express our apprecia-

ti on to the late ohn Chamber la in  and his associates at ihe NPL and tof rom our  averaged values of k .  The va lues  of a given in Fi gure Peter Ray for the ir  generous cooperation.
3 would app l~ in good approx ima t ion  to clear freshwater lakes -

and can provide roug h a pproximat ions  of the properties of REFE R ENCEs
clear seawat e r, as suggested b y Hobson and Williams [ ! 9 7 l J .  Davies. M . . G. W . Pardo c , J. Chamber l ain . and H A. Gebbie .

I rv ine  and Pol lack have emp hasized the importance 01 Sub mn il l im etr e-  ,m nd m il l imetre-wave absorption of some polar and
present ing  optical constants  in t abu la r  as we ll  as grap hical non-polar  liquids . Trans. Fa raday Soc.. 66 , 273 , 1970.

— form , En Table I we list  our best values of k . it , and a at fre- Draegert , D. -‘i., N. W . B. Stone . B. Curnu t te , and D. Will ia ms. Far ’
infrared spectrum of li quid water , J.  Op (.  Soc. Amer . ,  56. 64. 1966.quency in tervals  of 10 cm ’ over most of the range between Hale . G M . R. Querry, A. N Rusk , and D. Wil l ia ms, Influence of

5000 and tO cm ” ; the valu es in the table correspond to those temperature on the spectrum of wat er , J. Opt. Soc. Am er.. 62. 1103.
p lot ted in Figures —3 and involve the same uncertainties.  972.
These v a l u e s  app l y to water  at a laboratory temperature of ap- Hobson . D E., and D. Wil l iams , Infrared spectral reflectance of sea

p r o x i m a t e l y 27°C; values at other temperatures can be Cs- water . Appi. Opt.. /0 , 2372. 197 1.
Irvin e .  W . M .. and J. B. Po ll ack . Infrared optical properties of Wa t er

t i m -ated from the p 1ots given by Hale et a!. [1972 1. A molecular and ice sp heres , Icarus , 8 , 324 . 968
in i e rp re t a t i on  of the water  spectrum was given by Robertson et Palmer , K. F , and D. Wi l l i a m s, Optical properties of water in the near
a!. [1973 ] . infrared . i. Opt. Soc. Amer ., 64 , 1 l 07 , 1 974 .

Pontier , L.. and C. Decha mbenoy , Mesure du pouvoir re flecteur de
COMPARISON WITH OTHER STUDIES l’ eau , Ann. Geophvs.. 2/ , 462 , l965.

Pontier , L.. and C. Dechambency . Determination des constantes op’
Our values for the optical constants  can be compared w i t h  ti ques de l’ eau . Ann. Geop hy s . . 22 . 633 . 1966.

those obtained in earlier studies by Pontie r and Dechambenoy Querry . M. R.,  B. Curnu t t e .  and D. Will iams . Refractive index of
] I 9 ~~ . 1966 1 in France and by Zolatare u et a!. [19 69] in wa ter in the in frared , J.  Opt. Soc. Amer.. 59 , 1299 . 1969.
Russia.  The present result s for Ac are in excellent agreement Ray, P. S.. Broadband comp lex refractive indices of ice and wat er .

App!. Opi .. Ii . 1836 , 1972.w i i h  both of these studies in the range 5000—4000 cm ’’ but  are Robertson , C. W., and D. Wi l l iams , Lamb ert  absorption coefficients
in somewhat  serious disagreement in the vic in i ty  of the strong of water in the infrared , J .  Opt. Soc. Amer., 6!, 13 16 . 1971.
absorpti on band near  3400 cm ’. where plots of the earlier Rober ison , C. W ., B. Curnut te , and D. Williams. The infra -re d spec-
stud ies diuT ’er by several percent from those in Fi gure I .  The t rum of water . Mol. Ph ys ., 26. 183 , 97) .

Rusk . A. N , D. Wil l iams . and M. R. Querry , Optical constants ofpeak val ues olk in the two studies are 0.305. a value somewhat  water in the infrared . I Opt. Soc. Amer . 61 , 895 , 971
h i g h e r  t h a n  our present hig hest es t imate  and 8% higher than  Za far , ‘4. S. , .1 . B. Hasted , and J . Chamber l a in .  Submi l l imet r e-w av e
the va lue giv en in our  plot: the absorption band obtained b y dielectric dispersion in water , Na tur e London P hy.s. Sci. . 243 , 106 .
the Fren ch workers is centered at a s l igh t ly  lower frequency 973 .

i han  the fr equency given in the other  stud i es.  Zola iarev , V ‘4. .  13. A. Mikhai lov , L. I . Aperov ich . and S. I. Pop ov .
Dispersion and absorption of water in toe infrared . 0p .  Spec tr osk..In the f re quenc y  range  ~SO0— .~00 em ’ th ere is t r u l y exce l len t  27 , 790, 1969 (Opt.  Spectrosc - Eng I . Transi .. 27 . 430, 969 1u~-r-e~m enx “etween t h e  p r e sen t  k va lues  and those reported b y

t he Russian group: th roug h out  most oi th is  region the French
- va lu es  of k are significantly hig her than our values. At frequen- (Received Septem ber I I , 1 974 ;

CiCS low er  t h a n  ~00 cm ’ the French values are gen er al y accepted November 25. 1974
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The next subject to be invest igated involved a study of the  in f lu-

ence of t empe ra tu r e  on the optical  constants of water by Dr. L. N . Pinkley

and Dr. P. P .  Sethna . The resul ts  of that study are given in graphical

and tabular form in the following paper by Pinkley,  Se thna , and Nilliatns . 
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Optical constants of water in th c infrared: Influence of tcmperature *
Lary W . Pi nk lev , I’ P . Seihii a . m d  Dudle y Wil l iams

Depuriint’~tt of !‘I, voc.s. Ka,,.~,is Si,,,, - L’~: iw’ r\ ui - . i (u, , I iai iun .  Kansas 66506
(Reecis-ed lb  Sepiciiihc r l’~76t

We i,avc compared the near.iior,nal.,ncidence cpeeiral rellceiaiice of water at i , 16, 39, and 50’C with the
correspond,,i,~ •pecir;il r,’flecta,iee of .~;ii er .o 27’C. ii whit -h iempcraiure the opiieal constants n(v) and
iii’) have been previou sly detern,,ned. By app l ying Kran,ers.Kron,g analyses to ihe resuttitig values of

~pcetr :ui r~flceiance we has,, obi~i,ii~’d the ip i ie : , i  constants of waier st each of ike above ieinp c ralur cs . We
present the results i i i  graphical tOrin b r  the spectral region 400—5000 cm~ ’ and in tabular form in the
vici nity of m:iior absorption aiid dispersion features. The bearing of our results on the intermolecular structure
of water ~ discussed .

In an earlier invest igat ion ’ we measured the near-nor- shown in the fi gure are reproducible to within ± 1% of
mat-incidence spectral reflectance R(v ) of water in the the plotted values over most of the infrared and can thus
infrared by comparing the reflectance of a water surface be of future value when values of the optical constants of
with that of a calibrated r ef e rence mirror; we employed water at 27°C more exact than those tabulate d by
water samples at 5, 27 , and 70 ‘C. By the use of con- Downing and Williams2 become available . On the basis
ventional Kran iers -Kronig p hase-shift analysis of the of the values of the ratios plotted in Fig. 1 and our stan-
spectral reflectance , we obtaine d values of the real n ( v)  dard value s of R(~ ) for water at 27°C as computed from
and imagina ry ~(v)  parts of the complex index of re- Eq. (1) , we obtain the values of spectral reflectance
fraction .V( ,) = n(~ ) , ’ ik(u)  in the infrared, shown in Fig. 2. The most obvious chang e in R(v ) wtth

temperature occurs in the vicini ty of 3200 cm ”; as in-
Since the time of the earlier study we have made dicated in Fig. 2, R ( v )  in th is region decreases mono -

more detailed studies of the optical properties of water tonically with increasing temperature. Even larger
at 27 °C by additional measurements of reflection and changes in spectral reflectance with temperature occur
by quantitative measurements of the Lambert absorption in the vicinity of 600 cm”, where increasing tempera-
coefficient -a (v ) 4irk(t ’)/ .~ in the spectral region between ture is also accompanied by decreasing spectral reflec-
the near ultraviole t and the remote infrared. The sub- tance; changes near 600 cm ” are associated with a
seque nt studies have been discussed along with related shift of the librational band to lower frequencies with
results in the submillimeter and microwave regions in inc reasing temperature. 3 Changes in temperature pro -
a critical survey by Downing and Williams,2 who pre - duce smaller changes in R ( v )  in other spectral regions.
sented act extensive table of the values of n(i.’) and k (y)
in the infrared. On the basis of these tabulated value s, In arriving at values of the optical constants of wate r
the near-normal-incidence spectral reflectance of water at various temperatures we have made use of the fact
at 27° C can be computed from the Fresne l relation that n(w) and k ( v)  are well known2 for water at 27°C and

tha t spectral reflectances R(i4 7. of water at othe r tern-
R(t ’) — t n ( v) — 1 1 2 .. . (k(v) }2

(1) peratures were determined in terms of the spectral re-— 

~[~~~‘+ ii’ 
~~~

[
~~~~~~~~]2 flectance of water at 27 ‘C. We treat the spectral re-

By the use of the resulting computed values of R( i.’) 5 for
water at 27 ‘C as a standard we can now determine R(v) r
for water at other temperatures by direct comparison . 

- 

‘t’ .’E’,,, N3T~— 
~~~~~~This technique has the advantages of avoiding possible 

9~ 227 2. ’S 357 500 3.33 25 -:0_
errors in the positioning of a reference mirror in the - I

reflectometer and in the measurement of the absolute ‘2 ——--—--——~
--— - - - ______

spectral reflectance of the reference mirror itself . Be— ______________________
cause the spectral reflectances of water at othe r tem-
peratures are comparable in magnitude with the spec- ,,,, 

LI - 

- - 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

j ’ \”
-~~ . .~ ( \ Itral reflectanc e of water at 27 ° C , comparisons can be i-

made wi thout the use of optical attenuators or of changes ~~~ LO

-. i- I
in amplifier gain settings tha t are required whe n a ,-t’ - _ \ _ _ ___—.-._~,p.

_ .._
metallic reference mirror is employed . — ‘ .  

-

In view of these advantages, we have unde r taken a re- ~
‘_

~~•“ 
-. —0.9 — —— —‘ - . -

examination of the influence of temperature on the opti- . - - — — - -  — -- -— — - - ~~~ - -

cal constants of water by making direct comparisons of 0.8 --

near-normal-incidence reflection of water  at various i
temperatures with that of wate r at 27 ’C. Inthe present 5 2 4 .4 3.ô 2.3 2.0 -.2 3.4

study we have employed wate r samp F~s at 1, 16 , 39, WA/E 1\LtV~ ER crn ’ l

..a,nd .sL ‘C. FIG. 1. Rati o of the near-normal-incidence spec~~ at reflec-
tance of water at various temperatures R(i ’) 

~
. to the specnal

The measured ratios of the spectral reflectance of reflectance R(~4 2, of water at 2’7° C . The ratios arc given by
water at other temperatures to the reflectance of wate r tho light continuous curv e, I ’C; dotted curve , 16’ C~ dashed
at 27 °C are shown in Fig. 1. The measured ratios curve , 39 ‘C; and dash-dot-dash curve, 50 ‘C .
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flectance at 27°C as computed from Eq. (1) as a scan - and is virtually unaffected by temperature over the
dard R(i~) 3. Because we know the values of R( v) 5 for range cove red in the present study. The stro ng abso rp-
freque ncy ranges4 well outside the present measurement tion band in the vicinity of 600 cm t , which is associated
range , 330—5200 cuf ’, we can arrive at a value of the with the librational. motion of the wate r molecule in the
phase shift for water at 27 ° C fro m the Kramers-Kronig field of its neighbors, shifts to lower freque ncies with
relation increasing temperature without appreciable change in

= 
2v ~f

ln[ R (v’) 5P ”2 the maximum value of k(w).  The band strength S
r — 

,~ 
dV, (2) =1 k(t ’)dv computed on the assumption that the band is

symmetrical about its peak is nearly constant . The
where [R( ’)1”2 is the modulus of t he complex reflectivity weak associational band near 2200 cm t shifts toward
R( v )= [R(v )] ’~~exp( i~ (i) 1; the resul ting values of ‘~(t)~~. lower frequencies with increasing temperature and
are extremely close approximations of i~ (ie ) 5 as corn- shows an apparent decrease in strength 5=1 k(v)di.i at
puted directly fro m tabulated va lues2 of n (t,) and k(ts) .  the higher temperatures; because of the low values of
T he values of (i’)~~~~ obtained from Eq. (2 ) can be con- k (v )  involved, this associational band can best be studied
$idered as the sum of three parts by absorp tion methods . 3 The absorption in the spectral

- (3) region be tween the v2 fundamental and the lib rational
band shows little change with temperature.

.-

where the subscript M indicates the contributions to
~~~~~ associated with values of R( i,’) in the present DISCUSSION OF RESULTS -

range of ineasutemenl and the subscripts HFE and LFE The results of the present study are those typical of
indicate contributions associated with high-frequency intensity spectroscopy as contrasted with conventional
ertrapolation and low-frequency extrapolation, respec - fre quency spectroscopy. We have obtained quantitative
tively. . values of the optical constants of water at the expe nse of

From our present values of R( v) ~ for water at other some toss in information regarding precise band post-
temperatures T, we can obtai n corresponding values of tions and band contours, which can be obtained more
Ø(w)~~ based on Eq. (2) and write 

- 

reliably from absorption studies provided corrections
are made for reflections at absorption ceil windows and

~(v)r ~~~~(i’)i.~~ara 4ø rr,~i+’~O#)rr- u,E. (4) for Interference phenomena in the thin absorbing Layers
By using R(w) r = R(w)3 in the EFE and LIE ranges for that are required. The present work gives more pre-
all temperatures, we obtain value s of the cUfferences cisc information regarding the intensities of strong ab-

~~~(V)~~ 
between ‘P(t’)rr and ~ (w) ~~ tha t are based only on sorption bands; more reliable information regarding

~~~~ meas~~~~~nts: A(v)~. = i~~~W DK_ M~~ ~~~~~~~ Thus, weak bands can be obtained by absorption studies pro—
we can write i~ (w)rt = ‘~~ (W ) 5g + ~~(t’)~~. In order to obtain v-ided the thinkness of absorbing layers are carefully

a stili more precise value for ~~~~~ we may write measured and provided proper corrections for reflec-
- eons at cell windows are made.

= ~~(v)5 + 
~( - 

- 

The present study provides quantitative values of the
where d (w) 5 is the value of the phase shift for water at refractive index n(v) tha t are not directly available
27 ~C as computed directly from tabulat ed values2 of from absorption studies. In many spectral regions
n(v) and k(v) supported by measurements of absorption values of n(u) for water at other temperatures can be
as weU as reflection. On the basis of the phase shifts obtained fro m the values tabulated2 for water at 27°C,
given by Eq. (5) along with the experimental values of The Lorentz-Lorenz relation between n (v)  and density

we proceed to obtain values of n(w) and k(w ) by p can be conveniently expressed in the form
well known relationships. . (n(w)2 — 1) 1

• The values of the refractive index n(w) are plotted as (,~(~,)2~~3) 
‘ — =const. 

- (6)

a function of v in Fig. 3. The dispersion features ex- On the basis of the tabulated values for water at 27°C,
hibi ted by the curves in Fig. 3 are , in general , similar we fInd that the Lorentz-Lorenz relation provides vat-
to the corresponding features in the plots of spectral ties of n(v) tha t agree to within ± 0. 005 with our expe rt -
reflectance given in Fig. 2. The influences of tempera- mental values In the spectral range 5200—3650 cnft for
tare changes on n(v) are greatest near 3200 and 600 . all temperature s covered in the pre sent study . Agree-

- crn t . meat to within *0. 01 is provided in the spectral ranges
2650— 1700 cni ’ and 1600—820 cm ’. The L.crentz-The values of the absorption index k( w) as a func tion torenz relation can probably be used in these regionsof frequency v are shown by the curves in FIg. 4. The

strong absorp tion band near 3400 cm t is associated for temp eratures considerably above 50°C.
wi th the w1 and w~ fundamentals of the water molecule The values of n( w) in the vicinity of the major disper-
with some contribution fro m 2w 2. The peak values of sian features in FIg. 3 are presented in Table I along
k(v) as well as the band strength S =f  k(v)dv for this with the correspondi ng values of k(w) .  Values of the
band decrease morsotonically with inc reasing tempera- optical constants of water at other temperatures in the
tare, while the frequency at which k(w) is a maximum range 1—50°C can be obtained by interpolation from the
increases in similar fashion with increasing tempera - values tabulated for the temperature s covered in the
ture. The sharp absorption band near 1640 cm t is as- present study; some extrapolation to higher tempera-
sociated with the v2 fundamenta l of the water molecule tures is possible.
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WI~1ELENGTH (~um) w~, In which the weak associationa l band occurs , and
o.~ 

“
~~~ , ~~~~ , ~~~~ , . ~~-‘~~~ - - for the spectral inte rval between 

~~~ 
and v~~. Although

— . : - ‘ 
. 

k( w) never attains large values in these interband re-
gions, the integrated absorption in the two regions is

o.ce — - . — - not negligible and is indeed comparable with the value 
- — - of S for the v2 ba nd.

0.06 - - 
• 

• 
. - 1 - RELATION TO THE INTERMOLECULAR STRUCTURE

RItA : -- - . - OF WA TER
o•o~ - -

j)-  - 

~~~~~ 
- 

~~~~ 

. - - Althoug h no entirely satisfactory theoretical descrip-

- f . 
f 

yet been developed, the local-lattice model of Bryan
- f \

~~~~~~~ 

___ __ ~I __ tion of the intermolecula r struc ture of liquid wate r has

0.02 -. and Curnutte 8 has many features that provide an insight
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_..: —- into an interpretation of our present results. These
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~ - authors interpret the far-infrared spectrum in terms of

52 ‘~~ V~ IE ‘L?~~ER 
2 ‘2 ‘~~4~~~~~ the hindered motions of a water molecule connected

tetrahedrally by hydrogen bond s to a rig id cage of neigh-
FIG. .~. Near-normal-Incidence spectr al reflectance Rh ’)  for
water at arlous temperatures: light continuous curve, 1°c; boring molecules. When a single molecule is enclosed
dotttd curve, I i ’ C; heavy continuous curve, 27’C; dashed in a rigid cage of four neighboring molecules , there are
curve, 39°C; and dash-dot-dash curve , 50 °C. three modes of librational motion in the range 450—720

cm~’ and three modes of hindered translational motion
in the vicinity of 165 cm°t ; the computed frequenc ies

-In Table U ’we - preeent.a summary of our results for for a molecule in art incomplete cage are generally low-
each of the ina~or absorption-bends of water. The table er . Extendlngthis mocieltothecase ofanonrigidcentral
gives a listing of the freqeeiacy w ,,,~ at which the absorp- unit of five water molecules ins ide a larger rigid cage
t~on index attains its maximum value ku,, which is also of surrounding molecules , Bandekar and Curnutte 7 find
I ndicated in Table II. -T he band strength or integrated a larger number of librational modes in the range 450—

absorption S = f  k ( w ) d v  is listed for each band along with 720 cm”~ and a large number of hindered-translational
an estimation of the corresponding bandwidth parameter modes in the range 160—220 cm.t along with three new
r, which gives. tne- full width of the band between the modes in the vicinity of 75 cm~ ; in the actual water
freque ncies at which the absorption index is ~~~~ We structure there are presumably motions occurring at
note that the values of S and r listed for the librational still lower frequencies.
band i’~~ are based on the assumption that the band is Although earlier studies3’8’9 have failed to reveal any
symmetrical about v,,~~ othe r studies indicate that this well-defined infrared absorption bands In the spectral
assumption is valid except for a sharp band due to tan- range below 100 cm ’, clear evidence of a hi ndered
dered trans lat ion i’D that appears as a shoulder on the translation band has been obtained ; at 27 °C this band is
low-freque ncy wing of the-librationa l band. 2 associate d with a maximum2’8 in k(v )  at 170 cm ’ and

Also listed in Table II are values of integrated ab- shifts toward lower frequencies with increasing tempera-

sorption f  k (w) dv for the spectral regionbetween i’~ and ture . The hindered translationa l absorption band ap-
- 

‘ pears as a weak shoulder on the much stronger libra-
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FIG. 3 . Ref r act Ive inde x i (v)  for water at various tempera- FIG. 4. Absorption Index k(i’i for water at various tempera-
9zres: light continu ous curve, 1 ‘C, dotted curve, 16°C; heavy tures: ligh t continuous curve , for 1 ‘C; dotted curve, 16°C ;
continuous curve , 27° C; dashed curve , 39°C; and dash-dot- heavy continuous curve , 27 ° C , dashed curve , for 39°C ; and
dash curve, ~0 ‘C. dash -dot-dash curve, 50° C.
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090 1 ~0 0 09 1 48 0 07 1 46 0 0) 1 I 0 46 3 6390 1. 11 0 . 42 1 . 28 0. 43 1 ,3 5  0 , 13 1. 34 0 .43 16.949 -

600 1 , 40 0 .42  1. 27 0 .42  1 . 14 0 . 4 2  .3 3  0 .42  16 .667 3100 1.51 0 .09 1. 48 0 . 01 1.46 0 , 06 1, 33 0 . 06 3 .22 6
610 1 .3 9  0 . 42  1 .26 0 . 12 1.2 3 0 .42 1 .31  0 .42 16.393 3 110 1.51 0 .10  1 .49 0.08 1 . 47 0 . 07 1 . 13 0 . 07 3. 1 15
620 1. 2~ 0 . 12  1.33 0 . 41 1. 31 0 . 41 1. 29 0. 41 16. 12 9 3120 1. 51 0 . 1 1  1 .4 9 0. 09 1 .07  0.07 1 . 43 0 , 07 2 . 295
630 1. 36 0 . 1 2  1 .24 0 . 41 1.30 0 . 4 1  1. 25 0 .4 1  15.8 73 3 1.30 1. 11 0 . 11 1. 19 0. 1.0 1. 47 0. 08 1 .40 0.0 -4 3 . 105
640 1, 35 0 . 12 1 .23 0 . 11 1. 29 0 .40 1.27 0.40 15.625 3140 1.52 0 . 12 1.30 0. 10 1.48 0.09 1 . 46 0 . 19 3. l~~S

650 1. 34 0 . 41 1 .32  0 . 10 1. 25 0 .39 1 .2 6  0 .39 15.383 3150 1.52 0 . 14 1. 30 0. 12 1.44 0. 10 1.16 0 . 09 3 . 175
660 1, 23 4 . 11 1. 31 0 . 40 1. 27 0 .39 1. 23 0 .30 15. 152 3160 1.52 0.14 1. 50 0 . 1 2  1, 48 0. 10 1 . 40 0 . 10 3. 165
670 1.31 0 .4 1  1. 29 0. 40 1. 25 0 . 35 1. 24 0 . 38 14 . 925 31 70 1.52 0 .1 3 1. 50 0 .11 1 . 4 8  0 .1 1  1 .46 0 . 1 1  3. 195
680 1.30 0 .40 1. 28 0 .3 9 1. 24 0 .31 1. 23 0 .37 14. 706 3180 1.52 0 .17 1. 50 0 .14  1. 48 0 .12 1. 46 0 . 12 3 . 145

690 1. 28 0 . 40 1. 26 ‘o. 39 1. 23 0 .37 1. 21 0.36 14. 493 3190 1.3 1 0. 19 1.50 0.1.5 1.4 8 9. 13 1.46 0. 12 3 . 133

100 1.2 7  0 .39 1. 21 0.38 1.22 0 .36 1 .20 0.3 5  14 .2 5 6 3200 1. 51 0. 19 1 .49 0 .16  1. 43 4 .14 1 .16  0 .13 2. 125
710 1. 26 0 . 3 9  1 . 23 0 .3 0  1. 2 1  0.35 1 .19  0 .34 14.055 3210 1.50 0. 20 1. 49 0 . 17 1.47 0. 15 1 .45 4 . 14 3. 1 1 5
720 1. 24 0.20 1 . 22 0 . 37 1. 20 0 .34 1. 1 8  0.32 13 . 5 8 9 3220 1. 30 0 . 21 1. 48 0 . 10 1. 4 7 0. 16 1, 45 0 .15 3. 106
730 1 .23  4 . 30 1.21  0.36 1 .15  0 .33 1 . 1 7  0 .32  13 . 699 3230 1. 49 0 . 22 1. 48 0. 1.9 1.4 7 0. 17 1.45 0 . 16 3.096
740 1 .21  0 .37 1.19 ) .25 1 .17 0 .3 2 1. 16 0 . 31 13. 514 3240 1.48 0. 23 1. 47 0. 20 1.46 0. 18 1.44 0.17 3.086
750 1 . 20 0 . 36 1. 19 0 . 33 1. 17 0. 31 1. 15 0 . 30 13.333 3250 1. 47 0. 24 1. 47 0. 21 1 .46 0. 19 1 .44 0 . 17 3.077
7)50 1. 19 0 .35 1. 18 0 . 32 1 .16 0. 30 1. 14 0 .29 13.1 58 3260 1. 46 0 . 25 1. 46 0. 22 1. 05 0. 19 1.43 0 . 19 2. 067
710 1. 1 7  0 .34 1. 16 0 . 31 1.14 0 .29  1. 13 0 . 27 12. 987 32 70 1. 45 0. 26 1. 45 0 . 23 1 . 44 0. 20 1. 43 0 . 19 3 . 750
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33 20 1.3 9 0 . 30 1. -tO 0. 27 1. 40 0.24 1.39 0 . 2 2  3.012
1600 1. 36 0. 07 1 . 36 0 . 07 1.3 5 0 . 07 1. 35 0 , 07 6. 250 3330 1. 38 0 .21  1 . 39 0 . 28 1. 39 0. 25 1 . 38 0 . 23 3. 003
1810 1.36 0. 08 1. 29 0 .09 1.35 0 . 09 1. 35 0. 09 6. 211 3340 1.37 0.3 1 1.38 0. 28 1 .38 0. 25 1. 37 0 . 24 2 . 994
1620 1.35 0 .10 1.35 0 .10 1.35 0 .11  1.34 0 .11 6 .173 3350 1.35 0 .3 2 1.36 0 .29  1.37 0. 26 1 .36 0 .24  2.985
1630 1 . 2 4  4 . 11 1. 33 -3 . 12 1 . 23 0 . 13 1. 32 0 .13 6. 135 3360 1.34 0 .32 1. 35 0. 29 1 .36 0. 26 1. 35 0 . 25 2 . 976
1040 1.35 0 . 12  1 . 31 0 . 1 .3  1. 30 9 . 13 1,30 0. 14 6. 098 3370 1. 32 0 , 32 1. 34 0 . 29 1. 35 0. 26 1.34 0. 23 2. 967
1650 1 . 3 1  0 . 11 1. 29 4 .13 1. 23 9 . 13 1. 27 0. 13 6 . 061 3380 1. 31 0. 32 1. 22 0 . 29 1.24 0 . 27 1 . 23 0 . 25 2.95 9
1660 1 . 29 0 . 11 1. 27 ) .12  1. 28 0 . 1 1  1 .2 4  0 . 1 1  6 . 424 3390 1. 29 0 . 32 1 .31  0 . 29 1.33 0. 27 1. 12 0 , 25 2 . 950
16 70 .27 0. 1 1  1 . 25 0 1 0  1 . 24 0 . 10 1. 23 0 .09  3 .988
1680 1 . 26 0 .10 1 . 24 0 . 39 1 . 23 0 . 08 1 . 23 0 . 07 5.952 340 0 1. 29 0. 31 1.3 0 0 . 29 1. 32 0. 27 . 2 3  0 . 23 2 . 44 1
1690 1 .23 0 . 08 1 . 24  4 . 07 1.23 0 . 06 1. 23 0. 06 5. 917 3410 1. 27 0 .31 1. 29 5 . 29 1.30 0. 27 1 .30 0 . 25 2 . 022

2420 1.25 0 .30 1. 25 0 . 29 1. 29 0. 28 1. 29 0 . 25 2 . 924
2650 1 . 20 0 , 003 1 .3 7  0 . 002 1. 38 1. 36 0 . 002 3. 774 3430 1. 24 0 .30 1. 26 0, 25 1. 2 5 11 . 26 1 . 29 0 . 2 4 2 . 913
2660 1. 38 2 .002 1 .37 0 .002 1.36 1.36 0 . 002 3. 759 

3440 1 23 0 29 1. 25 0 28 1 27 0. 26 1 . 27 0 . 2 4  2. 907
2670 1, 24 0 . 002 1. 37 3 . 002 1.36  1. 36 0. 002 3 . 745 3450 1 21. 0 2 8 1. 24 0 . 2? 1.26 0. 35 1.26 0 . 23 2 . 099
2880 1, 29 0. 1)01 1 .37 0. 002 1.3 7 1. 36 0 . 002 3. 731 3 460 1. 20 0 26 1. 22 0 .26 1 . 24 0. 24 1. 24  0. 23 2 .590
2690 1 . 38 0 . ‘401 1.37 0.~~02 1. 37 1. 38 0 .002 3 . 717 3470 1.19 0 . 28 1. 21 0 . 24 1. 23 0 . 23 1. 23 0 . 2 2 2 . 982
2700 1. 39 0 .002 1 . 38 0. 002 1 .37 1.36 0.003 3. 704 3480 1 .18 0 .24 1. 20 0.23 1. 32 0. 22 1 . 2 2  0 . 21  2. 574
27 10 1. 39 0.002 1. 38 0 . 002 1,37 1.36 9 , 003 3.6 90 3490 1 . 17 0. 23 1 .19 0 .22 1. 2! 0. 21 1. 21 0 . 20 2.665
2720 1.39 0. 003 1.3 8 0 .002 1 . 31 0. 001 1. 36 0. 003 3 . 616
2730 1. 39 0.003 1. 38 0.002 1 .27 0.00! 1.37 0.003 3.663 3500 1. 1 6 0 . 21 1. 18 8 . 20 1. 20 0. 20 1. 20 0 . 1 9 2 . 057
2740 1.39 0.993 1 .36 0.002 1. 37 0 . 00 1 1.37 0.003 3 .650 35 10 1. 16 0 . 20 1. 18 0. 1 9 1.19 0 . 19 1. 19 0 . 1 7  2 .849
2750 1 . 39 9 . 004 1 .38 0. 003 1. 37 0 . 002 1. 37 0 , 004 3 . 636 3520 1. 15 0 .18  1.17 0 . 18 1. 19 0 . 17 1. 19 0 . 16 1. ‘.41
2760 1. 4 9 1 . 00-) 1 .2 9  0.003 1. 38 0 . 002 1.3 7  0 . 004 3. 823 3530 1. 15 0 . 17 1. 17 9 . 17 1 . 18 0 . 16 1 . 1 8  9 . 1 5 2 , 533
2770 1 , 40 0 -105 1 . 23 4 -5(23 1.38 0. 906 1 .37 0. 004 3 . 61.0 3540 1. 14 9 . 13 1. 16 0 .15  1. 19 0 . 15 1 . 1 8  0 . 14 2 . 025
2790 1 .40 0 , 005 1 , 39 0 . 004 1,38  0. 002 1.37 0 . 004 3 .591 3550 1 . 1 4  0 . 14 1 . 1 6  9 . 14 1 . 17 0. 14 1. 17 0 . 13 2 . 9 17

2790 1 . 40 0.005 ‘ . 29 0 .004 1 . 38 0 .003 1 . 38 0. 004 3 . 384 3560 1.14 0 . 13 1. 15 0 . 13 1. 17 0 . 13 1, 17  0. 12 2 . 809
3510 1. 14 0. 12 1 .15 0 . 1 2  i . 16 0 . 12 1. 16 0 . 11  2 . 01) 1

2900 1. 40 5.005 1. 39 0 .404 1 . 38 0 . 003 1.38 0.004 3 .57 1 3580 1 13 ~ ~ 1 15 0 11 1 16 12 1 :6 0 20 2 . 793
2 810 1. 40 0 . 404 1 . 29 0. 006 1.38 0 . 003 1 .38 0.005 3.~~~9 3590 1. 13 0. 10 1 , 1 4  0 . 10  1 . 15 3 , 11 1 , 1 5 0 . 09 2 . 756
2820 1. 40 ‘) .~~0I) 1 . 40 0, 106 1. 39 0 . 004 1 . 30 9 . 006 3. 546

2820 1 . 41 6. 31) 10 1. 40 0 . 006 1. 39 ‘4 , 004 1 . 38 0.006 3 .5 3 4  3600 1. 13 0 . 09 1 . 14 0 .09 1. 15 9 . 10 1 . 15 0 . 09 2 . 779
2840 1 . 1 1  ‘3 . 106 1 .40  -3 . -307 1.21 4 . 704 1 . 39 0 . 007 3 . 3 2 1  3 610 1. 1 3 0 .08 1. 14 4 . 34 1 .14  0 . 09 1 . 1 4  0 , 05 2,770
2850 1. 41 0 -4) 10 1. 00 9 .008 1 .39  0. 005 1.39 0 . 001 3 .~~09 

3620 1. 13 0 . 01 1 . 1 4  ‘( - ‘7 1 . 14 . 09 1. 14 9, 3 7 2 . 762
2°)-0 1. 12 0 , 008 1 .4 !  I) . -“06 1.29 0, 005 1. 29 0 . 008 7 . ~~ 3630 1 . 1 3 6 .06 1. 34 ‘1 . 44 1. 14 ‘1 . 37 1 . 14 0 , 311 2. 755
2870 1. 12 0 , 009 1 . 11 1 ,1) 19 1 . 00 0 . 006 i . 9  0 .009 3. 484 

3640 1, 1-I 9 .05 1. 14 0 . 23 1. 14 0. 08 1 . 14 9 , 45 2 . 7 ) 7
2880 1 . 4 2  0 . 0 1  1. I I  9 .91 0 1, 10 0 . 007 1 .39 0 .01  3 . 472 

3650 1 . 1 4  0 . 04 1. 14 0 . 44 1 . 1 4  9 . 05 1 . 15  2 . 24  2. 740
2990 1. 42 ‘3 . 91 1. 41 9 . 01 1. 40 0 . 008 1. 39 0 . 01 3 .460 
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TABLE 11. Ab.sorptlon regions In tJ~o w:,112 r op~.-c trum.  shifts to highe r frequencies , away fro m the lower fre-
quen cies of the corresponding bands in ice and toward

Temp. ,,,~~ S — f k I I ’ l  / t ’  r the higher frequencies of the corresponding bands in
( C )  Band (cm 4) !o,,,~ (Crn~~) (01n 1) water vapor. More impressive is the 22% decrease in

1 3380 0.32 131 358 k(1 1)m~~ and in I k (v) d v  as the water  temperature in-
16 

~t.3 3390 0.29 114 360 creases fro m 1 to 50 °C. As both the 1i
~ 

and v3 fun da-
27 3390 0 . 2S 112 365 menta ls of the water molecule are “ valence vibrat ions ”
39 3400 0.37 103 367 i nvolvi ng changes in the distances betwee n the hydrogen
50 3400 0. 25 97 378 atoms and the oxygen atom lfl the wate r molecule , the

1 2100 8 changes in intensity can be interpreted on a semiciassi-
16 2100 6 cal basis in terms of a greater amplitude of the motion
27 —2 100 8 of the proton in the modified potentials involved iii the39 — 2100 4
50 2100 4 hydrogen bonding be tween adjacent wate r molecules.

Alternatively, the observed changes in band strength
1 1640 0.12 17 118 might be interpreted in terms of larger numbers of in-16 1640 0.13 16 100 completely hydrog en bonded molecules in water at the27 1640 0.13 17 100

39 1640 0.13 15 90 highe r temperatures; there may be difficuit les in re-
50 1640 0.14 15 86 conci ling this latte r view with the observed behavior of

the librational band.
1 16

16 17 The absorption in the interband region 1100— 1600 cm~27 14 is interesting in t h a t  f  k( io ) dv for the region is nearly
39 15 independent of temperature. Since the re is no absorp-
50 U tion maximum in the region , it is impossible to attribute

590 0 .42 222 514 t he absorption to a single mechanism. The general ab-
16 590 0.43 222 485 sorption in thi s region is probably due to many overlap-
27 570 0 . 13 224 520 ping bands representing harmonics and combinations of
39 555 0.43 228 524 various librationa l modes. It is possible that some of50 560 0 . 43 218 300

the absorption may be due to hot bands representing
transit ions f rom molecules in the low-ly ing librational

tional band in a plot of the Lambert absorption coeff i-  and translational states to the first excited leve l of the
cient a(v) 4 7 k ( L i ) / X =  4~~ k( i i)  as a funct ion of wave num- ~ bending vibration of the water molecule.
her  ii; in a plo t of k( & i) vS ‘~ the translational band is Absorption in the second interband region between
narrow and well defined with a value of k(v\~ ,1 that IS 1800 and 2800 cm ’ decreases with  increasing tempera-50% larger than that of the librationa l band. Fur ther  ture and is characterized by a maximum near 2100 cm°1
studies of the translational band by reflection or ATH Thi s so-called associational band , which has no counter-(attenuated-tota l-reflection) techniques at various tem- part in the spectrum of water  vapo r , is usually attrib-peratures are highly desirable. uted to a combination of 

~2 with a librational mode of
The shif t of the observed librational band toward lower vibration. A t 2 7° C the obse rved band maximum occurs

f reque ncies with increasing temperature has been noted at 2120 cm~ ; i.f we employ the frequency of the peak of the
in our earlier study of absorpt~on 3 and iS probably as- observed librational band as the required frequency for
soci ated with a weakernng of the hydrogen bonded local the combination with v2, we obtain ‘A = + l’t = (1640
lattice. It is interest ing that k ( l .’) ,~~~ at the band cente r + 570 cm °t =2210 cm t a s the frequency of the combina-
and the band strength j

’ k ( v ) d i i  remain nearly unchanged tion hand . The frequency of the associational band de- 7

ove r th e entire temperature range covered in the present creases with increasing temperature 3 ; in view of the
study . The strength of the Interaction be tween the hin- observed decrease in the frequency of the librational
dered rotationa l motion of the wate r molecule and the band , this behavior is to be expected if the associational
electromagnetic field associated with the radiation thus band is actually a combination band. Howeve r , since
seems to be largely independent of the molecule ’s im- the band strengths of v2 and .‘~~ remain nearl y indepen-
mediate environment ,  dent of temperature , the decrease in the strerigth of the

associational band presents problems. It is possibleThe sha rp 
~ , 

fundamental  absorption band near 1640
cm °’, which is associated with the bending motion of the that the coupling between the bending motions of the

water molecule and its librat ional motion decreases withwater molecule , remains nearly unc hanged in frequency
w~,11 and its strength I lo (z i ) dv  decreases by only i i’~, as increasing temperature as a result of the decrease in
does its corresp ondi ng value of k(i’) ,~~ as the water tern-  anharmonicity of the proto n potential with increasing

oxygen-oxygen separation in the hyd rogen bonded liquidperat ure is changed from 1 to 50 ‘C. The v2 band structure.
strength ~t I. ‘C IS n ear ly  ~he same as that of the corre-
sponding band 1° in ice at — 7 ‘C. Absorption studies have revealed the presence of two

The inllueric e of t empera ture  on the overlappi ng 
~~~~~ 

more weak associational bands in the spectrum of liquid -

bands of wa te r  n e a r  3400 cm~ is considerably d i f f e r e n t  wa te r .  One o f the se ‘~ appears ’1 near 3950 c m~’ and
from its in fluence on the o ther  character ist ic  bands. the othe r i’.~ appears 1’ near 5600 cni °’ . These can be
With increasing temperature  the observed maximum accounted for in t e rms  of the combinations ; 1.’9 = l.’~ +
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t i1. D. Downing and D. ~Vil l ia i n s , “ OpUcal Const~ints of Water

in the Infrared , ” J. Geopit ys . Rcs. 80 , 14356— 166 1 (1b73) .quency at wh i ch  a ( v )  ~ 4r u / .’(t ’) is a m axImum ;  the d i f -  3D. A. Dracgert , N. W . B. Stone . B. Curnutte , and I) .ferenc e beiween these f requenct e s  becomes large for Will iams , “ Fa r-Infrared Spectru m of Water , ” J .  Opt. Soc.
broad bands at low f requen c ies .  2 We note that earlier Am. 56 , 64 —09 ( 1966 ) .
in te rpre ta t ions  of t’~~~, .‘~~ , and 

~~~ 
in t e rms  of -~~ ( ii) maxi- K. F. Pal mer arid D . Will ia ms , “Optical Properties of ‘,Van ~r
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with increasing temperature wi th  no indications of sud- 4 C. W. Robertson , B. Curnutte , and D. Williams , “The lo-
den chan ge in the vicini ty of 35 ‘C . In order to check frared Spectrum of Water , ” Mol. Phys. 26 , 18 3—1 ( 1 (1973).
the reported effect  fur ther  we have made isochromatic 9M. S. Zafa.r , J. B. Hasted , and J. Chamberlain , “3, bmi l -

spectral reflectance measurements near 600 and 3200 limetre-\Vave Dielectric Dispersion in Water , ” Nature Lon-
don Phys. Soc. 243, 106—111 (1973).cm ” ove r the temperature  range 1— 70 ‘C without  detect- 10
~ w~ Schaaf and D. Willia ms, “Optical Constants of Ice in

ing any discontinuit ies in the R(i i) -vs-T curves. Al-  the Infr ared , ” J. Opt. Soc. Am, 63, 726—732 (1973).
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regarding the water s t ructure , we hav e not been able ‘2 D. Williams and \V . M. Millett , “Effect s of Various Ions on
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The results given in t h e immediately preceding papers can be used

in the M i~ theory of scattering to predict the transmission through

aerosols consisting of water drop lets. The results thus have an impor-

tant bearing on problems invo1ving infrared signal transmission as well

as on meteorological problems . F~owever~ because ice particles are some-

times present as aerosols , it is desirable to have a knowledge of the

optical constants of ice at a temperature of meteorological importance.

A study of the reflection spectrum of ice was carried out by Dr. Joel

W. Schaaf in connection with his doctoral dissertation , The results of

his study are summarized in the following paper by Schaaf and Williams .

L
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Optical constants of ice in the infrared*
Joel W. Schaaf and Dudley Willi ams
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The normal-incidence spectral re flectance of ce at — 7 C has seen measured fl the range 300-5000 cm
A Kramer s—Kroni g phase-shift analys ii of the measured spectral reflectance has been employed to prov ide
val ues of the real and imaginary parts of the refractiv e index , The result ing values of these optical
constants are suitable for use in Mie -th eory computations of scatter ing by ice particle s in p lan-t ary
atmosphe res. The optica l Constants of ice at — T C are compared in detail with those of liquid .-‘ater at
several te mperatures and with those recentl y determined fo r ice at —1 70~ C.

Index Headings: Refractive index; Ice; Infrared ; Reflectance.

Irvine and Pollack’ have made a critical survey of the infrared for ice at a temperature of meteorological
existing literature~~

3 dealing with the optical proper ties importance.
of ice in the infrared and have attempted to establish Since the time of the Irviri e—Pollack survey, Bertie ,
values of the real n~ and imaginary n, parts of the Labbé , and V~ha 1ley ’4 have determined values of n, in
refractive index for use in the Mie-theory calculations the spectral range 4000—30 cm~ for ice at —170 °C
of the scattering of infrared radiation by ice particles from measurements of the transmittance of thin layers
in the earth’s atmosphere. In view of the difficulties of ice formed by the condensation of water vapor on a
involved in matching results obtained by different cold transparent substrate. These authors then used
investigators working under widel y different conditions Kramers—Kroni g techni ques for the determination of
and in different spectral reg ions , Irvin e and Pohlack corresponding values of n?. Althoug h they appl y to ice
emphasized the importance of further quantitative at a temperature considerabl y lower than those corn-
studies of ice in the infrared. The present work was rnor ’il y encountered in the earth’s atmosphere , the re-
undertaken with a view to obtaining pertinent values of suits obtained by Bertie ci al. represent the most
the optical constants in the near and intermediate complete single stud y of the properties of ice in the

infrared.
The purpose of the present study was to measure the

near-normal-incidence reflectance of ice at —7 °C in
/ / the range 5000—300 cm’~ and to use a Kramers—Krort ig

M / phase-shift dispersion anal ysis of measured spectral
/ reflectance to obtain values of n, and n,. It was hoped

‘
~~
, 

~~“~J/ ’ -
~ i that the results , in combination with the low-

/ 1 temperature results of Bertie a al. , ’4 would pro vide
— 

~~~~

“
_—

~ ~~~~‘/ J / ~ satisfactory values of optical constants for use in

~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Mie-theory calculations.

E~~~ERIMENTAL WORK

F . . 
~

- . 
. . 

. .. .
. . . . The reflectometer and spectrometer used in the

present study are those used in our earlier studies of
o the near-normal-incidence reflectance of water. 15 The

to those employed in the earlier work. The firs t step was
~~~ experimental methods employed were essentially similar

o ____________ _________ the measurement of the nominal spectral reflectance R,,
of ice relative to a reference mirror. After the absolute
spectral reflec tance ~z of the reference mirror had been

o o determined by means of a Strong reflectometer ,’t the

~~~~~~\N~\\\ \ \\ \ ~~~~ 

spectral reflectance R of ice was obtained from the

In the course of the reflectance measurements , the
,‘
,,,
7
,,
,-

,____,,,
_ 
,
,

.— 

,
,, ~~~~ ~~~ 

ice sample under stud y was positioned in the reflectom-
eter by means of the device shown schematica lly in
Fi g. 1. The ice samp le S was mounted in an aluminum

F’o, 1. Schematic diagram of samp le holder , receptacle R, which was surrounded by an icc— sal t
726 

~~ 
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m i x t u r e  I in .1 inc t . t l  c s i i t a in i - r , a loch s-as , nc:iscd ii a spcctrttin are indicat ed by vert i cal bars in t j i ~polvs; vrcne loan , suc.,t it F. ‘I ’lie p lane re fl ec t ing surface and were , in genera l , small com pared ~v i h t h e  u s  er- Si cc
of the ice samp le cou ld he pos iuon cd verticall y by means features shown in the r eil cetanc e curve.
of a laboratory j a k J imi d could ho made hor izon ta l  h A major dispersive feat ure in th e spec t r: t l-rc ~ cctan cc
means of the l cvcl i i i ~ screws shown in the fl~ ure. An curve is centered at 3383 cm~ ; the  rei1cct tn c~ ss a
auxiliary l ie— Ne laser cam ‘Vas emsi p loved to tdvan- min imum va lue of 0.0011 at 3530 cm and a m a x i m u m
tage in the process fl ;a ~~ t ioni tg the  ice samp le and t i e  of 0.0866 at 3240 crn ’. A barely id en t i t iable in f l ect ion
reference mirror .  The temperature of the ice—salt occurs .st 3415 cm ’ , and a clearly visible shoulder
mixture was continuousl y monitored by means of an appears at 31S0 cm ’ . A l e s s - p r o m i n e n i  dispersive
ordinary thc- rm onietc r  and ss-a~ maintained in the range feature centered at 2223 cm ’ has a min imum re flectance
—11±4 °C; the corresponding temperature of the ice of 0.020S at 2235 crn ’ and a reflectance maximum of
samp le , wh ich was mon ;tor ed by means of an embedded 0.0220 at 2165 crn~~. A comparable fe~ tur c centered near
thermocoup le , was in the range — 7 ± 4  °C. All reflect- 164.S cm ’ has a reflectance minimum of 0.0 137 at
ance measurements were made durin ~ winter months 1725 cm_i and a reflectance maximum of 0,0P)8 at
when the humidi ty  oi the surroundi i g air was low;  1570 cm ’. A second major dispersive feature centered
during summer , formation of frost on the samp le surface near 848 cm ’ exhibits a reflectance minimu m of 0.0053
made reflectance measurements impossib le. at 950 cm_i and a reflectance maximum of 0.0608 at

The polycrystall ine ice samples were prepared from 743 cm ’. There are some indications of shoulders at
freshly boiled distilled de-iomiized water samples , which 600 and 510 cm_i . Values of spectral re flectance for
were frozen against dat Plexi glass plates in the ice tray selected frequencies are listed in Table I ;  Fi g. 2 provides
of a commercial refri gerator. In a laboratory cold room a basis for interpolation between the tabulated values. ’7
at 5 °C, we removed an ice sample from the tray,
snapped off the Plexi glass, and cemented the sample to
the bottom of the pre-cooled samp le receptacl e R with 040 — — 

I
a layer of water. In comparing the reflectance of ice — — —

~

‘•

~

‘ -‘_-

~ 

— — 
~~~~~~~~~~with that of the reference mirror , it is necessary to use 

~~~~~~~ — — —

a plane ice surface of good optical quality. After a IcE
sample had been cemented to the cold receptacle , the
entire receptade—bath assembly was tilted to approxi- 

~mately 40° with the horizontal ; with the sample in this ~ ______position, we pressed the surface of a highly polished ~
aluminum block at approximatel y 3 °C gently against ~ ~~~4the sample surface so as to melt the surface layer , after u.

U
which a thin layer of liquid water was observed to flow ~
along the surface. After several app lications of the 0.02
polished aluminum block , we were able to produce a ___________ ____________

crack-free surface capable of producing undistorted -~

images by reflection at large ang les of incidence. The 
~~ 4.5 ~ 5 ~~O 2.5 xl&

close agreement between the values of nominal reflec- W6~VENLP~IBE R ~ rn ’
tance R~ subsequently obtained with different ice
samples indicates that our procedures resulted in — — — -

satisfactory sample surfaces. — 

REFLECTION SPECTRUM ICE

The spectral reflectance of ice at near-normal
incidence is shown in Fig. 2. The reflectance curve w 0.06
shown in the fi gure is based on eight comp letel y ~ _______

independent sets of reflectance measurements; the erro r
bars shown in the li glire are based upon the standard ~ 0.04

-~U-deviations involved in the determination of nominal ~CEreflec tance R,, and in the determination of reference- 0.02mirror re flectance si. The uncertainties represented by
the error bars are largest in spectral regions where the
sp~ctrai—retiectarrce ct rve h as a large slope; the increase _________________________________
of uncertainty in these regions is associated with the 2.5 2.0 1.5 ~0 0.5 0.0 x103

~‘g~VENUMBER ~cn~’)spect rom eter ’-.; fai lure to reproduce prism settings. The
spectral slit widths used in different part .s of the Ftc . 2 . Normal-incidence spectral retlectance of ice at — 7°C.

________  _______  -
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~~~~ I. Rc lcci~~ i v  - I  t Ocat constants 01 ice at — 7°C.

S
(crn 0 R 1J4 m) (cm ’) R (j~m)
5000 0.01~ 3 1 .272 0 .601) 2.000 1750 0.0159 1.237 0.035 5. 714
48i)1) 0.0138 1. 267 0.001) 2.c.~3 17-10 0.0158 1.2S5 0.038 5J47
4600 0.0133 1.260 0.00 1 2.174 1730 0.0158 1.284 0.042 5. 780
4400 0.0125 1.252 0.001 2 273 1720 0.0 158 1.283 0.046 5.814
4201) 0.0113 1.241 0.00.) 2.351 1710 0.0158 - 1.283 0.052 5.84-3
4000 0.1)102 1.225 0.004 2. 515) 1700 0.0161 1.285 0.057 5.882
5900 0.0092 1.212 0.004 2.564 1650 0.0180 1.301 0.069 6.061
3800 0.0077 1.192 0.005 2.632 1630 0.0188 1.309 0.070 6.135
3700 0.005ó 1.162 0.008 2.703 1600 0.0195 1.316 0.067 6.250
3600 0.0027 1.108 0.020 2.778
3550 0.0013 1. 065 0.038 2 .817 1390 0.0197 1.318 0.065 6.289

1380 0.0197 1.320 0.064 6.329
3540 0.0012 1.056 0.044 2.825 1570 0.0198 1.321 0.062 6.369
3530 0.0011 1.046 0.052 2.833 1560 0.0198 1.321 0.039 6.410
3520 0.01)12 1.037 0.060 2.841 1550 0.0198 1.321 0.057 6.452
35) 0 0.0013 1.027 0.068 2.849 1540 0.0196 1.320 0.036 6.494
3500 0.0016 1.016 0.079 2 .S37 1520 0.0193 1.317 0.035 6.379
3480 0.003! 0.995 0.110 2.874 1500 0.0191 1.315 0.057 6.667
3460 0.0053 0.979 0J46 2 .S90 1480 0.0193 1.317 0.038 6.757
34-10 0.0100 0.960 0.193 2.907 1450 0.0194 1.318 0.057 6.897
3420 0.0171 0.967 0.257 2 .924 1420 0.0194 1.318 0.035 7.042
3410 0.0192 0.978 0.276 2.933 1400 0.0194 L318 0.035 7.143
3400 0.0217 0.987 0.295 2 .941

1380 0.0193 1.318 0.054 7.246
3380 0.0266 1.004 0.331 2.959 1360 0.0192 1:317 0.052 7.333
3360 0.0321 1.021 0J67 2 .976 1340 0.0190 1.315 0.052 7.463
3340 0.0395 1.035 0.411 2.994 1320 0.0189 1.314 0.052 7 .576
3320 0.0494 1.064 0.466 3.0 12 1300 0.0189 1.314 0.052 7.692
3300 0.061)3 1.104 0.522 3.030 1280 0.0189 1.314 0.050 7 .812
3280 0.0732 1.170 0.584 3.049 1260 0.0187 2.313 0.04 7 7.937
3270 0.0797 1.217 0.612 3.058 1240 0.0185 1.311 0.043 8.063
3260 0.084 1 1.273 0.627 3.067 1220 0.0179 1.306 0.039 8.297
3250 0.0858 1.330 0.623 3.077 1200 0.0170 1.297 0.037 8.333
3240 0.0866 1.334 0.614 3.086 1180 0.0165 1.292 0.039 8.475
3230 0.0858 1.43 2 0.593 3.096 1150 0.0136 1.282 0.040 8.696
3220 0.0839 1.469 0.564 3.106 1120 0.0147 1.272 0.042 8.929
3210 0.0826 1.499 0.539 3.113 1100 0.0141 1.265 0.044 9.091
3200 0.0816 1.527 0.515 3.125

1080 0.0133 1.258 0.045 9.259
3190 0.0809 1.533 0.491 3.135 1050 0.0122 1.244 0.046 9.524
3180 0.0803 1.578 0.465 3.145 1020 0.0102 1.219 0.047 9.804
3170 0.0797 1.603 0.438 3.155 1000 0,0083 1.197 0.051 10.0
3160 0.07S6 1.623 0.406 3.165 980 0.0068 1.167 0.065 10.2
3150 0.0771 1.640 0.372 3.173 970 0.0061 1.150 0.075 10.3
3144) 0.0730 1.630 0.336 3.185 960 0.0055 1.132 0.088 10.4
3120 0.0700 1.633 0.267 3.205 950 0,0055 1.113 0.108 10.5
3100 0.0648 1.641 0.210 3.226 940 0.0062 1.097 0.134 10.6
3050 0.0544 1.393 0.121 3.279 930 0.0082 1.088 0.168 10.8
3000 0.0467 1.345 0.074 3.333 920 0.0 111 1.085 0.204 10.9
2950 0.0416 1.511 0.04 1 3.390 900 0.0197 1.101 0.280 11.1
2900 0.0370 1.476 0.024 3.448
2850 0.0337 1.449 0.015 3.509 880 0.0292 1.150 0.341 11.4
2800 0.0311 1.428 0.009 3.371 860 0.0370 1.202 0.379 11.6

840 0.0445 1.259 0 409 11.9
2750 0.0290 1.410 0.008 3.6.36 820 0.0504 1.320 0.422 12.2
2700 0.0273 1.398 0.007 3.704 800 0.0558 1.387 0.422 12.5
2600 0.0230 1.376 0.007 3.846 780 0.0587 1.445 0.403 12.8
2500 0.0234 1.361 0.010 4.000 770 0.0598 1.472 0.389 13.0
2400 0.0219 1.348 0.012 4.167 761) 0.0606 1.496 0.374 13.2
2330 0.0214 1.343 0.015 4.253 750 0.0608 1.3 17 0.354 13.3
2300 0.021)9 1.337 0.020 4 .348 140 0.0608 1.534 0.335 13.3
2280 0.0209 1.337 0.023 4.386 730 0.0607 1.549 0.315 13.7
2250 0.02 10 1.338 0.026 4.444 720 0.0607 1.563 0.294 13.’)
2220 0.0213 1.340 1) 029 4. 505 710 0.0603 1.575 0.271 ‘4 .1
2200 0.0217 I 3-14 0.030 4. 545 700 0.0592 1.581 0.246 ~~~2170 0.0221) 1,347 0.02.S 4.608
2130 0.0219 1.347 0.021 4.65 1 680 0.0564 1.383 0. 198 14. 7

660 0.0524 1.563 0.164 15.2
21110 0.0213 1.341 0.015 4 762 650 0.051)9 1 5 5  0.152 15.4
2000 0 01 18 1.327 0.0 12 5,00(1 640 0.0407 1 .5~2 0 .142 13.6
1900 0.01S2 1.3 12 1014  5 . 263 620 0 0471 1.536 0.128 16.1
1800 0.01o7 1.296 ) .02 ) 5.536 610 0.0463 1.531 0.123 ‘16.4
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T,uiLE 1. (cont inu ed)

I, S i’ S
(Cifl ”i) R n~ (j.~m) (cm~~) R n, (km)

600 0.0164 1.532 0.123 16.7 500 0.0412 1.504 0.067 20.0
590 0.0464 1.534 0.116 16.9 490 0.0404 1.300 Oa55 20 . -)
580 0.046 1 1.534 0.107 17.2 480 0.0393 1.492 0.045 20.8
550 0.0433 1.519 0.079 18.2 430 0.0352 1.46 1 0.029 22.2

400 0.0289 1.408 0.030 25.0
530 0.0406 1.498 0.072 18.9 350 0.0227 1.350 0.053 28.6
520 0.0402 1.495 0.076 19.2 300 0.0167 1.274 0.106 33.3
510 0.0408 1.500 0.075 19.6

KRAMERS—KRONIG ANALYSIS that approximate values of R(~) can be established
outside the frequency interval.

The real and imag inary parts of the refractive index Because our measurements were confined to the ire-of a material are given by the expressions quency range 300—5000 cm t, i t was necessary to use
n~= [ 1—RJ/ [ 1+R—2v ’R cos~ J, (1) estimated values of R ( v)  outside this range. For the

far-infrared reg ion lO �v<300 cm ’, we assumed valuesn,= [ — 2v’R sin~ ], [ 1+R—2 ~ ’R cos.~J, (2) of R( v)  based primaril y on the low-temperature data of
where R is the normal-incidence reflectance and ~ is Bertie el al.~~; their values were scaled to — 7  °C on the
the phase ang le used in expressing the complex re tlec- basis of considerations given by Irvine and Pollack ’
tivity ~ in polar form : t = v ’Re ’~ , The phase ang le ~~(v~) together with the earlier far-infrared data of Bertie
at frequency v~ to be used in Eqs. (1) and (2) can be and Whalley ? Our ini tial estimates of R ( u )  were
calculated ri gorousl y from the Kramers ’—Kroni g in tegral adjusted to match the absorption feature at 213 cm t

r~ ln-~/R(o)dv reported by Zimmerman and Pimentel6 for ice at — 7

~ (vo) = (2 ,o/ ~r) P / (3) and were also adjusted for a smooth match at 300 cm ’
J 0 ~~~~~~~~~~~ with our spectral-reflectance curve. For the low-

frequency reg ion O~~v~ 10 cm_i , we assumed that the
where P denotes the Cauchy princi pal value , provided 

~a1ue of R( ~) was constant and equal to it.s valuethat the reflectance R( o)  is known for all frequencies . at 10 cm ’.If values of R( ~) have been accuratel y measured for a In selecting values of R ( v )  for use in Eq. (3 )  in thefinite frequency interval , Eq. (3) can be used to provide range v> 5000 cm_i , we e’ tended our reflectancevalues of phase ang les ~ within this interval , provided measurements to 7800 cm ’. The resulting values were
then matched to values of R ( o)  based on the  Irvine-

TABLE II. Band character istics at various temperatures. Poh iack survey in the range 8000—10 000 cm i . At fre-

~Vater Ice quencies hi gher than 10000 cm i , R(~) was assi gned a
70 27 5 —7 —170 constant value equal to its value at 10 000 cm _i .

Band Characteristics ‘C ‘C ‘C ‘Cs ‘C’ Values of ‘~ (v) were obtained from Eq. - 3 )  by means
‘L C  n~ ~~ 1.126 1.119 1.104 0.958 j, ot~ of 1 computer program writ ten by Hale and Q~ erry and

v, ~~ (cm ’) 3620 3590 3360 3430 3430 used in our earlier study of water~~; the resulting values
1.440 1.484 1.501 1.633 1.861 were tabulated at 10-cm— ’ intervals throug hout the

~~~~~~ (cm ’) 3150 3150 3153 3125 3120
0.236 0.291 0.316 0.627 0.815 range 300—5000 cm t . Since the value of ~ (m~0) at fre-

Wj (cm~ ) 3450 3395 3380 3260 3230 quency vo depends on values of R ( v )  at all frequencies1’ (cm °) 380 390 370 260 180 covered by the integral in (3), evaluation of the uncer-
v~ n~ ,,, 1.218 1.232 1.246 1.283 1.310 tainties in ~~(v 0)  presents difficulties : however , for the

v, ,.,,, (cm~ ) 1680 1680 1680 1713 17 15
1.338 1.349 1.338 1.321 1.337 range of uncertainties in measured reflectance indicated

rn (cm ’) 1590 1600 1585 1565 1445 in Fi g. 2 , computer results indicate an average unc or-
rn 0.107 0.137 0.109 0.070 0.060 tainty &~(v0) = ~~0.003 rad for most -1 ~he frequency

(cm °) 1640 1650 1640 1640 1600
r (cm -i) 80 110 120 220 330 ran ge covered in our exp erimental wo rk. Values of 0(v0)

for most of the ran ge for which we have measured R6 ’)1.113 1.116 1.086 1.085 1.105
p~ (cm — ’) 840 840 845 20 950 are re la t iv eiv insensitive to detailed assumptions

l . 533~ j 544d 1.584 1.565 regarding values of R( m ’ l - ut side the range pr ’. ’vided
(cm~~ ) 330d 330d 690 760 that  the assumed sp ectra l-r et1cc~ance curves are0.430 0.443 0.433 0.4.62 0.395

,,, (cm ’) 510 380 3’)() 810 830 matched smoothly to the measured curve.
r 54o~ 500’ 300~ 230 195

___________________________________ OPTICAL CONSTANTS
Re (erence Its .
Pre~ent ~tu~1y. Values of the optical constants it , and it , were ob-Rci.r~nce 14 .
‘E ,iimated val ,e. tam ed from Eqs. (1~ and (2) by use of measured values
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1.. - 260 cm~ for this  band. The ni uc h - -v eaker band at
— —------~ ; - —

~~~
-—- 2210 cm _i has peak value n . ,,,~ =0.030 and bandwidth

1 5 . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ \
F parameter r = 260 cnr ’ ; a second weak hand :tt

- 

- 
1640 cm i has i:~ ,,~~~ O.07O and r=290 cnl i . A second

______ _______ — 
~~~~~~~~~~ major absorption band centered at 810 cnr ’ has

1.3 :__ ~. 
__ 

~~~_ ._.___ it , ,,,,~=0.425 and i’=22 5 cm— ’ ; two small shoulders
can be distinguished at 590 and 520 crn~’. Uncertainties

- in it . are indicated at various poin ts along the curve.
1.1 

- 

a .____ DISCUSSION OF R.ESW.~TS

. The results of the present study are compared in
5.0 4.5 4.0 3.5 3.0 25 xlO Figs. 5 and 6 with the values of it , and ‘z~ lis t ed by

WAV~ NUM BER (cm Irvine and Pollack ’ on the basis of their survey of earlier
1.7 . - — work ; the continuous curves in these fi gures give the

present results and the points represent values obtained
— in the earlier survey. The most-serious disagreements

1.5 — _.!~~~~~... 
__ f_ .

~ 
— between the present results and those of Irvine and

I /L_ \ Pohlack occur in the vicinity of the strong absorption
- ~~ 

bands near 3260 and 810 cnr t ; these are the regions in
~~ 1.3 

~~
- 

~~~~~~~~~~~~
———

)~ 
- ‘p— which reflectance data are most useful , because it is

—________ 
1.1 extremely difficult to prepare the thin films of uniform

- thickness required for quantitative measurements of
1.1 — 

i transmittance. Comparison of the results for it , shownI in Fig. 3 indicates best agreement in the reg ion between
+ 4- + 5000 and 3750 cm_i and rather poor agreement in other

2.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 
- 

0.5 ~~~~~ x103 spec tral reg ions ; in Fig. 6 our values for ;t~ are much
WAVENUMBER (cm ’) larger at the centers of the strong absorption bands but

FIG. 3. Real part n, of the refract ive index of ice
as a function of frequency, in wave numbers. — — —.‘ i

of reflec tance R and values of ~ given by the Kramers— 0.6 -— 
ICE 

— — _
~~ 

‘ _____

K.ronig integral in Eq. (3). Values of optical constants 
— — I _____

are listed for selected frequencies in Table I and are 
I

presented grap hicall y as a function of wave number in _ 0.4 -— — r —

Figs. 3 and 4; the curves in the figures provide a basis - .1. a
of interpolation between values of n, and ,,

~ listed in ) I

the table. 0.2 -

The plot of n,. in Fig. 3 shows a major dispersive -i- —~~~~

feature centered at 3278 cxn ’ with n, m ,=0.958 at I I -

3430 cm ’ and n, ms.& 1.653 at 3123 cm ’. The minor 5.0 4.5 4.0 3.5 3.0 2.5 x103
dispersive feature centered at 2223 cm ’ is characterized W~1/ENUMBER (ciii )
by n ,. ,,,

~~= 1.337 at 2285 cnr ’ and fl , max 1.348 at 0.8 — —i—— —
~~~— —2160 ~~~~~~~~~~ the minor feature centered at 1640 cm iS

characterized by n~ m ir ,  1.283 at 1713 crrr ’ and — —

fl .. miz = 1.321 at 1565 cm ’. A second major dispersive 0.6 — 
ICE — — —feature centered at 805 crn ’ is characterized by

ii , ,.,~,, = 1.085 at 920 cm ’ and it , m,.~~~1.584 at 690 crn ’ ; — —1—— — —

two small shoulders appear near 393 and 310 cm~~. ~~~
- 

~~~~~ 
_

~~~
_ — — — _ .,..

~~
- ‘ 

-Estimated uncertainties in it , are indicated by the _~~~~ 
— — _________

error bars ~n Fi g. 3. 1 
_______In Fi g. 4, our values of n~ are p lotted as a function 0.2 — 

-

of wave number ; over the range 5000—4000 cm~~, values i ____

of n~ based on our reflec tion measurements are not -

si-gn ifieantlv dilleren t from zero. The ;z, plot in the 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 x103
upper panel is dominated by the strong absorption band WAVENUMB~R (cm ’)
wi th it , ,~,=O.627 at 3260 cm~~; the bandwidth - 

Fto. 4 . Imag inary part n , of the refract ive index of ice
parameter r giving full width at half-maximum is as a funct io~s of frequency in wave numbers.
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,
____ _
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are in f . t i r  .~-~r ee::~~~,t a l l ’ J r .  uit ~ P r iI lac k ~.due s in 0.8
tile region IC~~.VI .IY!I 3(4.1)) a n i  1 1 4  I i )  Cfl1~~~~. In view of the I

fair  . tgrc enien t  between our v.ilues oI n, and those based
on the surve y in the reg ion between 5i and 3750 cin~~

1 , 0.6
it is probabl e th at . the lrv~iie—Pollack values of ii . in
this re~ ioio , ‘.vhich are based lar gel y  on t ransmit tance
measurements , are s a l l s ia c t o r ’. for atmosp heric ca l cu-  0.4
lation s ; our re flectance measurements g:l ve no valid ~ -
values of n, in this region of weak absorption.
The strong absorption hand centered near 3260 cm~~ 02 . 

. 
. 

-in Fig. 6 occurs in the reg ion where 011 groups have -

characteristic vibra tion bands and is usually a t t r ibuted
chiefl y to the v1 ari d o~ fundamentals  of H~O monomers I
in the lattice. The weaker band centered at 1640 cm ’ is 5.0 ~.s ~.o ~.s ~.o ~~ x10

3

similarl y at tr ibuted to the bending fundamental of WAVENIJMBER ~cm ’)
the H20 monomer. The strong absorption band with
maximum at 810 cm~ is attributed to a hindered- 0.8
rotational or librational mode ‘a of the H20 nonomer
in the field of its nei ghbors. The weak band with maxi-
in u-n nea. . .‘lO cm~ ~s usua lly referred to as an 0.6
associatiuua ~~~~ .a.~ -t t t r ibu ted  to a combination ot
~
,, ~~~~~~~ a i~~r~ c..,r r , - rv~~- It ~s of interest to consider
the var l~~Iu iA ~~~

- t.oe~e bar . -~ i t h  temperature changes ~-0.4
in water d ri’. .  0 ~CL .

— . _ .
,

WAVENUMBER (cril’)
1~3 - - - - - 

. Ftc. 6. Compari son of present resul ts for n~, given by the
- 

continuous curve, with values of n~ listed in the Irvine—Poiladt

~~~~~~~~~~J 

~~~~~ 
2.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0x103

1.1 . 

- . . . - 
- 

survey given by points.

Table II gives a summary of major .band character-
istics asa function of temperature in water and ice. The

5.0 4.5 4.0 3.5 3.0 2.5~ 1Q~ 
absorption band , which is designated as ~~~ since it is

WAVENUMSEP (cnn 1) primaril y due to the monomer fundamentals v~ and 03,
shifts to lower frequencies and becomes narrower as

1 ‘ I ’ I ’ I ’ l ’  
the temperature is decreased ; the value of n, m.x and
the difference it, m~z fl ? miD increase monoto nica liv

- with decrease of temperature. The v~ band in li quid
1.5 . . . - water remains virtual ly unchanged in position and in

peak values of absorption n 1 m&x with change of tem-
perature ; in ice , the frequency and the value of it ,

Li’3 • . . - decrease as the temperature decreases. rn both water
- . - . . .  and ice, the bandwidth parameter r increases as the

- temperature is reduced. The frequency of the librationa l

11 . band or. increases monotonicallv with decreasing ~em-- perature ; the phase change from li quid to solid is
accompanied by a sudden increase of the frequenc y

• I • I Of ~‘L. The peak value of ‘i~ fot the vi. band is nearly
2.5 2.0 1.5 i.o 0.5 O.0x103 independent of temperature in both water and ice ;

wAvENUMBE R -crn ’) however , a marked narrowing of the band accompanies

Ftc. 5. Comparison of present results for n~, given by the freez ing.
continuous cu rve , with values of ii, listed in the Irvine—P ollack Toe data for the associational band centered at
survey given ~y po ints. 2210 cm~ in Fi g. 6 are not included in Table 11; the 

- - -.—- -.- ~~~~~~- - - - -- -~~~~-- -- - -
~~~~~~~~~~~

- -
~~
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frequency of this hand increases to 22- tO cm ’ and the w M. Irvin e and 3. B. Pollack , Icarus 8, 324 ( 1968).
bandwidth nearly doubles in ice as the temperature is ‘W . Luck , Bcr. Bunsenges. Phys. Chem. 67. 186 ( 1963) .
reduced to — 170 °C. 3N. Ockma nn , Ad v . Phys. 7, 199 (1958); Doctoral dissertation,
The values of n, and ii , given in Table I should be University of Michigan ( 1957).

4F. P. Reding , Thesis , Brown Utuvers ity (1951).of use in calculations of the scattering of infrared ‘3. J. Fox and A. E. Martin . Proc. R. Soc. A 174 , 234 (1940).radiation by ice particles in the lower telluric airno- ‘R . Zimmerman and G. C. Piment e l . Proc. Int cr n . Mee t ing
sphere. For ice in planetary atmosp heres at lower tern- Mol. Spec try, Bologna 2, ~26 ( 1962) .
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Of special importance to meteorological studies of the earth ’s heat

balance is a knowledge of the optical constants of sea water. Sea water

is also an important component of marine aerosols at altitudes near

the surface of the sea. A knowledge of the optical constants of sea

wa ter is of obvious importance in many naval problems . Therefore, we

made an investigation of this subject , which is summarized in the fol—

lowing article by Pinkley and Williams.

_ _  _ _



Optical properties of sea water in the infrared*
Lary W. Pinkley and Dudley Williams

Kansas State Univers ity, , Wanhatra n. Kansas 66506
(Received 11 December 1975)

We have made quantitative measurements of the ratio of the infrared spectral reflectance of standard sea
water at near-normal incidence to the corresponding spectral reflectance of pure water at 27~C. The infrared
spectral reflectance of standard sea water was determined from the measured ratio and the known optical
constants for pure water. The real n(v) and the imaginary k(~’) parts of the complex index of refraction of
standard sea water were th en determined by Kramer-Kronig methods. The results obtained for the standard
sea water are compared with previous results obtained for pure water and with previous studies of sea wacer.

In view of the fact that three-quarters of the earth’ s tion measurements. In general , KK analysis of reflec-
surface is covered by sea water , the optical properties tion measurements provided excellent values of n and
of sea water have an important bearing on the earth’s y ielded good values of it in spectral regions of strong
radiative heat balance; because the em ssson spectrum absorption. In the present study we have determined
of the earth is largely in the intermediate infrared , a the reflectance R at near-normal inc idence and have
knowledge of the optical constants of sea water in this employed KK analysis to obtain n and it for sea water in
spectral region is of spec ial im portance. Detailed the infrared.
knowledge of these constants is also of importance to

In earlier studies we have investigated the influenceremote sensing of the earth’s atmospheric and surface
features from satellites and to inf rared signal trans- of temperature’ and various ino rganic solutes 5 on the

infrared reflectance of water; the results have a bear-mission through the atmosphere near the surface of the
ing on the spectrum of sea water , which , apart fromsea, whe re droplets of sea water are an important
its particulate and biologic components , is merely aaerosol component of the atmosphere, dilute solution of certain salts. Hobson and Williams’
have compared the spectral reflectance of sea waterThe present infrared study of sea water is a part of a from various geographical locations with the reflection

research program dealing with the infrared properties of pure water and with the reflection of the solutions of
of water, in which we have used quantitative measure- salts known to be present in sea water; the presence of
ments of absorption1 and reflection2 to determine the the SO; ion produces readily observable effects in sea
real n and imaginary it parts of the complex index of re- water. Querry and his associates 7 have also studied
fraction .~~ = it -

~ lit. In a critical summary 3 of earlier the reflection spectra of sea water from variouswork , we compare the n and it values obtained by Kra- sources and have made a detailed investigation of themers-Kronsg (KK) analyses of separate reflection and influence of NaC 1 on the spectrum of water.absorption measurements with the values of these con-
stants based on a combination of absorption and reflec - Because the concentration of the solutes in ocean
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water varies with 4co~ L’~tplitc loc~iitui s, various vai’ ie— - ,‘~‘~.D f l~~TH ~~rrj
tics of slrni , Iarrl ~~ ~r~ 1, ’r (SS\V ) have been devised and o.o 

.92 2.27 . 3•57 ~‘ffl 4 . ~~ - ~~

u sed in labora tory -Uudi& ’~ . lit the present inve st iga-
tion we have em ployed SSW prepared from the c o m p l e t e  - -

prescription of Lyman and Fleming, ’ which provides an 0.08  .  -

extremely close approximat ion to clean ocean water - - - . . 
/

Friedman 9 has made .i detailed study of SSW in which 0.06 -- / .  -

he measured spectral reflectance at large ang les of
RO)) -- ‘ . -  -

~~~
- - fincidence and , i n certain spectral regions , made corn-

parisons of the spectral transmittance of SS\V and pure 0.04 -

water. The SS’.V employed by Friedman included only - .—.--. - -

MgC12 ’ 6H 30, NaC I, MgSO4 ’ 7H 2O, and CaCI 3, which
are the major consponents of the Lyman-Fleming pre-
scription; the concentration of minor components is so
small that their contributions to the observable spec- °‘°~ 2 4.4 3.6 2.2 2.3 .2 DA
trum of sea water is probably completely negligible. In WIVE r iji~45~p ~:rn~the course of his work , Friedman also employed solu-
tions having 0.5 the normal solute concentration ( 55W— FIG. 2. Near— normal— in cidence spectral reflectance R ( v ) of
0 5), along with multiples 1.5 (SSW—l. 5) and 2 (SSW-2) standard sea water at 27 CC.

of the normal concentration; the use of these solutions
facilitated estimates of the effects of salinity on the
spectral properties of sea water. The spectral reflectances R (v)  for SSW and SSW-2

were obtained by using the measured ratios of their re-
In the present study we made a careful comparison flectance to water reflectance. In arriving at values

of the spectral refleetances of SSW and SSW-2 with that for the spectral reflec tance R (t -’) ~ of water we used vai-
of pure water at near-normal inc idence in the spectral ues of reflectance computed from tabulated values 3 of
range 350—6700 cm~ . The results are shown in Fig. 1 n(t ’) and k ( v) ,  which in turn are based on numerous
in which we plot the measured ratio s R(t4 5~~/ R( v) ~ and quantitative measurements of reflection and absorption
R(i ’)~ ,,,~/ R ( ~) ,, as a function of wave number in the covering the spectral range 28000 to 1 cm’t. The re-
range 400—5200 cm’°. The length of the uncertainty suiting values of R ( v)  for 55W are shown in Fig. 2. The
bars shown at selected wave numbers on the SSW curve low values of R (v) near 3600 and 900 cm” were verified
also apply to the SSW-2 curve. En most spectral re.- by direct measurements involving a calibrated refer-
gions the uncertainty in the ratio plotted in Fig. 1 ence mirror. Except for small shifts in frequency, the
amounts to approximateJ 1 tO. 01 but becomes larger iii major features of R(i ’) for SSW bear a close resem-
regions of low spectral reflectance near 3700 and 900 blance to the reflectance spectrum of pure water. How-
cm ’1 and in regions where spectral reflectance changes ever , a clearly visible small feature near 1100 cm4
rapidly with frequency. The results shown in Fig. 1 has no counterpart its the spectrum of pure water. We
indicate that the spectral reflectance of sea water is also obtained the spectral reflectance spectrum of SSW-
greater than that of pure water in most of the infrared 2, which as expected from Fig. 1 is also roughly corn-
region but is significantly lower in the vicinity of 800 parable with the reflectance spectrum of pure water .
cm’t.

The values of R ( v )  show n in Fig . 2 were used in KK
analysis to calculate values of the optical constants it(i ’)
and k(v) for SSW. In arriving at these values we em-

WSIELEJV3TH ( tim) ployed the KK phase-shift theorem
227 Z. T’S - 3.57 5.CO 8.33 - 25.00

—~—~~~ SSW -- -~ .---._-_ . 
~~(v) = ~J~pf ~~~~~~~~~~ (1)

.8
where [ R (v) ~ -’~ is the modulus of the complex reflectiv-

- I t - ity ~~= [R( i ’) ]~’2 exp[it~(v)j.  In terms of ~ and R , calcu—1.2 — --
~

—— ---——---— /-
~~

------ -

~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
lated values of n and it at any frequency are given by

~~ the relations
— ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ n= (1 —R) / ( 1  +R ._. ZRihi cosø) , (2)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ k = ( — ZR t12 sth Ø) / ( 1  -R — 2R ”2 eos~ ) . (3)

We have used Eqs. (l)— (3) to obtain values for n(v) and
0.94 -.---—

~
.- --

~
- i i k (v)  for SSW and SSW-2 in the range 400—5200 cm”.

— - . — .-— --—- —.—
We have used a computer program based on Simpson’s

~~. 4 3.6 2 ,3 2.2 .2 14 rule except in the vicinity of t’ where quadratic approxi-
~~~ \JJ~~~ ~~ mations of {R (v) 1 ”2 based on measured values of R(t4 in

FIG. 1. Ratio of the near-no rmal—incidence spectral reu lec— the vicinity were used. Beyond the spectral range of
tances of SSW and SSW-2 to that of water. Samples were at actual measurement, 6700 cm” to ~ and 0 to 350 cm t ,
27 C. we employed extrapolations based on R(~ ) for pure
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~~~ LE~~ 1H (am) In view of the direct dependence of the value of k( v)
.92 2.2 7 2. 78 3.57 5.00 9.33 25.00 on sin~(i’) in (3) , the absolute values of k(v ) in regions2.C - - I of low absorption are strongly influenced by uncertain-

‘  ties in tp (v) as determined by KK phase shift analysis
‘.8  (I) . We have found that it (u) values based on KK analy- 

- .--~ .— - --~~~-- -  . .  — sin are highly unreliable for k(v)  ~ 0.03 but become in-
.6 — creasingly reliable with increasing values of k(t’). The

k( v) values in Fig. 4 are virtually meaningless in the
spectral ranges 3700—5200 cm” and 2900—1700 cm”; in

.4 

-

these regions absorption measurements are needed.

‘.2
Because the spectrum of S5W so closely resembles

the spectrum of pure water, Friedman has proposed
that its optical properties can best be provided by the

I C I I use of small corrections to the values of n(p) and k(v )
- 5.2 4.4 3.6 2.8 2.0 .2 0.4 that have been established for pure water. In view of

- ~~~1E NJji~ER (crri’) <o~ the fact that we have measured the ratio of the reflec-
FIG. 3. Refract ive I ndex n(P) of standard sea water at 27’c. tance of S5W and SSW-2 to pure water, we have adopted

this procedure since the small corrections will remain
applicable in good approximation when more exact val-
ues of the optical constants of water become available.

water, 3~~0 which is known in the range 1 to 28000 cm ’. In arriving at values of the small corrections we have
The values of n (v)  for SSW are plotted as a function of compared our own values of the optical constants3 of

wave number in Fig . 3. As in the case of R(”) , the pure water with those obtained b r  55W and SSW-2 in
general features of the n(v) curve strongly resemble the present study.
those of the corresponding curv e for pure water . In The curve shown in Fig. 5 gives the difference be-most spectral regions n (v)  for 55W is slightly larger tween n(v)  for SSW and n(v) for pure water. In most
than the corresponding value for water. There are spectral regions n (v)  for SSW is greater than that of
slight shifts in the major dispersion features near 3400 water. The two major exceptions to this statement are
and 600 cm” with respect to the corresponding features associated with the min ima near 3550 and 650 cm 4,for pure water. The small inflection near 1100 cm .i is which are associated with changes in the frequency andeasily noted in Fig. 3. In general, the uncertainties ~ contours of the major band near 3400 cm” and the li-the values of n(v) amount to approximately tO.  005. brational band near 600 cm”, respectively. The cor-

The values of the absorption index k(i’) for SSW are responding curve for SSW-2 is shown in Fig. 6 ; the
plotted as a function of wave number in Fig. 4. The general features are similar to those for SSW except
major absorption band near 3400 cm” is attributed to for larger differen ’ es between SSW-2 and water over
the 113 and v, fundamentals of the water molecule along much of the spectral range. Since the values of n(i’) for
with some contribution from the overtone 2112; the post- the solutions are based on the properties of water , the
tion and shape of this major band are strongly influ- length of the uncertainty bars are closely related to
enced by temperature changes4 and by the nature and those shown in Fig. 1. The influence of the SO~ ab-
concentration of solutes3 that modify the molecular sur- sorption band near 1100 cm” is clearly discernable in
roundings of the water molecule. In SSW the band is Figs. 5 and 6.
shifted to slightly hi gher frequencies from its position
in pure water. The sharp absorption band near 1650
cm” is due to the ti~ fundamental of the water molecule;
although slightly altered in shape, its frequency in SSW V~ /ELE~GTH (Kr)

~L92 2.27 2.78 3.57 5.00 8.33 25.00is the same as in pure water. The maior absorption 0.... 1 - I I
band near 600 cm”t is associated with the librational or . 

:- 
.~~~~ -

-
field of its neighbors; as in the case of the 3400 cm” 

- 
- -

hindered rotational motion of the water molecule in the - I

band, the position of the librational band v
~ 

is depen-
dent on water temperature4 and on the nature and con- 0.3 — ---- — - _______

centration of solutes. Tn 55W it is shifted from its po- k(L’) - —— —-- 

- 

I~\
-.____ • 

- 

-

sition in pure water to slightly lower frequencies. - - - -

~~~~~~~~~~~

02-~ - I

The readily observable small absorption band near 
- - _______

1100 cm” can be attributed to the 113 fu ndamenta L of the
3O~ ion. ‘~ Comparison of the spectrum of SSW-2 with
SSW reveals that absorption near 1100 cm ” increases --—- —

- 
-

with increasing salt co,~centration . There are several 0.052 4 4  3.6 2.8 2.0 .2 2.4small variations in k(i’) in the 1200— 1500 cm ” region 
WE~JE ~&.~~ ER ~rr~but are not measurably different in the spectra of

SSW-2. FIG. 4. AbsorptIon index k (v)  of standard sea water at 27 C.
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FIG. 5. DIfference between the refrac ti ve index ,,lj ’) for ssw -0.03 3.6 2.3 2.0 .2 -3.4
and that of pure water. AAJE ‘3OMBLP c r n )  ‘IC- 3

FIG . 7. Difference between the absorp tion index kI l n  31 SSW
and that of pure water.

The dashed curves shown in Figs. 5 and 6 represent
Friedman’s proposed corrections to the n(i ’) for water
that would give values of n(i ’ ) for 55W and SSW-2. The tam a value of ~(v)  that is the sum of ~~( v I qFE based 011
present results are tn close agreement with those of high-frequency extrapolation, ~~~( 11)~~ based on measured
Friedman between 3000 and 1500 c m ;  our slightly values of R ( v ) ,  and ~~~(11)Ly E  based on low-frequency ex-
larger values in the 5000—3800 cm ”’ region may be due trapolation. In spectral regions where c~ (P )  is small,
to the fact that Friedman’s values are based on the n(~’) its value g iven by ( 1) is strongly influenced by the ex-
values of Pontier and D3chambenoy~

2 that differ from tra polations; this fact accounts for the Large uncertain-
our values in this region. Friedman’s corrections do ties in the absolute values of k (v)  in regions of low ab—
not include those associated with changes in the 3400 sor ption. In spectral regions where ~ is large , the
cm” water band produced by the solutes . magni tudes of Ø ’) ,,~~ and ó(

~~
’)LFE are small as corn-

In view of our criticism of the absolute values of k(v ) pared with that of o(v) ~ .
based on KK analysis (1) and 3) in regions where k ( v )  However, if we employ identical extrapolations for
is small, it would appear that the present study would water and for SSW , we can obtain significant differences
provide little basis for establishing corrections of k ( v)  

k(11)  — k ( v )~ even though the calculated values offor water to give corresponding values of k(~ ) for SSW. these separate absorption indices may be unreliable,
Closer examination ,f the actua l computation of ~~ 11) In establishing these corrections, we note that ~ t v )~~f rom ( 1) indicates that it z~ poss,ble to provide signil i— 

— ~~~(11) 
~~~[d ( P),,~ ,E —~~ (v)~ (11)~,FE] S~~ — ~~~~ ~~~~~~~cant corrections. In arriving at O v )  from :1) , we ob- +~~(v ty E ] w = v ) M.~~~ — 4 ( ~

) M.w provided identical hig h—
frequency and low-frequency extrapolations are em-
ployed.

/~~ELE2~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 25. X In Figs. 7 and 8 we show the results of values of

- 
-

~ - k(i ’)~~~— k ( v )~ and k ( v) ~~ ,2 —k ( ~ )~ , respectively. In ar-
- - - - — . 

I riving at the values shown in these figures we used ex-
0.02 — trapolations based on R( 11)~~ = R (p ) ~ for 11>8000 cm ”’

- - - - - - ~~~0~-—~~ - and v<3SO cm”. On the basis of uncertainties ±0.01
O.C4 ~

- --- - —-- - - 
~~~~~

— — - -~~~i - \  -- - R(v) in measured values of the spectral reflectance of
- - - 

________ .L

~

LL SSW, we estimate that the uncertainties ~n the d iffer-
- - ~ . _~~~ !.~~. 

ences in absorption indices plotted ifl Figs. 7 and 8
amount to less than ±0.002 over most of the spectral

_____ 

-

~ 

-

-~~~~~ range between 4000 and 400 cm”. For p>4000 cm”,
H the calculated differences in absorption indices are in-

fluenced by the way in which the measured reflectance
0.02 ‘ — - - curves for sea water are merged with the values of

- - -________ - - R(v~, used in the high-frequency extrapolation.
0.0352 

- 
4 .4 

- 
3.6 3.~~ - ‘ 

.2 14 Over most of the spectral region 4000.-400 cm ” the
N~/E \1jv ~~ R C~i’ d i f ferences  between k(v )  values for SSW-1 and SSW-2

FIG. 6. Difference between the refractive index ,!(v~ for and the values of k(i’) for water are small and the dif-
doubl e—concentration standard 5ea water ISSW—2) and that of ference amounts to less than ~0. 002. Differencespure water, larger than this occur in the 3400 cm” region and ,n-
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- 
- .  - s tudy we lia~’~ cxU’nth ’d qu ant i t at ive  i i i C i S u i ( ~n ic i i t s  to

- - 
- -

- 
- - - 

- 
- lower frequenci es and have detected shif t s  in the 3400

cm ” water band not reported in Frt edt i ian ’s s tudy.

— - - - On the basis of the ref rac t ive- index di f ferences

• 
- 

plotted in Fig. 5 and the absorption—index differences
- plaited in Fig . 7 one ~nay obtain values of n (v )  and / ,( i ,)

0.0) — - - - -
for standard sea waler by ad~1ing these differences to

- - / the values of these quantities tabulated by Downing and
~~ ~~~~~~~ ‘- - Williams. 3 Com parisons of Figs. 5 and 7 with Figs. 6- ‘~~0 2 C —  - - - -

~ - and 8 provide a measure of the variations in ,:(11) and- I ’ -

k( v) with salinity. We emphasize that comparisons of-~ -0.0l - - - - -

the reflection and emission of real sea water may be

- 

.

- 

somewhat different from those computed on the basis of
the present values of the optical constants for standard 

-. - - sea water , which contains no particulate or biologic

1~Q3 I - - - constituents.
3.6 2.9 2.0 .2 3.4

‘fb~iE ~&M3ER (cr~c )  xIo 3 We should like to express our appreciation to Profes-
sor Basil Curnutte and to Dr. 1-larry Downing for help-

FIG. 8. Difference between the absorption index kU ~) of ful suggestions and to Keith Consani who prepared our
double-concentration standard sea water (SSW-2) and that of standard sea water samples under the supervision ofpure water. - Professor William G. Fateley.

dicate a slight shift to higher frequency and possible ‘Supported in part by the Office of Nav al Research,
cha nges in the contours of the water band caused by the ‘C. WI. Robertson and D. William s, J. Opt . Soc. Am. 61,
influ ence of the solutes. Similar but larger differences 1316 (1971) .

are noted in the 600 cm” region and are associated with ~A. N. Rusk , D. Will i ams , and M. R. Quer ry, J. Opt . Soc.
Am. 61, 895 (1971).

a shift of the librational band to lower frequenc ies; the 
~H. D. Downing and D. Williams , J . Geophys. Res. 80 , 1656

dashed curve in this region represents the differences u975 .
in absorption index reported by Friedman on the basis ‘G. M. H ale , M. R. Querry, A. N. Rusk , and D. Williams ,
of absorption measurements. The sharp peak near J. Opt. Soc. Am. 62 , 1103 (1972).
1100 cm ” is associated with the SO;’ absorption band 5P. Rhi ne , D. \Vi ll i anis, G. M. Hale , and M. Ft. Querry, J.
mentioned earlier; the total absorption I k (v )J t ’  associ- P hy s.  Ch ern . 78 , 238 (1974); 78 , 1405 ( 1974) .

‘D. E. Hob son and D. Wi lliams , App i . Opt. 10, 2372 (19711.ated with this band is roughly proportional to concen- TM R. Que rry (private communicat ion) .
tration. ‘J .  Lyman and R . H. Fleming, J . Marine Res. 3, 134 11940,.

It is gratifying to note the general agreement between 9D. Fri edman , App i . Opt. 8, 2073 ( 1969) .
‘0 K. F. Palmer and D. Williams , J .  Opt. Soc. A m. 64 , 1107the present results based on reflection measurements

(19 74) .
at near-normal incidence and the earlier results of 110. Herzberg, Infrared and Raman Spectra (Va n Nostrand—
Friedman, who measured reflectance at large angles Reinhold , New York , 1945) , p. 167.
of inc idence along with transmission measurements in ‘2 L. Po ntier and C. Deehambenoy, Ann. Geophys. 22 , 633
certain restricted spectral ranges. In the present (1966) .
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II. Summary of Work on Inor~’anic Hydrated Mate r i a l s

Most of our work on hydrated materials has involved studies of the

optical properties of aqueous solutions . The first such study was car-

ried Out by Dr. David A. Draegert in work involved with his doctoral

dissertation. Draegert ’s study involved the study of the absorption

spectra aqueous solutions of strong electrolytes in the far—infrared re—

gions of the spectrum . This investigation , which was carried out by

means of the conventional techniques of infrared spectroscopy , is sun~—

inarized in the following paper by Draegert and Williams. 
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Far-Infrared Absorption Spectra of Aqueous Solutions of Strong Electrolytes*

Div’ro A. DRAzGER-r AND Du’oL EY WILLIAMS
Kansas SId e Universil y , . ifj nhatlon, Kans as

(Received 12 July 1967)

The infrared absorption of solutions of Lid , KF , KCI , KBr , KI , NaCI, NaBr , Nal , NaNO,, NaCIO,,
NaClO,, DCI , and NaOL) in D20 has becn studied in the spectral region 73 to 650 cm ’; the absorption of HCI
and NaOH solutions in 1110 in the region 73 to 1000 cm ’ has also been investigated. Even for  the highcst con-
centrat ions , t h e  solution spectra have a str iking resemb lance to the spectru m of the solvent . A broad , intense
hand attributable to the hindered rotation of water molecules and a much less intense band attributable
to the hindered translation of water molecules appear in the spectrum of each solution. The frequencies ,
widths , and shapes of these bands are compared in some detail with the cnrrespondin ’~ bands in the spectru m
of pure water . Small but significant diflerences between the spectra of the solutions and the spectrum of
water are noted.

Because of their importance and their interesting produces a shoulder on the low-frequency wing of the
physical proper ties , aqueous solutions have been major band. After allowance is made for the contour of
studied by many experimental techni ques , including the major band , it appears that the shoulder band is
infrared ’ and Raman spectroscopy. 2— ’ Most of the cen tered near 170 cm ’ in H20 and near 163 cm~ in
earlier infi’ared investigations covered frequencies D~O. Bands in these reg ions have been observed in
hi gher than 1000 cm ’, and the observed absorption Raman 3 and in inelas tic neutron-scattering studies.t
bands involved transitions between intr anwlecular Because of their isotop ic shifts , t he major and shoulder
vibrational states. Information regarding the inf er -  bands have been attributed , respectivel y, to hindered
motecula r stru cture of the li quids was obtained only rotations or “librations ” and to hindered translations
because the intermolecular forces have some influence of water molecules. For both H50 and D20 it was
on the frequenc es and intensi t ies  of in tramolecular found that  the frequency of the absorption maximum of
bands. Direct transitions between states involving the major band decreases with increasing temperature.
motions of entire water molecules restrained by The major band also broadens , and the maximum
rela tively weak intermolecular forces produce absorp. absorption coefficient appears to decrease with in-
tion a t frequencies lower than 1000 cm ’. Hence , creasing temperature. The central frequency and the
studies of the far- infrared ~bsorpt ion spectra of solu- maximum absorption coefficient of the shoulder
tions can , in pr inci ple , pr ovid e additional information band apparently decrease with increasing temperature.
concerning the intermolecular forces and the effects of The spectra of the electrol ytic solutions observed in
solutes on the structure of water ,  the present study will be compared with the spectrum

The present study of aqueous solutions is a con- of water.
tinuation of our earlier work on the far - inf rared  spec- The solutes selected for study included ei g ht alkali
trum of ~~- uid water,6 which revealed general absorp. halides, three sodium salts with more complex anions,
tion 7 th roug hout the region with at least two well- hy drochloric acid , and sodium hydroxide. To permit
defined absorption hands. One is a broad , intense band comparison of the effects of the different solutes , most
with an absorption maximum near 680 c.ir’ in H.20 and of the solutions were studied at a common concentra-
near 500 cm~ in D1(..) ; the contour of this major band is tion; since the observed spectral effects generall y in-
smooth but decidedly asymmetric. A much weaker sand crease with concentration , the hi ghest common concen-

* Work supported irs part by the U.S. Air Force Cambridge tration attainable ,4M) was used. Concentration effects
Research Laboratories and in part by the U.S. Office of Naval were studied in detail in certain selected solutions.
Research.

‘E. Ganz , Ann. Ph ysik 28, 445 (1937) ; D. Williams and W.
Millet , Ph~~. Rev. 66, 6 ( 1944) : G. R. Chopp in and K. Buij s , j. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Chcm. Phy s. 39, 204 2 (1963) : H. Vam atera , B. Fitzpat rick , and
G. Gordon , J. Mol. Spectry . 14, 268 i’)64 ) - The far-infrared spectra were obtained with a

WI. R. Busing and D. F. Horn ig, 5. Chem. Ph~~. 65, 284 Perkin—El mer Model 301 double-beam spectrophotom-‘1961) ; J. .\ - ~chu h tz and D. F. Horni ~ , :bu d. 65, 2131 (1961).
~G. E. Walraien , J. Chem. Phvs . 36, 1035 (1962) ; 40, 3249 eter.  The spectral slitwldth rarely exceeded 4 cm ’ and

(1964). was usually considerably less. The ambient tern-

~~~ ~~~ . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ J. Chem. Ph y s. 46, 378 perature of the sample compar tment was approxi-
( 19( 7~ ; C’,. E. \‘.‘a lr - t ( en .  ib id. 46, :570 l’X 7 mately 28 C.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ B. C . i r n u t te , and D. Williams , The samples consisted of thin layers of liquid between

1k. M . Goody, . Un,osr i,r ri c ,7adiatio,, (Osford University poly ethy lene windows spaced a few microns apart.
PrCTS. New V- rk , i964) , \ pp. 13. The rat io of the absorption
oeflicien t s in the n t c r m c u i t i e  infrared to ~hosc in the visible is ‘ K. E. Larsson and V. Dah l borg, React. Sci. Tech. (3. Nucl.
ppro aimatel y hoe . Eng .) 16, 81 ( 1962).
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The spcctr ;i of all solut ions sh ow a marked r& - s cns b l : L uic c— -, — . - 

/ 

- 

to the spectrum of D~O. The major h ,aiul  in th i c  pot ~s-

I sium and sodium halide solutions s h i f t s  to lower Ire—

\
\

~~~ 

- - 
i 

. quencics as the halide ions increase iii size. The shoul i le r
band is barel~’ discernible in the hro uit id c and iu d ldc

— 
-. solutions. In the lithium chloride so lu t ion , the ma j or

band is narrow and well separated f rom the shoul i lu r
- band. Careful examination reveals differences in the

U 
4 potassium salts in solutions having a common halide
- shape of the major band for l i thium , sodium , and

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ion. The shapes of the transmittance curves for sodium
nitra te and sodium chlorate solutions are s imi la r ;
rep lacemen t of n i t ra te  ions by chlorate ions shifts the

I en tire curve to lower frequencies. The sharp bands

‘4°c’
near 610 cm t in the sodium chloraie solution and near
628 cm ’ in the sodium perch lorate solut ion are due to
normal vibra tions of the anion groups.

Normalized transmit tance curves for D~O and for

OCt
different  concen trations of potassium fluoride , po tas-

02 
I

slum iodide , and sodium perchlorate are shown in Fi g.
2. The princi pal effect of concentration increase in the

a
600 4C0 200 —‘ potassium fluoride solution is a broadening of the major

~‘R E0uE’4cv band; the shoulder band is extremely broad in the l2M
Ftc. 1. Normal ized soectra l t ransmittance curves for D.,O and solution. In the potassium iodide solutions the major

4M solutions of strong electro l y t e s. The interval between marks on band shifts to lower frequencies with  increasing con-the transmittance axis in this and subsequent Ogures is 0.1; the
upper curves have been disp l aced by multi ples of this interval, in centrat ion .  Similar shifts are observed for the sodium
general , spectral transmittance values based on independent perchiorate solutions; the curve for the &W solution
measurements differ from those given in the curves by at most has an “angular contour ,” with definite changes in the±0.03.

slope near 520 and 370 cm—t . -

Liquid D20 was used as a solvent , because its interesting Normalized transmittance curves for D20 and for two
spectral features occur in the frequency region below differen t concentrations of deuterated sodium hy-drox-
650 cm °, where polyethylene is transparent; most
other window materials dissolve or react with the -
solu tions. Reagent-grade salts were dissolved in 99.5%
D20 obtained from Coleman , Ma theson , and Bell, Inc. . -

Solutions of 25~~ .‘~aOD and 20% DCI in D20 were
supplied by Calbiochem , Inc.
Because of the experimental difficulties encountered

no precise measurements of sample thickness were ~~

“

\
__

~~~~
__

“
~~~~~~~~~~~~

‘

~~ 

‘

~~
in our earlier quantitative study of the water spectrum ,6

undertaken in the present work. Thus, absorption
coefficients were not determined. Each of the trans-
nilttance curves shown in the figures is a composite,
based on four or more spectra of the same solution.
Several spectra for each solution were averaged after
they had been “normalized” by Lamber t ’s law to give a - 

~

4M

6Mminimum transmittance of 0.10; the minimum trans-
mittances actuall y measured were between 0.06 and
0.22. The normaliza tion procedure facilitates corn-
parison of frequency shifts and band shapes. However , - - , ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -

it should be noted that no comparison of the relative - - ~~~~~~~~
3214 - - -absorption coefficients of diff er ent solutions is possible. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

,
600 400 200 cr,C ’EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS r~ eouE N1cY

Fm . 2. Normalized spectral tranEmittance curves (or D~0 andNorm alized t ransmi t tance  curves for D~O and for KF , KI , and N aCU, solut ions with the indicated concentra-
4M solutions of 11 d i f ferent  solutes arc shown in Fig. 1. tions . S
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ide and hv c .l r ,, chho , ’ic acid are shown iii Fi g. 3. In t h e  TABLE I. l’h,c frequ encie s ~,. of t i r e  ‘‘ major band ” an n p7 of the
‘ should, . r rand” for D~O solutions.hy droxide solut ion , i n crease in Concen t ra t ion broaden s

the major band. In the acid solut ion , increase in con- Concentration v~centra l ion shif ts  the major band to lower frequencies. Solution ( M )  (cm — ’) ( cm ’)
Because the major hand is extremeL y broad , it is D~O 500±10 lo S± It )

difficult to determine the frequency of maximum K F 2 500±10 186± 12
4 49 1± 12 l69~~12 

-
3’absorptance b casual inspection of the normalized 8 484± 10 182±12

transmittance curves. This frequency , denoted by 
~L, 12 482± 12 230—t40~was determined by the procedure suggested on the D~O

curve in Fi g. 3. For this curve , c’~ and i’~ are the Ire- RCI 4 44 1± 12 133± 12
quencies at which the normalized transmittance is KBr 4 440±10 149± 14

RI 2 479± 10 166±120.2 ; the mean of rq and v~ is deno ted by 710.2). The 4 423±10 140± 14corresponding mean frequencies for smaller values of 6 401± 12 140± 14transmittance, along with esti m ated uncertainties , are
also shown in Fi g. 3. The frequency yr. is given by the NaNO, 4 459± 10 185±12
limit of these mean frequencies as the normalized NaCIO, 4 452± 12 164± 12
transmittance approaches 0.1. The values of ~ for NaCIO4 2 464± 12 176± 12

4 433± 12 177±15
________________________________ 8 371±12 140±12

NaCl 4 412±12 166±12
NaBr 4 408±12 162±14
Nal 4 398±12 183±14
LiCI 4 486±10 163±12
NaOD 4.3 470± 12 186± 12

8.7 476± 12 202± 12

A broad band ~ th abmpt cha nges in dope near the indicated

DCI 3.2 454± 12 176± 12
6.4 412±12 177±12

— 
8.7M

frequencies.
0.2 L 

act 3.2 P’l

oiL 6.4M
with increasing concentration except for KF and NaOD

o 
400 200cm~’ 

solu tions. The lowest frequency yr. observed was for the
FRE Q uENcY 8M solution of NaCiO4; this frequency is 26% less than

Fro . 3. Normalized spect ral transmittance curves for D20 and the frequency of v~ in pure D20.
NaOD and DC1 solutions with the indicated concentrations. As indicated in the normalized transmittance curves

in Figs. 1—3 , there is considerable variation in thedeuterated solutions are listed in Table I; the indica ted width of the major band in the spectra of variousuncertainties are based on consideration of band shape . -
sot tuons. In view of the general far-infrared absorptionand scatter in the original data points. The values of ML mentioned earlier , any defini tion of the bandwidth offor several solutions are plotted in the left panel of Fi g. the major band is perhaps arbitrary. The frequency4 as a function of concentration. The ri ght panel of difference P5~~~P~ between the frequencies at which theFi g. 4 gives the values of ar., for 4M solutions of the normalized transmittance is 0.2 was selected as aindicated compounds of l i thium , sodium, and potas- measure of bandwidth; at this value of normalizedslum, transmittance, the “width index ” v~—v~ is large corn-It can be seen from Fi g. 4 that the frequencies vr,~ for

all solutions are generally less than r’r. for pure D20.
For 4,11 solutions of potassium salts, the frequency i’r. ~oo —--... I •

~decreases in the order: KF , KCI , KBr , and KI; for 4M ‘

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ OO I
solu tions of sodium compounds , the corresponding 

~order of decrease is: NaOD , NaNO3, NaC~O:, NaC1O4, I cro
.DCt I 0

NaCI , N aBr , and Nal. For the 411 solutions of chlo- 400 I
rides , bromides , and iodides , the frequency v~. is less for
sodium sal ts than for potassium salts; however , i t 350 I
~~e&iId be no ted from Fi g. 1 that the shapes of the 0 4 8 l2MoIor Li Na K
maj or ba nds in sodium and potassium salts are quite CONCENTRATION CATION
different ,  In the 4.11 chloride solutions, v~. decreases in FIG . 4. The frequency ,‘ ,. of maximum spectral absorptance. The

left panel gives r,. for several solutions as a func ’ion ot conccnt ra-the orde r Lid , DCI , KU , and YaCl. For the solutions tj on .  The ri ght panel ~Ive s ~,. for 4.1! sol utions of compound s of
s tud i ed at various concentrat ions , vj .  decreases rap idl y lithium , sodium , and potassium; the .~~ion is listed for each point.
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‘ ‘ 
~~~~~~~ 

‘ 
.K F  ~ 

‘ ‘ ‘ index ’’ vL~~~ (O.2) . For a svmmeir ic al  band , this index
350 / 

/
/ I is zero. If the a svn im et r , ’ index is posi tiv e , as in the

I case of the D30 curve in Fi g. 3, the integral of the
N 30° sY)~-~” I / spectral absorpiance from “s to 7(O.2~ is greater tha i i

/// I 
~~
. ,_.I~ this integral f rom 7(0.2) to s~. Values of the asv amctrv

—250 ~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~ ~ 

index , which is seldom zero , are plotted in the central
• I ,

~~°‘ portion of Fi g. 3. As indicated in the left panel , wi th
200 I increasing concentration the asymmetry index increaacs

I c: .  . for NaOD and decreases steadily for DCI and NaClO
solu tions. The plot in the ri gh t  panel gives the asyin-

20 / ~~~ ~~~ metr  parameters for various 431 solutions. For the
.~~ ~~ 

‘
>—.... ~~~ // sodium halides , the asvmmctr index has large negative

~~~ 

‘

~~~~~
‘
~~~ ~

“ 
~~~ I CI\ 

~~~ 
7’ ~ values ; for the potassium i.~Jides , the index is positive

C ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- 

I 
\ 7/ and has large vaiu es for the fluoride , bromide , and

I ‘s” iodide. These differences in ~he asym metry indices for
~ -20 I a the sodium and ~otassiuni halides thus reflect the

marked differences i n band contours noted in Fi g. 1; a
decrease itt the . Isymmetrv  index imp lies a relat ive

0.2 ~~
0
,.xF I 

~~~ 
, increase n spe c :rai absorpt ance in the lower-frequency

,~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- 

~ ‘ ~~~~~~ •r  portion of the uand.

~
‘— 0.1 \~~ .‘/ I 

a 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ In assi i~n i n g  a c e r : r a l  ~requencv -

~~ to the shoulder
I band , i t  is neces~arv to ma,~e sor :e  a ssu mpt ion  regarding

c • -  I the port -i i t  the rnea~ur e~1 spec~ -al absorpiance :hat
0 4 a 2Mc~ r La Na ~ should be at’ ~-u :cd  ~u :n.s asad. The v:~iucs of yr

CDN CE-N~ RAT:CN C~~fl ON listed in Tau~ I ‘.vere obta~::ed by dr a w t n - g a strai g ht
Fsa. 5. The widthindex v,—vs of the major hand , the asymmetry line TB :angeat :o the normalized measured trans-

index w t — ~ (O.2) of the major band , and the ratio 5
~~ /O~. of the rnitt ance curve T~ at th e  pn tn t  ii irt tiec:ion between the

absorption coefficients of the shoulder and major band are shown . ,~ , — ,~ - - 
~~~ - - 

~~
.

aa a. function of concentration in the left panels. These param- major arlu ~L i’ )1 .~ L~C. ,4 Ua , -Ia l f lu ICr . tCu  in ig. . .  L tie
eters, which are dedned in the text , are shown in the right paneLs frequency v~

. is the irequency :or which the dinerence
for 4M solutions of the indicated salts. T5— T,,~ is greates t ;  the use of an analogous techni que

involving logarithmic plo ts of transmittance gave only
pared with uncertainties in vi and ~2’ Absorptance by the 5li ghtly different  values for yr . The estimated un-
shoulder band is usuall y negli gible in the spectral certaint ies  in sr ~sted in F.ible I :ake into consideration
region between si and v~, but was taken into account in the arbitrary manner a which the “boundary lines ”
some cases before ~~2 was determined. TB were constructed on linear or iogarith m ic plots of

In the upper part of Fi g. 5 , the width index 5 1—v2 normalized tr ansmit : an ce .
is plotted as a function of concentration in the left Some of the values of P~~ for the solutions lis ted in
panel and is shown for 411 solutions of various corn- Table I are lower than yr for D20; others are hi gher.
pounds of lithium , sodium , and potassium in the ri ght For the 43-1 solutions of potassium halides , v~’ clearly
panel. The fi gure indicates that, with the exception of decreases in the usual order ” : KF , (D20 ),  KC1, KBr ,
LiCI , the width index for the major band is larger for and KI. Differences in the values of P~~ for the 4.11
all solutions than for D20. The width generally in- solutions of sodium compounds are smaller and in some
creases with concentration, but for KI and NaC1O4 the cases not significant;  the observed order of decrease is:
band appears to narrow as the concentration increases ~aNO3, NaOD, Nal , NaCIO4 , NaCI , (D30) , N aCIO3,
beyond 4M. For 431 solutions of po tassium halides, the NaBr. For the 41! bromide and iodide solutions, v~’
width index inc reases in the order : KC1, KF, KBr , and is less for potassium salts than for sodium salts; for the
KI; for 411 solutions of sodium compounds , the order chloride solutions , 5r decreases in the order DCI , YaCI ,
of increase is: NaNO3, NaC 1, NaClO~, NaCIO4, NaB r , (D~O) , LiCI , and R d .
Nal , and NaOD. Excep t for the positions of NaCl and Althoug h no de terminat ions  of absorption coefficients
NaOD, these orders arc identical with those for de- a(v )  were made, it is possible to determine from the
creasing va For chloride solutions , the width index normalized transmit tance curves the r elative values of
increases in the order: LiCI , NaCI , KCI , and Dcl. For a ( v )  for various frequencies in the spectrum of a g iven
bromide and iodide solutions, the width index is larger solut ion.  The ratio of the part or of the  absorption
for the potassium than for the sodium salts, coefficient at ~r a t t r ibu tab le  to the shoulder band to t h e

In discussing the effects - f  various solutes on the total absorption coetl icient a~ at ~~ was obtained. For
shape of t he cen t ral port ion of the major hand in the a samp le thickness 1, Lanibert ’s law gives
spectral reg ion , where the normalized t ransmit tance
is less than 0.2, it is hel pful to in t roduce  an ‘asymmetry Or i= — l n (  T,,11 T9)  and aal = — l n (  Tr . ) ,  (1)
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where T~ has the value 0.1 in the normalized trans- TABLE II. The frequency vi, of the “major band ,” the fre-
quency v~

. of the “shoulder band ,” and the ra tio ar /at. of absorp-rnittance curves . The ratio a~’,- ar . is then given by the Lion coellicients for 11,0 solutions.
expression

ar/aa = ln( T,1/ T~ ) / l n (  TL) .  (2) Concentration vt. ~rSolution (~1) (cm °) (cm’’) ~~~ /°t.

The ratios ar/at. for various solutions are shown in the —

lower portion of Fi g. 3. Because of the arbitrary ~to - 680±10 170±12 0.22±40%
method of selecting T8, the uncertainties in the ratio NaOH 2 ... 176 0.21
ar/az. may be as great as ±40%. 4 - .- 191 0.24

For the 411 solutions of potassium salts , the ratio 8 •. - 194 0.32
Or/aL decreases in the order: KF, KC1, KBr , and Kl ; HCI 2 620±12 16.5 0.22for the sodium compounds , ar/at. decreases in the order: 4 624 173 0.24
NaNO3, NaC1O3, Na CI , NaOD , NaB r . NaCIO4, and 8 •. -  167 0.26
NaI. For the chloride solutions , the ratio decreases in 12 ..- 171 C . ~tthe order: LiCI , DCI , NaCI , and KC1; ar/ at. is very -

small for the iodide and bromide solutions of sodium
and potassium. The ratio ar/at. generally decreases with
increasing concentra tion to about ÔiII and then in- concentration—rapidly in the acid, slowly in the base.
creases for the more concentrated solutions of NaOD With increasing concentration , the asymmetry index
and KF. rapidly decreases for the acid and slowly increases for

For purposes of comparison with the deuterated the base. The frequency v~. is nearly constant in acid

solutions , normalized transmittance curves for H20 solutions , but increases with concentration in the base.
and solutions of NaOI-I and UCI are shown in Fig. 6. In both acid and base , the ratio of absorption co-
The portions of the curves between 1000 and 550 cm~-’ 

efficien ts ar/at. is not si gnifican tly different from that of
are based on data obtained with a Perkin—E lnaer Model water , except at the hi ghest concentrations.
421 spectrometer. For H-10 and the less concentrated
HC1 solutions , silver chloride cell windows were used DISCUSSION OF RESULTSfor frequencies as low as 400 cnr~; the other solutions
reacted with silver chloride. Spectral data for fre- The far-infrared absorption of pure water is pre-
quencies below 650 crrr ’ were obtained by the tech- sumably produced by rotational and translational
niques described earlier. Values of v~ , i’r, and ar/ az. are motions of molecules restrained by intermolecular
listed in Table II. forces exerted by nei ghboring water molecules. X-ray

A comparison of the spectra of the acid and base studies of water’ have shown that, on a short time
solutions shown in Fi gs. 3 and 6 is rather interesting , scale , a given water molecule is likely to have four
The major bandwidth is large for both classes of nearest neighbors located at the corners of a tetra-
solutions and increases rap idly with increasing con- hedron. Motions of a given molecule are restricted
centration. The frequency v~ decreases with inc reasing chiefly by hydrogen bonds linking i t to its nearest

nei ghbors ; displacement of a molecule from its equi-
librium orientation and position gives rise to restoring
forces.
Under these circumstances, it is to be expected that a

given molecule will have three modes of hindered
rotation about the principal axes of the molecule. Two
of these modes would be strong ly infrared active , since

/ they involve changes in the direction of the molecular
dipole moment; rotation about the symmetry axis

/ would possibly produce absorption by an indirect~~~i 4 2

process involving changes in molecular polariza tions.
Because the water structure does not have the regularity
of a true crystal and is subject to change in times at
least comparable with and probabl y shorter than the
dielectric relaxation time —‘10 sec , broad absorption
bands due to hindered rotation are to be expected.02

Although the observed water band at tr ibuted tooi l.
000 soo eoo ~oo 2OO c,,,~~~~

rPVaUENC Y

‘J . Morgan and B. Warren , 3. Chem. Phvs . 6, 666 (1938) ;
Fic. 6. Normalized spectral transmittance curves for H,O and G. Brady and W. Rornanow , ibid. 32, 306 (1960) ; M. D. Danford

for solutions of NaOH and HCI. and H. A. Levy, 3. Am. Chem. Soc. 84, 3965 (1962).
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hindered rotation is ~tsvnimct n c , ss’c have not obtained Anoi her scheme for comp aring the effects of various
any direct evidence t h a t  this band consist s of unresolved solutes with the effects of temperature change involves
components. The clearest evidence for die existence of the concept of a ‘structure temperature ,” which is
more than (u SC conl l)on ent has been obtained by l’cr - defined as the temperature at which pure water would
hune , Maker , and Savage ’0 in the i r  studies of inelastic have the same properties as those of a given solution.
harmonic li ght scattering; Savage reports H~O bands In the temperature range between 5° and 75°C , the
near 4S5 and 760 Cnr ’, which can be distinguished by frequency ~z. in pure D20 shifts at the rate of approxi-
polarization measurements. Th e observed Raman band mately —0.8 cm ’,’C deg. Use of this rate of change
has been anal yt icall y decomposed into two or three leads to structure temperatures of about 105°C for
componen ts by Wairafen. ” Thus, it is probable that the 4M solutions of NaClO4 and Nal and 180°C for ar. 831
major far-infrared band of water consists of two or more solution of NaClO4 . As these temperatures are above
unresolved components. the normal boiling point of water, it appears that the
Although there are three degrees of freedom for concept of structure temperature is of questionable

hindered translation , no evidence of a multi-component value when app lied to concentrated solutions of
structure has been reported for the observed water band electrolytes.
attributed to m otion of this type. The present study provides evidence that the spectra

In view of current interpretations of the far-infrared of solutions have certain features which cannot be
spectrum of water , the striking resemblance of the duplicated by changing the temperature of pure water.
observed spectra of solutions to the spectrum of pure Even casual observation of the normalized trans-
water is possibly surprising. In the most concentrated mittance curves in Figs. 1—3 reveals that the shapes oi
solutions , in which there is one solute ion pair for every the hindered rotational bands for some solutions are
four molecules , the restraining forces acting on a given different from the hindered rotational band in pure D20.
water molecule would be expected to be quite different The sudden changes in the slope of the curve for the 831
from the restraining forces acting on a molecule in pure solution of NaC1O4 suggest the existence of unresolved
water. Because major bands and shoulder bands components in the hindered rotational band in this
grossly similar to those in water are discernible in all solution. The large negative values of the asymnletrv
solution spectra, it appears reasonable to attribute index for the sodium halide solutions indicate that the
these bands , respectivel y, to hindered rotation and low-frequency absorptance of the bands in these solu-
hindered translation of water molecules in the solutions. tions is relativel y more intense than for the correspond-
In some superficial respects, changes in temperature ing band in D20. With increasing concentration of

and the addition of solutes to water cause similar NaCIO4, the asymmetry index decreases rapidly, but
spectral effects; both result in changes of vi. and changes the width index first increases and then decreases ; this
in the width index of the major band. As indicated behavior would be expected if one or more unresolved
earlier in our descri ption of experimental results , low-frequency components gradually increased in
solutes with equal concentrations can be listed in a intensity until  they dominated the spectrum, with
defin i te order of increasing effectiveness in producing accompany ing decrease in the intensity of hi gh-fre-
spectral changes. Similar orders have been noted in quency components associated with the undisturbed
studies of other physical quantities ,’2 including the water structure. A somewhat similar variation of the
frequencies of near-infrared absorption bands ,’ the asymmetry and width indices is noted for the potas-
frequencies and intensities of Ranaan bands ,2—4 and the sium iodide solution. The observed major bands in the
shifts of NMR peaks.’3 By comparing the effects of spectra of solutions can thus be considered as having
various solutes with the effects produced by tern- unresolved components involving hindered rota-lions of
perature change , earlier workers have classified various water molecules, some of which are closely associated
ions as “structure makers” and “structure breakers.” with solute ions. Wairafen has drawn similar conclusions
From this point of view , the results of the present far- from his studies of the Raman spectra of solutions.4
infra red study of salt solutions indicate that Na~ and Other evidence for hindered rotation of water mole-
K+ should be rega rded as structure breakers and Li~ cules associated with ions has been obtained by Van der
and F— should be regarded as structure makers ; in the Elsken and Robinson ’4 in their far-infrared studies of
order of increasing effectiveness as structure breakers , crystal h ydrates. For water molecules in the halogen
the other negative ions should be listed as follows : environment X’  ‘ .H—0—H . ‘‘X , the rotational fre-
NO,— , ClOr, C104 ,  C1 , Br , and 1 .  This classification quencies progressively decrease in the order X= Cl , Br,
of various ions !S in essential agreement with those I; for water molecules in the environment X. . ‘H—
hased~ n .siudics of other physical properties. 0—H’ ‘.0, the rota tional frequencies are higher than for

water molecules in the corresponding X ‘ ‘H—O—lI- . ‘  X
1~ R. \V . Terhune , P. D. Maker, and C. M. Savage , Ph ys. Rev, environment .  These observations of fe r  some support for

Letters 14 , (.81 ( 1963) ; and private communication . _____________
G. E. WaIra icn , 3. Chem . Phys. (to be pu lili shed ) . 

-
° F. S. Feates and D. 3. G. Ives , 3. Chem . Soc. 1956, 2798. “3. van der Eisken a~d D. E. Robinson , Spectrochim. Acta 17,
‘* 3. C. Il indman , 3. Chen~. Phys. 36, 1000 (1962) . 1249 (1961).
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the interpretation of the present results in terms of observed spectra have a striking resemblance to the
unresolved components involving water molecules spectrum of pure water. Although the observed dilTer-
associated wi t h  solute  ions. ences may be attributed in part to a disturbance of the

\Vhereas increase in temperature decreases the Ire- general intermolecular structure of water b y the ions
quency of hindered trans lation in pure water , some similar to those produced by temperature changes, they
solutes cont aining ions usuall y regarded as structure also involve direct interaction of ions with the water
breakers cause an increase in the observed frequency yr . molecules responsible for the observed absorption; such
The observed shif t s in z’,. can be interpreted in terms of direct interactions become increasingly impor tant as
new unresolved components involving water molecules concentration increases.
associated with various ions. The sudden changes in
the slope or the very broad hindered translational band ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
for the 12J.f solution of KF are further  evidence for the
existence of unresolved components. We wish to express our appreciation to Dr. George

In summary , the results of the present study show \Valrafen , Professor Basil Curnutte, and Mr. Jon
that , even for the most concentrated solutions , the Bryan for helpful discussions.
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The in i t ial  work on the far  inf rared  spectra , which must be con-

sidered semi—quant i ta t ive so far  as band intensities are concerned ,

was followed by studies of the near—normal—incidence reflection of solu-

tions of strong electrolytes. The reflection spectra of these solutions

and the optical constants obtained by Kramers—Kronig phase—shift analysis

are presented in the following articles by Rhine, Willirnas, Hale , and

Querry. These articles are based on the doctoral dissertation of Dr.

Paul Rhine; the Krainers—Kronig analysis was carried out at the lJniver—

sity of Missouri at Kans’~s City at a time when the necessary computing

facilities were not available to us here. Our thanks go to Dr. Marvin

Querry for the design of the original computer programs , which were later

refined here in the course of our subsequent studies. 
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Infrared Optical Constants of Aqueous Soluti ons of Electro lytes. The Alkali Halides

Paul Rhine , Dudley Wi lll ams ,*

Department of Physi cs, Kansas Stale University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506

G. Michael Hale , and Marvin R. Querry

Department of Physics, University ol Missouri. Kansas City. Missouri 64110 (Received July 5. 1973)

The normal-incidence spectral reflectance of aqueous solutions of alkali halides has been measured in the
spectral range 350—5000 cm ’. From the measured values of reflectance we have used Kramers—Kronig
phase-shift analysis to provide values of the real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive indices N

n ÷ ik of the solutions. The plots of k( v )  US. v give quantitative measures of absorption band intensi-
ties as well as positions; we find that the negative ions produce greater changes in the absorption spec-
tru rn of the solvent than do the positive ions. Similarly, we find that the negative ions have greater influ-
ence on fl(v) in the near infrared ; all the halide ions increase n (j ’)  to values above that of water but , at a
corn mon concentration , the iodide ion has the greatest effect. The primary influence of the ions on n( v)
in the near infrared can be attributed to electronic bands in the ultraviolet. The influence of the ions on
the characteristic water bands is related to the influence of the ions on the intermolecular structure of
water.

Introduction in much of the infrared by Krarners—Kronig (KK) analy-
Although the infrared spectru m of water has been the sis6 of near-normal-incidence—reflectance measurements

su bject of numerous investigations dating from the early were in much of the infrared in essential agreement with
days of infrared spectroscopy, a critical survey by Irvine values based on reflectance measurements at two angles of
and Pollack’ revealed many inconsistencies in pub lished incidence and with values based on a combination of re-
results and emphasized the importance of fu rther quanti- flection and a bsorption measurements. 3 The KM analysis
tat ive studies of transmission and reflection for the pur- of reflectance measurements provides reliable values of a
pose of obtaining more precise values of the real and in most of the range covered by the reflectance measure~imaginary parts of the re fractive index N = a + ik in the menta and good values of k in the vicin ity of strong bands;
infrared . Several such quantitative studies of water have the fractional uncertainties i n k  increase ask decreases.
recently been reported .2- 8 These studies have revealed The KM theorem for phase-shift analysis of refl ectance
that the values of’ the optical constants a and k obtained R( v)  data asserts that if the modulus p (v )  = j R (p~)t ’2 of
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the comp lex ref lectivit y p i v )e~~ ’~~ is known for all the computed values of water reflectance were rake d to
frequencies v, then the phase ~ ( v o)  at any frequency i’o is match and join smoothly with our l~’ curves at 5000 and at
given by 350 cm 1. Since the gross features of the reflectan ce

‘)j, i~= inp~i’) - curves for the solutions are similar to those for wat er , t he
çb( vo) ~_!~PJ 2 2 dv (1) adjustment of the Zolatarev data probably gives a satis.,x. 

~ 
v0 ii fac tory approximation of solution reflectance outside our -

where p( &~) and ø(.’) must satisfy conditions that. allow range of measurement. We fu rther assumed that  the re-
contour integration in the complex plane. Although the flectance of a solution was constant for &. > 10,000 cm- ’
va lue of A(v o) in eq 1 is most strongl y influenced by values and equal to the reflectance at 10,000 cm ’; t his efim ,-
of p(v ) in the vicin ity of ~o. values of p(v) for all frequen- nated remote ultraviolet reflection bands from the inte-
des mus t be known if the KM theorem is to apply with gral. Similarl y, we assumed that solution reflectance at
ri gor. Our earlier experience with water6 has shown that extremely low frequencies was constant and equal to its
~(v 0) in t he range 300—5000 em ’, in which we had actu- reflectance at 0.37 cm ’, thereby eliminating the effects
ally measured R(v ) is relatively insensitive to the type of of bands at lower radio frequencies.
extrapolation of R (v)  to higher frequencies provided the On the basis of our earlier work on water together with 

-

extrapolation joins smoothly to the measured reflectance considerations of uncertainties in our present work , we es-
curve; values based on extrapolation to lower frequencies timate that the uncertainty in i~ (v0) in eq 1 is ±0.003 rad .
have increasingly greater uncertainties as vo in eq 1 ap- This indicates that uncertainties in a amount to ±1% of
proaches the lower limit covered by experiment. In mak- the values shown in our graphs over most of the frequency
ing the extrapolation of R (v) to low frequencies , we found range indicated but may increase to ±2% at the lowest
it desirable to make use of approximate values based on frequencies. The numerical uncertainty ôk amounts to ap-
the experimental work of others 4 ,9 proximately ±0.03 over most of the range ; thus, our -

In the present study, we report the results of measure- uncertainties amount to *10% at the maximum of the
rnents of the near-normal incidence spectral reflectance strong band near 3400 cm -’, ±25% at the maximum of
R ( v)  of aqueous solutions of alkali halides in the range the weaker band near 1640 cm ’, and ±7.5% at the maxi-
350—5000 cm -‘ and present the values of a and It provided mum of the strong band near 500 cm-’ . These uncer -
by KM phase-shift analysis of the measured values of R. tainties are large but are smaller than those involved in
In addition to providing some insight into the influence of values based on transmission measurements unless ex-

— dissolved monatomic ions on the intermolecular lattice treme care is taken in the preparation of the absorption
structure of liquid water , the study provides results that cell. 7 For values of k ‘( 0.10, values of It based on trans-
are of practical im portance to meteorological studies of mission measurements are usually to be preferred provid-
the transmission of infrared radiation through aerosols en- ed suitable cell windows of high optical quality are avail-
countered in fog and cloud formation near the surface of able.
the sea. Reagent grade materials were employed. Reflectanee

was measured for solutions at ambient laboratory temper-
Ex perimental Section ature , which was approximately 27’.

The general experimental techniques have been de-
scribed in detail in earlier papers . We determined the Results
spectral reflectance of a sample by comparing the radiant The results of our study are summarized in the figures.
flux reflected from the free li quid surface with the fl ux re- The top panel in each figure gives measured reflectance R
flected by a reference mirror , the absolute reflectivity of as a function of frequency. The center panel of each fi gu re
which was determined in an auxiliary experiment. In the gives a correspondin g plot of a, and the bottom panel
comparison of the sample with the reference mirror we gives k as a function of frequency. In each panel a lig ht
used a calibrated optical attenuator consisting of a rapidly continuous curve gives the corresponding parameter for
rotating sector wheel , which was placed in front of the pure water at 270 for purposes of comparison .
spectrometer slit when flux from the mirror was being A. The 5000-2,500-cm -‘ Region . Figures 1—4 gives plots
measured; by use of the attenuator we avoided the neces- 

- 
for the spectral region 5000—2500 cm -t , which is domi-

- sity of changing amplifier psin settings. In spectral regions nated by the intense absorption band near 3400 cm t in
where the spectral reflectance of water had been well es- water; this band , which occurs in a region where mole-
tablished , we made direct comparison of sample reflec- cules containing OH groups have characteristic absorp-
tance with the refl ectance of water. tion , is usuall y attn outed pri m arily to the v~ and i’~ fun-

At least four independent measurements of reflectance damentals f the H20 molecule but includes some contri-
were made for each solution studied. We believe that the bution from 2v2 of the molecule.
averaged values of R presented in the figures have an ex- Figure 1 gives the results obtained with 4 .~1 solutions of
perimental uncertainty of *1% of the plotted values; the three alkali bromides in the 5000—2500-cm - ’  region. The
uncertainties may have been slightl y larger in spectral re- general contours of the reflectance feature are chan ~ted
gions where R is changing rapidly with frequency and also somewhat and the re flectances of the solutions are gener-
at the lowest frequency range covered 450-350 cm ~ . ally hi gher than those of water. The values of a for the so-

The computer program used to determine ~(v~,) fro m eq lutions in the 5000— 4000-cm -1 region ~re prac tt co lly ind,s-
1 employed a basic wave number interval of 10 cm 1 for tinguishable from one another: th is indicates tha t  the j~f-
numerical integration except in the vicinity of the singu - ference between a of the solutions from tha t  of ~ at er  i n
larity at ,‘ so, where the wave number interval was re- this region is due primari ly to the common halide ion
duced to approximately 1 cm ’. In providing values of R and the alkali  ions have rela t ivel y l i t t le  effect on ‘I.

for use in eq 1 outside the 350—5000-cm~~ range covered lar results were obtained in studies of L i .  Na ° . and K
by actual measurement , we made use of the values of the in the presence of the halide ions Cl - and I - :  related but
optical constants of water tabulated by Zolatar e v , et a l. ,~~ less clear -cut results were obtained with alkali tluoride~.

The Journal of Physical Cher’-”stry. Vol. 78 , NO 3. ‘ 974
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- Figure 2. Normal-incidence reflectance and optical-constantF)gure 1. Normal-inciden ce reflectance and optical-constant curves for 4 M solutions of (F (dash-dot-dash). KC (dashed),curves for 4 ~A solut ons of LiBr (dashed), NaBr (dotted), Sfld KBr (dotted), and 1(1 (heavy continuous). The li ght continuousKBr (heavy continuous). The li ght continuous curves give corre- curves give corresponding plots for waterspondlng plots for water.

I~ view of our uncertainty ~k = *0.03, k is not signifi - the solutions are lower than that of the 3400-cm-’ water
cantly different from zero in the 5000—3800-cm-’ range; in band and decrease in the order Cl , Br - , and [ for the
the vicinity of the 3400-cm -’ absorption band of pure heavier halides; the half-widths of the band are less than
water, the It bands for the solutions are shifted to higher that of the water band and show a corresponding decrease
frequencies and are narrower than the water band; the with increasing ion size; however , the frequency at which
slig ht shift of the peaks and the slight decrease in the maximum It occurs is greater than that of the water maxi-
half-width are progressively greater in the order Lj~ , Na~ , mum and increases in the order Ch , Br — , and I - . The
and K~~. The It peak heights are essentially the same appearance ut the It band in the KF solution is different
within the limits of uncertainty, but the KBr peak is fro m its appearance in the other halide solutions; its peak
slightly lower than the other peaks shown in the figure : value is considerably lower than  those in the other halide
the max imum va lue of It for the solutions is very nearly solutions ; its half-width is greater than that  of the corre-
equal to the It = 0.30 maximum for water . sponding band in pure water;  the It peak is shifted to a

Fi gu re 2 gives plots of R, a. and It in the 5000-2500- lower frequency than tha t  )L the water band.
cm ’ region (or 4 M solutions of potassium halides. The On the basis of the p lots i n Fi gures 1 and 2 we conclude
values of R and a for the solutions diffe r markedly from that  the in f luence  it negative ions on the 3400-cm -’ water
the corresp onding values for water in the 5000—4000-cm~~ bead is greater than  the influence of positive ions. The in-
range ; the values of R and a increase in the order F , flueti ces of the I - and F- ions ~ire greatly different ; the
C1 , Br - , and [ . The peak values of It for the bands in smkll er effects ut Cl -  and Br - Ire more nearly like those

The Jovrnal of Pfli’sicaf Chemistry. Vol. 78. No. 3. ~~~~ 1 ~
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Figure 3. Normal-incidence reflectance and optical-constant Figure 4. Normal-incidence reflectance and optical -constant
curves for KI solutioris : 2 (dotted). 4 (dashed) , and 6 M (heavy curves for KF solutions: 2 (dotted). 4 (dot-dash-dot), 8
Continuous ) - The light continuous curves give corresponding (d ashed), and 12 M (heavy Continuous ). The light continuous
plots for wat er. Curves give corresponding plots for water.

of I- than Like those of F- . These conclusions have been the half-width of the band becomes increasingly greater.
borne out in studies of alkali halide solutions other than For the 12 M solution the shape of the band bears little
those shown in the fi gures. resemblence to that of the water band.
In order to ascertain the influences of concentration on Consideration of Figures 3 and 4 reveals no anomalies

the infrared spectra , we studied KI and KF solutions at with increasing concentration. All effects noted in Fi gu res
several concentrations. Fi gure 3 gives the results obtained 1 and 2 appear to increase monotonically, although not
for K!. The difference between a for the solutions and a necessarily linearly, with increasing concentration. Simi-
for water in the 5000—4000-cm -i region is roughly propor- lar results have been obtained in concentration studies of
tional to concentration. With increasing concentration: (1) other alkali halide solutions not shown in the fi gures.
the frequency at which the It peak occurs shifts-progres- B. The 2500-350-cm- ’ Regina. In the 2500-350-cm-’
sively to hi gher frequencies , (2) the maximum value of k re gion in the spectrum of water occur the weak associa-
progressively decreases, and (3) the half-width of the ab- tiona l band i’., near 2120 cm -’, the u2 fundamental ~~ t h i~
sorption band progressivel y decreases. The corresponding H20 molecule near 1640 cm - i and the strong, b road h and
results for KF solutions are shown in Figure 4. The value 5L attributed to the libra t iona l  or hindered rotational ran-
of a in the 5000—4000-cm-’ region shows a ~mail rnonoton - tion of H20 molecules in the fields of the i r  neighbors . The
Ic increase with increasing concentration. The peak value librational band in water at 270 is characterized by .~

of k and the frequency at which the peak occurs become maximum in It at 580 cm ’; the peak position of t h e  &‘ ,

progressively lower with increasing concentration of KF; band is strongly influenced by temperature. Our present

- 
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Figure 5. Normal-incidence reflectance and optical-constant Figure 6. Normal -inc idence reffectance and optical-constant
curves for 4 14 solutions of LiBr (dashed),  NaBr (dotted),  and curves for 4 M Solutions of KF (dash-dot-dash ), KCI (dashed ),
KBr (heavy continuous) The light Continuous curves give corre- KBr (dotted), and 1(1 (sOlid Cont inuous ) .  The light Continuous
sponding plots I or water , curves give corresponding plots for water .

results in the 2500—350-cm -’ region are summarized in mide solutions is shifted to lower frequencies , relative to
Figu res 5—8. - its position in the spectru m of water; the shift is large for

Fi gure 5 gives the results obtained with alkali bromide all the bromides but increases slightly in the order Li~ ,
solutions. The spectral reflectance R is nearly the same Na~ . K~~.
for all the bromides and is greater for all solutions than Figu re 6 summarizes our results for alkali halide solu-
for water except in the ~~~~~~~~~~~~ region , where the tioris. In the 2500—800-cm -’ range the R and a curves for
reflectance curves of the solutions cross that of water; the solutiona are hi gher than the corresponding curves for
similar behavior is exhibited by the a curves , in which the water; the difference between a for the solutions and a for
minimum corresponding to the water minimum at 840 water in this region increases in the order F- , Cl’ , Br - ,
cm~~ is shifted to lower frequencies. In the plot of It the 1 - In the 2500—800-cm -’ regio n , the It curves for the solu-
small maximum associated with the associational band CA tions coincide within the limits of uncertainty with the It
is cleor ly visible near 2120 cm ’; however , in the view of curve for water; we can conclude that the solutes have iit -
experimental  uncertainties in k , we ca n , on the basis of tie influence on ~2. In the 8O0~350-cm -’ regions , the R
the present work , draw no conclusions regarding the influ- and a curves cross; the minimum in a occurs at a slightly
ence of solutes on the associational ban d , which can be hi gher frequency for KF and at incre ~si n g lv lower
more readily studied by measurements of transmission. 7 frequencies )‘flr the other potassium halides in the order
The position and shape of the 

~~2 fundamental  are not Ci , Br - , 1 .  The position of the k peak for Vt is st rongly
measurably influenced by the presence nt the salutes. The influenced by the solute and is shifted to lower frequen-
k peak position for the librational band in the alkali bro- cies in the order F- , Ci , Br , 1 ;  there is a slight indica-

Th~ ~oun,ai ~/ Physical Chemistry. Vol 78. No. 3. 7974
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Figure 7 . Normal-i n cidence reflectance and optical-constant Figure 8. Normal- inc idence reflectance and optical-constant
curves for K) solutions: 2 (dotted), 4 (dashed), and 6 M (heavy curves for KF sOlutions: 2 (dotted ),  4 (dot-dash-dot) ,  8
continuous ).  The ligh t continuous curves give corresponding (dashed ) , and 12 M (heavy cont inuous ) .  The light continuous
plots for water , curves show corres pon d ing plots for water .

tion of a hig h-frequency shoulder on the KF curve. The ‘curves by a relatively small amount that increases with
magnitude of k at the peak is greater than that for water; increasing concentr ation of KF. The v2 peak in the It
peak values ofk increase in the order F , Cl , Br-, I .  curve remains at the same frequency in the solutions , but

Figure 7 gives the results of our study K! solutions as a the peak value of It appears to decrease with increasing
-function of concentration. In the ~~~~~~~~~~~~ region , concentration. Differences in the levels of the k curves for
the R and a curves become increasing ly higher than the the KF solutions can be noted in the relatively flat parts
water curves as the K! concentration increases; the It of the curves between 1500 and 1000 cm -’. In the spectral
curves for KI nearly coincide with the water curv e at all range below 1000 cm ’, t he R curves nearly coincide unt i l
concentrations . In the frequency range below 800 cm -’ the F? maximum is reached : the reflectance maximum is
the R and a curves cross; the minima in the a curves for attained at a higher frequency for the 12 M solution than
the K! solutions occur at progressively lower frequencies for water or the less concentrated solutions. The mini-
as the concentrat ion increases. The k ma x ima of the Vt. mu m  in the a curves occurs at a progressively higher fre-
ba nd in the solution spectra sh i f t  to progressively lowe r quency re lative to the  m i n i m u m  in the  water  curve ~s the
frequencies as the concentration of KI increases ; for the 6 KF concentration increases. The It pea k position for the  

~~1

M solution the ~ m axi mu m m ay act u all y occur at a fre- band in the  2 , 4 . and S M solutions appears a t  s l i g h t l y
quency below our l imi t  nt measurements at 350 cm - ~~. lower frequencies tha n  for water  and at a s l igh t ly  hi tz her

Figure -~ gives the results ot our study of KF as a func- frequency for the 12 M solution than  for water .  The hei ght
t ion of concentrat ion.  in the 2500—80 1)-cm — ’ region the R of the v1, peak in the  ~ curves decreases with  increasing
and a curves are hi g her than the corresponding water concentration; evidence for t h e  existence of a h i g h - I r e -
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‘luci lcy shoul d er appears ‘ ‘ n the  spectra of the more con- Our recent s tudy of the opt ical  cons t a l i t s  ui wl i tP r  I t
ct ’ntratc , i  . i I ) u E i I i i i s , di f t ’crc-nt t e m t ) e r a t I i r ~’i-i ’ aol) ~iu(1 i e s  iI~ icc ’~ m a k e it  a i

b le to compare parameters o ther than band po sition in so-
Discussion lut ion with water at various temperatures . For the 3-PA)-

The resu lts obtained for values of a in the infrared m di- cm ~ water  l)and a sum mary oi our result.~ ‘ x iv  e n n Tabie
cate tha t  t his parameter is in f luenced more by nega t ive ~ of re f 14 indicates that (1) the peak value of It de-
iOfl S than  by positive ions. Its value in the visible and in- creases , 4 2 >  the frequency of the It peak Increases , and (3 )
f rared  is determined primarily by the intensit ies and post . t he width of the hand between points of ha l f - m aximum
tiofls of electronic bands in the u l t ravio le t ;  at a given ire- increases with  increasing temperature.  Our present results
que ncy in the infrared , t he increase of a for the solutions for alkali bromides (Figure 1) show little significant
ove r a for water is directly proportional to the intensities change in the It pea k height , a small shift of the ban d
of t he ultraviolet bands of the solutions and is greater for max imum to higher frequencies with bar ely signIfi cant
electronic bands in the near ultraviolet than in the far ul- differences produced by Li~~, Na~~, and K , and a narrow-
tr avio let. Since our values of a in the near infrared show ing of t he absorption band with the width of the peak in
little dependence on the positive ions (Figure 1) , we can LiBr somewhat larger than for the other two solutions.
conclude that the ultraviolet bands of the tightly bound Thus , (1) t he nearly constant peak value of It would m di-
electronic structure s of the positive ions Li~ , Na ” , and cate a nearly unchanged equivalent temper ature ; ( ‘2)  the
K -’- are either weak or located in the remote ultraviolet or shift of the peak to higher frequencies would indicate an
both : conversely, since our values of a are strongly depen- increase in equivalent temperature; (3) the narrowing of
dent on the negative ions (Figure 2) , we can conclude that t he absorption peak would indicate a decrease in equiva-
the ultraviolet bands of the loosely bound electronic struc- lent temperature. In the case of the potassium halide so-
tures of the negative ions F , Cl’ ; Br , and N are either lutions (1) the decrease in k peak height is characteris tic
strong or located in the near ultraviolet or both. of a temperature increase in the expected order for the

Our determinations of k have given good values of this large ions C1 , Br - , and 1 but is even greater for the
quantity at the centers of strong bands where values of It smaller F- ion; (2) the shift of the peak to increasingly
= Xaj4 lr cannot be determined with high precision by higher frequencies for the C l ’ , 8r , and 1 would indicate
tra nsmission techniques because of large uncertainties in an increasing structural  temperature, while t he shift  of
t he Lambert coefficient a resulting from difficulties in the the band to lower frequencies in KF is characteristic of a
preparation of extremely thin absorbing layers of uniform decrease in structural temperature; (3) the progress ive
and precise ly measured thickness ar.d because of the pres- narrowing of the band for C1 , Br — , and 1 would indicate
ence of small amounts of stray radiation in nearly all a progressive decrease in structural temperature , but the
spectrometers . Because of our limiting uncertainty 6k greatly broadened peak for F- would indicate an increase
0.03, the fractional uncertainty 6k/ k  increases in the wings in structural temperature. These ambi guous interpreta-
of absorption bands ~~~ i n other spectral regions where ~ tions are further emphasized in the analysis of Fi gures 4
is small. Thus , we have not made any important contribu- and 5, which show the influence of concentration of K!
tions to existing knowledge of band contours; for example , and KF , respective ly.
the 3400-cm-’ band of li quid water, which is actually a Thus, it would appear that any interpretation of our re-
co m plex reg ion of absorption consisting of several overlap- sults for the 3400-cm ’ band in terms of an equivalent
pi ng unresolved components , we have treated in our dis- structura l temperature or in terms of various ions as
cuss ion of Fi gurer 1—4 as a single band with characteristic structure makers or breakers leads to such serious am-
frequency, peak he igh t .  and half-width.  bi guities that it is of questionable value. It is , of course,

Earlier studies ’°-’2 of the infrared absorption of solu- possible that fu ture studies in which the individual corn-
t ions of aikal i halides have revealed certain superficial ponents of the 3400-cm -’ ban d are resolved can alter our
similar i t i es  between the effects of dissolved ions and the present conclusion on this subject .
ef fects of temperature on the positions of the absorption In the case of the v~ band near 1640 cm ’ our studies of
bands of water . The comparison between these types of li qui d water and ice show that (1) the peak value of It
effects was prompted by the early theoretical work of Ber . shows no significant change in temperature for li quid
nal  and Fowler , ’3 who attempted to explain various p he- water but is considerably smaller for ice; (2) the peak fre-
norn ena on the basis of disruptive effects of ions on the te- quency of 1640 cm -’ is not sign ificantly altered with tern-
trahedra l ly bonded intermolecular lattice of water; ac- perature change in water or in ice near the melting point
co rding to this theory the disruptive effects were related but shift s to 1600 cm ’ i n ice at — 170~;’~ and (3) that the
to the ratio of he magnitude of the ionic charge to ionic width  of the band decreases monotonically with increasing
radius : la rge ions such as I’- were supposed to have a te mperature. Comparison of the results for the v~ band in
great er disruptive effect than small ions such as Li - Ber- Fi gu-~s 5—7 indicate that solutes also have little intluen ce
nal and Fowlet also introduced the concept of th e equwo- on the V2 band characteristics; the results shown in Fi gure
(gri t .~tru ctur a t temperatur e of a solution: this equivalent 8 indicate some possible influences of KF on the r~ ba nd ,
tempera t ure of .s ~o lu t i on  is the temperature of a pure hu t  t hese marginal ly  s i gni f icant  changes cannot be inter-
water  sample t ha t  wou ld ex h ibi t  the same properties as pre t ed with c lar i ty  in terms of changes in s t ructura l  t e r n -
those of the solut ion.  On the basis of these t h e o r e t i c a l  p er a t u r e .

c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  is modified by subsequent  ret ’inement s md In the case nt the l i b r at i ona l  band 
~~t 

our ear l ier  s tudies
ext ens i On s , so me invest igato rs  have at tempted to classify of water and ice have shown that  (1 ) the peak value of It

- variou s ions i~, ‘ ,t ru ctu re  mak ers , ” wh ich actua lly con- does not c h a n g e  si g n i f i c a n t l y  wit h temperature;  (2 )  ;he
tri bute to the r e g u l a r it y  - ) t  t he  water  st ruc ture  of the type peak shi f t s  to lower frequency wi th increasin g tempe ra-
produced by ie c r l 7 a s i n g  the t e m p e r a t u r e  of pure water , tore: and c : 3 i  t ha t  ‘he band width  increases w i t h  incre as-
and s “st ructure  b reaker s , ” w h i c h  have the reverse ef- in g  tempera ture .  For the a lka l i  bromides Figure 5) , I 1)
feet . the peak values of It are al l  s ign i f i can t ly  larger t han  the  It

~~~~ .Jow’,.il oI “vs,cai C?IernaUi’. vol 8. -‘do 3, ‘S74
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m a x i n i u n i  f, ’r .~ate r :  ~l t h e  f requ ency  of the band rn nxi-  ta m ed in st udi e s  of aha orptm on . However , unless extreme
m u m  is — h i t ’  ‘ - j l  to ,w, ’r f r equ enc i es  n the II r i i l ’ r  Li ~~. care is taken in a l l sor p t l In mea~~ur e me n i s , 7 ’5 it is dif f icult
N . i  ~ , K ‘ ; l : ; i  t i ’ ,  ~ .d~,i conclusions can be orawn with  re. to obt a in accur . I t e  v a lu e~, ol the l~o m:~crt aI)~, lir p tmo n coet-
gar d to b and wi oth.  E” I ,r  the p ota ssiutn halides ( Fi gure 13). f icients a or the as.~oc iat ed  a b s o r p t i o n  in d i c c i~ k in the vi-
( I )  ~ietik values of It are a l l  greater than  for ivater: ( 2 )  the  Ci f l i t y  of strong absorpt ion bands . In the v ic in i ty  of the
p osi t ion  o~ the peak is shi f ted to lower frequencies in the strong absorption band with max imum at 3400 cm ’ in

inc reas ing  order F , C l ’ . Br , and l :  ( 3 )  no conclusions the spectrum of water , t he i i f l ’icu ltie s are particularly
can ~e ir awn i’.’It l l  regard to band w i d t h .  Wit h increasing great; under conditions of low resolution the observed
cot i cen lr at ion  of RI ( l ~i gure 7) , I I ) peak height  increases band center as given in a plot of spectral t ransmit tance
monotonic ai lv :  (2) the  peak position shifts to lower can actually shu t wi th  cell thickness. ’~ Inadequate contro l
frequencies: i $ )  there  is some evidence of progressive nar- of absorption cell thickness in the early study of aqueous
rowing of the band. With  increasing concentration of KF solutions by Millet and Wil liams ’9 apparent ly led to spu-
( Figure ii) , ( I )  t he peak value of k decreases monotonica l- rious results for the 3400-cm ’ band but caused no dif-

— ly: (2 )  the  position of the peak shifts monotonically to ficulties in other spectral regions. ’7
higher frequencies; (3) there is some indication of band Recent absorption studies have given valuable inforrn a-
n a r r o win g  and t here is increasing evidence of a hi gh -fre~ t ion ’7 concern ing the influence of solutes on the u~ and ~~2

quency shoul der. For the 
~~t. 

band , ( 1) there is thus no bands by making effective use of isotopic shifts . In HDO
tempera t ure analog of the observed change in peak values the vs and v~ are widely separated in frequency; by ab-
of It ; (2) at a common 4 M concentration , the shift of the Sorpt ion studies of HDO as an impuri ty  in l iquid H20 and
ba nk peak to lower frequencies would indicate an in- ~ liquid D20 , the vj and v~ bands of HflO can be studied
creased structural temperature ; with increasing concen- separate ly under conditions where neit her is overlapped
tratio n of K! the progressive shift of the peak to lower by the overtone band 252. Although the results of these
frequencies would indicate an increased structural tern- absorption studies have given valuable info rmation con-
pera ture ; ‘.vit h increasing concentration of KF , we mi ght cerning interactions between ions and HDO molecules , it
conclude that  the equivalent structural temperature of the is possibly doubtful whether the HDO r esul ts  can be ap-
solution is init ially greater than 270 but decreases to much plied directly to quantitative studies of the optical prop er-
lower values at  the highest concentrations; (3) the pro S ties of liquid H20 or of ordinary aqueous solut ions. In i iq .
gressive narrowing of the librational band can be inter- uid H20 the frequencies of the molecular viOrations i.’~~, ~~~~

preted as progressive reduction of the structural tempera- and 1i ~~ are so nearly the same that resonance effects pro-
ture  for increasing concentration of KF; no valid conclu- ducing band sp littings and intensity anomalies may occur.
sions can be drawn for the other solutions. However , it would possibly seem desirable to consider

Thus, for the ilL band there seems to be no unique way various models for the association of monatomic ions with
to interpret the observed solution spectra in terms of an individual water molecules. In the Bernal—F owler theor~’,
equivalent structura l temperature. The situat ion for the the effects produced by ions depend on ;onic charge and
~~i. 

band is worse than in the case of the 3400 cm ’-1 in view ionic radius and not on the sign of the charge; aithough
of the fact that  the large observed changes in the maxi- this theory and subsequent refinements of it account sat-
mum value of It for the ilL band cannot be produced by isfactorily for many observed effects , it has failed in ex-
either increase or decrease in the temperature of pure p laining the effects observed in the present study and in
water. studies of infrared absorption , which reveal that negative

In the Bernel—Fow ier theory the concept of structural ions have more influence than do positive ions; for exam-
temperature was introduced to account for perturbation of pIe , the influence of the F- ion is much greater than the
the water lattice by ions; the concept should thus be ap- effe cts produced by the K~ ion even thoug h the tw o ions
p lied only to dilute solutions in which the number density have nearly the same radius.
of ions is small as compared with the number density of In the i’~~, i’~~, v~, and it modes of water , most of the ac-
water molecules constituting the lattice. In the more con- tual motion is associated with H atoms rather than with
centrated solutions used in the present study of reflection the more massive 0 atoms. In the association of a water
and in earlier studies of absorption , t h is conc entrat ion molecul e with a negative monatomic ion , the effect of the
limi tation has not been fulfilled; thus , it is not surprising energetically favored close proximity of the negative ion to
that  the concept of structural temperature involving the the H atoms of the polar water molecule would be expect .
classif ication of various ions as structure makers and ed to be greater than the effect of a positive ion of the
structure breakers should fail. In the most concentrated same size , for which the energeticall y fav ored position
solutions used in the present study nearly every H20 mot- would be near the 0 atom of the polar water molecule.
ecule interacts directly or indirectly with one or more Elaboration of a simp le model of this type to include pos .
ions: Draegert and Will i ams ’6 have pointed out that it is sible ion clustering might lead to an interpretation of
remarkable that the spectra of such concentrated solu- some of the observed effects of ions on the water  spec-
t ions bear any resemhlence to the spectru m of w a t e r, par.  t r u m .

ticu l ar!v in the far infrared . We might close by pointing out that  caref ully executed
The present study has been concerned with the quant i -  ATR measurements ate capable of provid ing crr ’at er pre-

tat ive measurements of the spectral reflectance and with cision 2° in the determination of a and It from dir e ct iv
the determination of absolute values of refractive indices measured quant i t ies  without the necessity of s rup ( ov:n :
a and absorption indices It from measured values ot retlec- KK analysis. ,.\TR techniques should provi de :‘.irth€ -
tance.  Our results for the absorption indices k are closel y formation re gar ding band contours . \Ve hop e :h at  - r
related to the results of numerous earlier studies of in- present re s”t t s can soon be chec ked b y .\TR r cch n iq u os
fr a red absorption spectra , which have recently been dis- would also be desirable to exten d t ( ie  measurem ents to
cussed in considerable detail by Vcrra il . ’7 Many of the re- frequenc te s lower than  our present l i m i t  at’ ~50 urn to
suIts obtained in the present study have also been oh- inc lude  the hindered- t ransla t ion band 8 near 180 cm - -
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The normal-incidence spectral ref lectances of aqueous solutions of HCI . NaOH , and KOH have been
measured in the spectral range 350—5000 cm -’. From the measured values of reflectance we have used a
Krame rs—Kronig phase-shift  analysis to obtain values of the real n and imag inary k parts ‘if t he refrac-
t ive indices 01’ t he solutions. The spectral reflectance and the refractive index n of the solutions in the
5000—4000-cm -1 region and in other spectral reg ions that are remote from characteristic water bands in-
crease monotonicall y wi th concentra t ion.  Plots of absorption index k for HC 1 as.a function of concentra-
tion indicate ( 1) a gradual decrease in the peak height  and frequency of the 3400-crn ’ wate r hand . 2)
strong general absorption in the 3200—2000-cm ’ region , (3 ) an apparent shift of the vs water band
toward high frequencies , (4) the appearance of a new band near 1100 cm ’, and (5) shifts of the libration
water band to lower frequencies. Plots of k for NaOH as a function of concentration reveal (1) a reduc .
tion of the k peak for water near 3400 cm -’, (2) the appearance of strong additional absorption near 2800
cm — ’  along with strong general absorption in the 3000—1700-cm -’ region , and (3) shift s in the position of
the librational water band. The observed effects are discussed qual i ta t ively.

Introduction ing out the KK analysis were also emp loyed. The uncer-
In an earlier paper 2 we have given the results of a study ta inties )n in n amount to ±1% of the plotted values over

of near-normal- incidence spectral reflectan ce of aqueous most of the range but increase to as much as ±3% in the
solutions of alkali halides in the 350—5000-cm -1 region of 500—350-cm -1 regio n, The uncertainty 5k is approximately
the i - i t rared .  By applying the Kramers—Kro nig (KK)  theo- ±0.03 over most of the range but may increase to ±0.05 at
rem for ph ase-sh i f t anal ysis , we obtained values of the 350 cm~~ .
real rt and imag ina ry k parts of the complex refractive R itindex N = rz + ik for the spectral region covered in our esu S

measurements of re flectance.  Our results ale presented graphically in Figures 1—6 .
In the present paper we report a similar study of solo- The upper panel in each figure gives measured spectral

tio ns of the strong acid HCI and two strong bases. NaOH reflectance R at near .normal incidence ; the center panel
and K OH .  None .~~f the alkal i  or halide ions involved ~ gives the values of the refractive index is as g iven by the
ou r earlier studies had characteristi c bands in the in- KK analysis:  the bottom panel gives the values of the ab-
fr ared . In the pre sent  study, the OH- ion was expected to sorption index k . In each pane l , for p urposes at corn pan -
exhibit a character is t ic  v ib ra t iona l  band :  the hydrogen son, we indicate  the corr esponding value s for water by a
ions are p r e s u m a bl y strong ly attached to one or more light continuous curve.
water  molecules in such a way tha t  new character is t ic  ,4. Hydr ochlor ic Ac id .  The spectrum in the 5000—2~O0-
hands could result. cm ’ reg ion is dominated by a strong absorpt ion band.
Exper im enta l  Section which appears in the v ic in i t y  of :3400 cm ‘ in (he spec-

tru m of water at 2~ . Figure 1 gIves our resu l t s  or HC1 at
The exper imenta l  a r rangements  employed in the retlec . the concentrat ions ind ica ted  in the legend.  The values of

tance m eas i i re rnent s  were s lm : l a r  in a l l  de t a i l s  to those R and a for the solutions in the 5O00— -i ( ’~I I I ) . cm - ra n,ze .ure
desc ribed In our previous paper : similar  methods of carry - greater than the  values of water: the dif ference between
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- I - -~~ Figure 2. Reflecti vity, refractive index , and abso rpt ion index
curves for HCI solut ions: 12 M . heavy continuous: 8 M . das hed:

5.0 4.5 4.Q 3.5 3.0 xto~ 4 M , dash-dot : 2 M , dotted: water , li ght Continuous.
WAVENUMBER (cm’i)

Figure 1. Ref lect iv ity  refractive index , and absorption index
curves for HCI solutions: 12 M . heavy continuous; 8 M , dashed ;
4 M , dash-dot-dash: 2 M. dotted: water , l ight  Continuou s , the 700—500-cm -’ range, where all the measured reflec-

tance curves nearly coincide: the same is true for the is
curves. In both R and n curves, the resonance features in

the curves for the solutions and the curve for water in- the vicinity of the ~~~~~~~ water band apparently be-
creases monotonica lly with increasing concentration. In come broader and shift to higher frequency. An additional
the vicinity of the resonance feature near 3400 cm -’ the R resonance feature not present in the spectrum of pure
and n curves cross and the resonance feature becomes less water produces a broad n maximum near 1000 cm~~ in
sharp with increasing concentration. In view of our uncer- the 8 and 12 M solutions.
tainty &k = 0.03. the values of the absorption index are The absorption characteristics of the solutions are
not measurably different from zero in the 5000—3800-cm ’ shown by the plots of k in the bottom panel . All solutions
range. The absorption peak at 3400 cm ’ in pure water exhibit stronger absorption than water in the 2500—1800-
shifts to noticeably lower frequencies with increasing con- cm ’ region: the absorption in this region is general and
centration of HCI; the peak value of k becomes progres- is not characterized by clearly discernible peaks. The k
sively lower with increasing concentration. Althoug h the k peak appearing at 164 0 cm t in the spectru m of pure
peak appears to increase in width at half-height , this ef- water appears to increase in heig ht , to broaden . a nd to
fect may be due to the greatly increased absorption in the shift to higher frequencies with increasing concentration.
low-frequency wing of the band. General absorption oc- At the hi ghest HCI concentrations a new broad hand hay .
curs in the region between 3200 and 2500 cm~~ and in- ing no counterpart in the water spectrum appears in the
creases with increasing concentrat ion: t here is no evidence vicinity of 1100 cm - 1 , The librational band with maxi-
of a separate peak in k associated with the general absorp- mum k near 600 cm - in the water spectrum shifts to pro-
lion. gressively lower frequencies with  increasing HC1 concen-

The spectra of HCI solutions in the 2500—350-cm -’ re- tration.
gion arc shown in Figure 2. The spectral re flectance of all B. Sodium and Potassium Hy droxide The results ob-
solutions is hi gher than that at water for all regions except tam ed for NaOH and KOH in the 5000—2500-cm ~ region
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Figure 3. Reflectivity, refractive index , and absorption index Figure 4. Reflectivity, refractive index , and absorption indexcurves b r  NaOH solutions: 16 M . heavy continuous : 8 M . curves for KOH solutions: 16 M . heavy Continuous : 8 M dashed;
dashe d : 4 M, dash-dot-dash: 2 M. dotted: water , light continu - 4 M , dash-dot-dash: 2 M , dotted: water , light cont inuous.

are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. In spectral re- curve for 16 M NaOH , a single broad region of absorption
gions remote from absorption bands, the values of R and rz replaces the two peaks appearing at 3400 and ~.. .10 cm ’
are slightly larger for KOH than for NaOH; in other re- in the spectrum of the 8 M solution.
spects the contours of the R and n curves for the solutions The results obtained in the 2500-350-cm 1 region for
are similar for corresponding concentrations. In the vicini- NaOH and KOH are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respective-
ty o~ the 3400-cm ’ water band, the dispersion features in ly. In most of this spectral region , values of R and a be-
the !~\ani n curves for the 2 and 4 M solutions become come progressively greater with increasing concentration;
progressively less pronounced with increasing concentra- however, in the 600—400-cm-1 reg ion , the R and a curves
tion. The curves for the 8 M solutions for both hydroxides for the 16 M solutions cross the corresponding curves for
show clearly an additional small dispersion feature near lower concentrations and attain lower values at 400 cm -’.
3000 cm-’; further evidence of this feature appears in the In the vicinity of the 1640-cm-’ water band all R and a
a and R curves for the 16 .~‘1 solution of KOH but is less curves for the hydroxide solutions exhibit dispersion t ea-
apparent in the corresponding curves for NaOH . tures. However , for the 8 and 16 M solutions there is some

The plots of the absorption index k in the bottom pan- evidence of a narrower additional dispersion feature near
els of Figures 3 aid I indicate a progressive reduction of 1500 cm - ’ : this narrow feature is clearl y sepa rated fro m
peak height of the 3400-cm~~ water hand along with a the 1640-cm -’ water band in the NaOH solutions hut  is
progressive broadening of the band toward lower frequen- barely resolved in the KOH solutions. Except for the 16 .~f
cies with increasing concentration . For the 8 .~‘f solutions, solutions, the major dispersion feature near 600 cm ’
there is some evidence of a second incompletely resolved shifts to progress ively lower frequencies with increasing
band near .~ lX) cm - ‘. In the 16 M solution of KOK , there concentration: for the 16 M solution the maxima in R and
is clear evidence of a peak near 2800 cm - i , where the a appear at considerably higher frequencies than for the
value of k is greater than that of k at :3400 cm - ~ . In the k less concentrated solutions.
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Fi gure 5. Reflectivity, refractive index , and absorption index Figure 6. Reflect iv i ty, refractive index , and absorption index
curves for NaOH: 16 M . heavy continuous: 8 M . dashed : 4 M. Curves for KOH: 16 M . heavy continuous: 8 M dashed: 4 M .
dash-dot-dash: 2 M. dotted: water , light continuous, dash-dot-dash : 2 M . dotted: water , light continuous.

The absorption indices k for the hydroxides are plotted Discussion of Results
in the bottom panels of Figures 5 and 6. In the entire The major portion of the new information regarding so-
spectral region between 3400 and 1640 cm ’ the values of lutions obtainable from the present reflectance studies is
k for all solutions are much greater than the correspond- connected with the quantitative measurements of the re-
ing k values for water: for the more concentrated hydrox- fractive indices a and the absorption indices k . Many ear-
ide solutions the absorption indices k at all frequencies in h e r  measurements of transmission spectra of acids and
the interhand region maintain values that are nearly half bases have provided only qualitative values of Lambert
the value at ’ k at the center of the 1640-cm ’~ band in pure absorption coefficients c s ( v l ,  since the published curves
water. The value of k at 1640 cm - remains constant in were labeled “absorption” or “transmission ” with no
all solutions within our l imi ts  of uncertainty 3k = 0.03 : numbers on the ordinate scales: in view of the diff icul t ies 3
there is some evidence of a spl i t t ing of the band at higher  involved in preparing uniform absorption Layers of well-
concentrations. The values of /t for the 2 and 1 M solu- measured thickness, these earlier transmission studies
tions in the vicinit y of the (300-cm~~ water band are also could not have been expected to yield q uan t i t a t ive  results.
wit hin t+te li’yni’ts r ,f u n cer taint y equal to the I,’ value for However, many of the features shown in the k~ ’t i’.s i’
pu re water.  There is a small  progressive ~h if ’t of t he (300- p lots of Figures 1-13 have been noted in earlier ~tud ies. ~ o
cm ’ band to lower frequencie s  in the  ~ . 4 . and ~ ‘u! KOt- f earlier ~t utlies have provided values of the refract ive index
solutions but l i t t l e  change in hand position ‘or the corre- 0 ( v )  for comparison with  the present work.
sponding NaOH solutions: this  band becomes narrower . A. Hy dr och lor i c  .4c td. In a beaut i ful  p iece of work F olk
has a smaller  m a x i m u m  va lue  at ’ k . and ~h i i ’ts noticeably and Giguere 4 have investigated the t ransmission spectra
to higher  frequencies  in the  113 ,t,4 solutions , of aqueous solutions of five mineral acids wi th  the purpose

Th~ Journ, Il 01 PPIyS,cal Chemi s try . Vol 78. ‘/0 ‘4 . 1974
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of identifying spectral features characteristic of the H30’4 the strongly hydrogen-bonded water molecule of crystalli-
ion ; these authors also reviewed earlier work on the zation. The frequency of the band due to the water of
subject. Falk and Giguere observed increased absorption crystallization is even lower than that of the H20 mole-
associated with broad bands with maxima at 1205, 1750, cule in ice. In a Raman study of KOH solutions Busing
and 2900 cm ’, which they attributed to the H3O~ ion, and Hornig 2° report a band with a sharp peak near 3600
and report that the lifetime of this ion in aqueous solution Cm ’’  with an accompanying broad band extending to
is longer than i 0 ’~ sec. These band positions are in close frequencies as low as 2200 cm ’; these authors attribute
agreement with the positions of H3O~ bands reported in the sharp peak to OH- and the broad band to three over-
earlier infrared studies of crystalline hydrates of strong lapping unresolved bands associated with molecules of the
acids5 7  and in related Raman studies. 8’9 solvent.

In view of these results and other structural inforina- Although there is no evidence of a resolved sharp 0H
tion, the observed spectru m has been interpreted7 in band in the bottom panels of Figures 3 and 4, the absorp-
terms of a pyramidal form of H30” , which is isoelectronic tion index curves rise abruptly near 3700 cm ’~~; this
with NH3; the incompletely resolved v1 and p~~ fundamen- abrupt rise may correspond to the sharp band noted by
tals are associated with the broad band near 2900 cm 1, Busing and Hornig in their Rannan study. However , if a
the e~ fundamental with the band near 1205 cm ‘, and sharp OH band is present in the infrared , its intensity is
the w~ fundamental with the band near 1750 cm ’, How- small as compared with the broader bands at lower
ever, Pavia and Giguere ’° have shown that the spectru m frequencies. It would appear from Figures 3 and 4 that
of perchionc acid dihydrate gives evidence of the ion there are two such bands with frequencies in the vicinity
H5O2~~. Gilbert and Sheppard” have recently obtained of 3400 and 2800 cni ’’ , respectively; it is tempting to at-
infrared spectra of crystalline mono- and higher hydrates tribute the former to the normally hydrogen-bonded mole-
of HCI and HBr; the hi gher hydrates exhibit features not cules of liquid water and the latter to water molecules
clearly attributable to H3O~~; in particular , in the di- and strongly hydrogen-bonded to OH- ions. If this interpreta-
trihydrates there is evidence for the H502 ~ ion. In the tion involving two types of differently hydrogen-bonded
spectru m of the E-f5O2~ ion , the existence of which is sup- molecules is correct , it might also account for the appar-
ported by X-ray diffraction measurements ,’2”3 bands cor- ent splitting of the band at 1640 cm ’ associated wit h the
responding to v2 and v4 in H3O’~ in the monohydrate spec- ~2 bending fundamental of the H20 molecule in liquid
trum are split into sharp components in the dihydrate and water; this splitting is particularly pronounced in the 16
broaden in the trihydrate; the v1 and P 3 bands in H3O~ Msolution curves in Figu res 5 and 6.
coalesce into a single somewhat narrower band in the di- We note that in the k ( v)  vs. ii curves for the 16 M hy-
and tri hydrate spectra. droxide solutions there is an apparent shift of the libra-

The broad regions of absorption shown in our plots of /t tional maximum to higher frequencies and a marked nar-
for HC1 shown in Figures 1 and 2 doubtless include contri- rowing of the band. The curves for the other less concen-
butions from both H30’~ and H5O2~ ions. However , at- trated solutions are in general agreemen t with the earlier
tempts to divide the integrals f k ( v)  dv or fa(v) dv be- work of Draegert and Williams ,’4 whose study was limited
tween the two forms of hydrated H’’ ions would at present to hydroxide solutions with concentrations of 12 M and
represent mere speculation; however , evaluation of these less and was hampered by the lack of suitable absorption
integrals in restricted spectral intervals for various HCI cell windows.
concentrations migh t be used in testing various possible We note that the influence of Na~ and K ’- ions on the
future theories, water structure is nearly negligible as compared with the

We have also compared the reflection spectra of HCI influence of the OH- ions, which are capable of forming
with HBr. Although HBr solutions have higher reflectivity hydrogen bonds with water molecules. In the case of
as a result of stronger Br - bands in the ultraviolet , 2 the acids , the influence of Cl” and Br - ions on the water
general shape of the two reflectance curves exhibit structure is similarl y small as compared with the hydro-
marked similarity. Similarities in the spectra of HCI and gen ions that are responsible for the hydrates H3O” and
HBr crystal hydrates were also noted by Gilbert and H502 ’’, or possibly even hi gher hyd rates.
Sheppard.” The structure of the crystal monohydrate LiOH’H20
The observed shift of the hibration band of the solutions has been determined by Pepinsky 2’ on the basis of X-ray

in the 600-cm ’ region to lower frequencies with increas- diffraction measurements; his results indicate that the
ing HCI concentration confirms the results obtained in the distance between the oxygen of the H20 unit and the oxy-
earlier transmission study of Draegert and Williams . ’4 gen of the nearest OH - unit is 2.68 A as compared with

B. Sodium and Potassium Hy droxide. Although there the 2.76 A 0—0 distance in ice. This short distance
has been little discussion of the nature of the hydration of implies strong hydrogen bonds H20- - ‘OH” ; thus , it seems
the OH- ion , the general absorption of the hydroxides in probable that the broad band with maximum near 2850
the region between the 3400- and 1640-cm -’ water bands cm - 1 in the spectru m of the monohydrate crystal is in-
is nearly as intense as the corresponding HCI absorption , deed due to strongly hydrogen-bonded H20 molecules ,
which we have attributed to the H30 and H502 ” ions. The increasingly strong absorption noted in this reg ion in
The absorption spectru m of crystalline NaOH is char .ac- the present study would seem to indicate increasingly
terized by a sharp band at 3637 cm~~ attributed to the great numbers of strong H20. . .OH - hydrogen bonds as
OH-  ion;~~ a suni4er band at 3600 cm ” 1 occurs in the the concentration increases. In the case of the 16 M con-
spectrum of KOH . ’6”8 .Jones ’° has reported an extremely centration . there are no Longer sufficient numbers of water
sharp OH- band at 3678 cm -1 in crystalline LiOH ; in the molecules to approximate a normal water structure: this
hydrated crystal LiOH .H2 O .Jones found a somewhat paucity of solvent molecules results in the marked de~broadened OH~ band at 3574 cm -’ and an extremely crease in k ( v l  in the 3400-cm -’ reg ion and also near 600
broad , intense band with a maximum at 2850 cm t , cm ’, where stronger bonds to OH units could also ac-
which he attributed to the overlapping i’~~ and v~ bands of count for the apparent increase in the frequency of the I i-
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The initial work on solutions of strong electrolytes , which in-

volved solutions of alkali halides and strong acids and bases , was ex-

tended to include other salts by Dr.  Harry D. Downing . The results of

his studies are sun~ arized in the following publication by Downing

and Williams , which covers work on solutions of alkaline—earth halides

and certain other salts. 
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Infrared Optical Constants of Aqueous Solu t ions of TABL E H: Lib rat iona l Banda
Electrolytes. Further Studies of Salts Material Concn , M i’o, cm~~ k(v o) ~

/, cm ’
PtrO/lcatlOn costs assisted by the Office 0/Naval Research

Water 570 0.43 830
Sir: In earlier studies of reflection spectra we have used MgCI2 1.9 560 0.43 820

3.8 540 0.45 800Kramers—Kronig methods to obtain values of the real n(v ) and CaCJ2 2.2 540 0.48 760imaginary k(v) parts of the comp lex index of refraction for 4.4 530 0.46 760
aqueous solutions of the alkali halides ’ and of strong acids and CaBr2 2.0 540 0.46 760
bases.23  Because our chief interest has been on the influence 4.0 540 0.48 720
of these solutes on the infrared spectrum and on the structure CuCI 2 2.15 520 0.42 820
of water itself , we have limited our studies to simple salts 4,30 440k’ 0.40 800
which do not have characteristic absorption bands of their own NaCN 4.0 500 0.46 790
in the infrared. There are certain extremely intense bands in 8.0 45O~ 0.49 760
the water spectrum that cannot be studied by absorption a Values of co and i/ are stated to the nearest 10 cnr* The value
methods without resorting to rather elaborate techniques;4’5 of k (v0) are accurate to ±10%. Indication of splitting.
for this reason we have employed reflection methods.

This note summarizes the results we have obtained with
solutions not previously studied by reflection methods. These
include solutions of several alkaline-earth halides, of cupric
chloride, and of sodium cyanide. Although the C N ’  ion of ranges of uncertainty specified in reports of our earlier stud-
sodium cyanide has a sing le characteristic vibration band in ies.
the infrared , the band is weak as compared with the major The two major features of the water spectrum are a very
water bands and occurs in a spectral region remote from the strong absorption band occurring near 3400 cm t and a second
major water bands. band near 570 cm ’ t in water at ambient temperatures. Al-

Our methods of investigation were the same as those em- though the band near 3400 cm~~ involves the v~, vj ,  and 2v2
ployed in earlier studies and involved measurements of bands of water molecules , we shall for reasons of brevity refer
spectral reflectance at near-normal incidence in the range Co it as the valence band. ~‘he band near 570 cm~~ is the so-
5500—350 cm~~. Kramers—Kroni g analysis provided reliable called libra tional band and is associated with the hindered
values of n(v) and k( v ) in the range 5000—400 cm~~ within the rotational motion of the H20 molecule in the field of its

neighbors. The results of the present study are summarized
in Tables I and U , which apply to the valence band and the

TABLE I: Valence Band a librationa l band , respectively.
In Table I we list the frequency v~ at which the maximum

r , f k ( v)  di’, value of k ( v )  occurs , the value of the absorption index k(vo )
Material Concn , M cm ’’ k(v0)  cm ’’  cm ’ for this frequency, the full width I’ of the band at half maxi-

muni , and the integrated absorption 5k( ii ) dv for the valenceWater 3385 0.28 370 112
MgCII 1.9 3400 0.31 380 122 band in each of the solutions studied; the concentrations of

3.8 3390 0.33 370 121 the salutes are listed. The band maximum shifts to hi gher
CaCI2 2,2 3420 0.29 380 108 frequencies relative to ~ for water in all the solutions except

4.4 3420 0.30 320 100 for the 4.3 M solution of CuCI 2, in which it is shifted to slightly
CaBr2 2.0 3420 0.29 360 106 lower frequencies. The value of k (vt ~) for all the alkaline-earth

4.0 3460 0.31 280 98 halides is slightly higher than k(v 0 ) for water; in CuCI 3 and
CuCI 2 2.15 3390 0.27 410 122 NaCN solutions the value k ( v o)  is signif i cantl y lower than

4.30 3370 0.22 ‘300 114 h(v 0) for water. As compared with water , the band-width pa-
MaCN 4.0 :3440 l).22 420 85 rameter r shows lit t le change for MgCI 2, CaCI2, and 2 M8.0 3440 0.18 400 76 CaBr2 but is significantly smaller for 4 M CaBr?; for the Cit CI 1
a Values of vii and (‘ are stated to the nearest 10 cm~~; values and NaCN solutions r is si gni f icant l y  larger than for water.
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d~ for the valence l)and in solution is within ± 12% of the value solution spectra that cannot be duplicated by merely changing
for water: in the spectra of the MaCN solutions the value of the temperature of water itself.
S k ( s)  di’ is stria ~ ngly smaller. Recent progress has been made in quantum-mechanical

In Table Il we list the frequency en at which the maximum calculations of the energ ies of interaction between small ions
value of k i d  occurs for the librational band and the value k(vo ) and water molecules and has recently been summarized by
noted for this frequency; a.l~,o listed is the value v’ at which k(v) Schuster et al.7 These calculations also provide information
attains half its maximum value in the high-frequency wing of regarding the intermolecular configuration and electron
the band. The librat iona l band for all solutions is shifted to densities involved in the solvation complexes. They indicate
lower frequencies relative to its position in the water spectrum that specific properties of the ions other than the Berna l—
as indicated by the listed values for both i’o and ii’. The values Fowler parameters of charge and ionic radius must be con-
of k(vo) for the solutions are , in general , equal to or greater sidered. In the hope that the newer calculations will eventually
than k(v0); the only exceptions to this are the CuC12 solutions, be extended to the spectra l changes produced by various ions.
for which k ( v~) is slightly smaller than that for water. PlOts of the reflection spectra R (4 vs. v, the values of it (vi vs.

In our earlier study of alkali-halide solutions we noted some i’. and the values of k (v) vs. v are available as supplementary
qualitative agreement with predictions based n the Bernal-. material (see paragraph at end of text regarding supp lemen-
Fowler~ theory, but detailed analysis of the results led to tary material); the plots should be ofuse in testing new theo-
certain discrepancies between observations and predictions. retical predictions.
Bernal and Fowler introduced the concept of a structural In comparing the plots of k ( v )  vs. ii with earlier plots of ab-
tern per ature involving an intermolecular , hydrogen-bonded sorption spectra , it should be noted that absorption spectra
structure that is extensive and tig htly bound at low temper- are usually presented as curves purporting to give fractional
atures and becomes less extensive and less tightly bound at transmittance T(v) vs. v or as plots of the Lambert absorption
higher temperatures. Accordmg to their theory ions in aqueous coefficient a(v )  vs. i~, where a(v) is defined by the relation T(
solution affect the structural temperature in a manner that = ex p(— a (v )x) ,  in which x is the thickness of the absorbing
depends on the ratio of ioni c charge to ionic radius; large singly layer. The absorption index k (ii) is a dimensionless optical
charged ions are supposed to produce a greatly increased constant related to ~i(v ) by the expression k(v )  = a(v)/4irv with
structural temperature , while smaller ions are supposed to be a (v )  and v expressed in cm ’. The separation of the k ( v )  and
less effective in breaking up the normal water structure and a(v) peaks becomes important only when F/v9 is large; for
thus to have less effect on the structural temperature. In our exa mple, the librational band of water occurs at 570 cm~~ in
studies of the alkali halide spectra we found that negative ions a k (v) vs. v plot and at 680 cm in a plot of a( v) vs. ii.
had greater effects on the water spectrum then did positive We note that k( v )  is a maximum for the frequency ~nm at

which the matrix eiement R n m j 2  is a maximum. The spectral
In the case of the valence band, our earlier studies of water absorptance is a maximum at the frequency for which

have shown that (1.) k(v 0 ) decreases, (2) vo increases , and (3) ~~ is a maximum, and spectral emission isa maximum
F increases with increasing temperature. The values of these at the frequency for which v~~ 4 I R 0 m [ 2  is a maximum. Thus ,
quantities listed in Table I are accurate to approximately ±10 the peak in k (v) appears at the frequency most directly asso-
cm ’ for v0 and F and to ±10% for k (v9) and f k ( u)  dv. For the ciated with the matrix elements involved in the transition
alkaline-earth halides listed Table I, we would conclude that probability. 8
the combined effects of anions and cations (1) have little in-
fluence on the structural temperature as measured by k(v o) ,
(2) increase the structural temperature as measured by v~, and Acknowledgments. We wish to acknowledge the support
(3) decrease the structural temperature as measured by 1’. No of the Office of Naval Research for this work.
startlingly large effects can be attributed to multiply charged
cations of the alkaline earths as compared with the singly
charged cations of the alkalis studied earlier. With tbe regard Supplementary Material Available: Plots of R (v )  vs. v, the
to the valence band , both CuCI9 and NaCN greatly increase values of fl(v) vs. v, and the values of k (v )  vs. ii for the materials
the structural temperatures as measured by k (v o) and as shown in Tables l and 11 (40 pages). Ordering information is
measured by F; CuCI2 greatly decreases and NaCN greatly available on any current masthead page.
increases the structural temperature as measured by v0.

In the case of the librationa l band , our earlier studies of
water have shown that (1) k(v0) does not change significantly References and Noteswith temperature, (2) vo decreases with increasing tempera-
ture , and (3) the band width increases with increasing tern- (1) p . Rhine, 0. WIlliams. G. M. Hale. and M. R. Queny. J. Phys. Chem.. 18 . 238
perature. Except for CuCI2, all salutes listed in Table II have (19 74).

(2) P Rhine. 0. Williams . G . M .  Hale, and M. P . Queny. J. P?tys . CPiem . 78, 1405
values of k(vo ) that are somewhat but not significantly higher (1974).
than k(v 0)  for water. All solutes increase the structural tern- (3) H . 0. Downing and 0. W il ti ams . J.  Phys. Chem., in press.

(4) C. W . Robertson and 0. Will iams, J. Opt . Soc. Am., 61 , 1 3 1 6 ( 1 9 7 1
pera ture as measured by i’o~ All alkaline-earth halides listed 

~~ J. P . Hawr anek and P . N . Jones. Sp ecf rocttsm. Ada. P~r1 A, 32 , 99
in Table II decrease the band width as estimated from ii’ — v0 (1976).
and thus decrease the structural temperature as measured by (6) J . 0. Berna l and P. H . Fowler. J. Chem. Phys., 1, 515 ( 1933) .

(7) P Schuster . W. Jakubet,z. and W . Marius. rop. Current C/t ern., 60, 1
this parameter ; CuCI 2 and NaCN increase the structural (1 975).
temperature as measured by the band width pa rameter . (8) G. Herzber g. ‘ Spect ia of Diat omic Molecules ’ . Van Nostrand . P”nc et on .

In view of various discrepancies between structural  tern- N .J., 1950 , p 20.

peratures of solutions as measured by various spectroscopic Department of Physics Har ry D. Downing
parameters we can only conclude that the Bernal— F owler 

~‘ansas Slate University Dudley Williams ’
theory does not provide a satisfactory basis for interpreting Mantiattan. Kansas 66506
the spectra of solutions. Various effects are observed in the Received April 19, 1976
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A further elaboration on our work on s t rong acids and bases is

sunmtarized in the following publication by Downing and Williams, who

point Out certain features of the solutions of HC1 and HBr that  can

be a t t r i b u t e d  to the H
3
0
+ 

ion. Marked differences between the spectra

of acids and bases are emphasized . 
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IU e l , ri t i t cd f r om  the  Journ a l of Ph~’sical Chemis t ry, /11) , lli 4 l) I
Ciipv rig ht 19Tl by t h e Amer i can  Chemical Society and repr int ed by permissi on of t h e  copyright owner .

Infrared Spectra of Strong Acids and Bases 1 W~/El_ENGTH (urn)
L92 2.27 2.78 3.57 5.00 8.33 25.00

Publication costs assisted by the Office of Naval Research ~ ~

Sir~ In an earlier paper on this subject 2 we repor ted the re- ~~~ ~~ 

-

~ 

- - -0.30 -
- -  4~ % ~&—~~

---- — -  -
suIts of a study of the reflectance spectra of aqueous solu- 

— ,tions of strong acids and bases; from measured values of 0.20 - 
-

spectra l reflectance R ( v )  we used a Kramers—K roni g analy-
sis to obtain the real n ( s)  and imag inary k(s )  part.s of the 

~ oc
comp lex in dex of refr action ~~ = a (v)  + i k ( v)  in the spectral 

_________

region 400—5000 c m*  With regard to major absorption 0Ii
bands , our results were in general agreement with those ob- ~ 0.00
tam ed in the earlier absorption study of Falk and Gi guere ,3
and we adopted their assignment of certain bands in the
spectrum of HC 1 solutions to the ion H30~ . “0.10

it has been brought to our attention that our results and
this assignment are in disagreement with those obtained by I
Ackermann ,4 who has made a quant i ta t ive  study of the 

2052 4.4 3.6 2.8 2.0 2 2’~
transmission spectra of strong acids and bases in the range ~VAIE NJJV8ER (crn~) stQ 3

1100—4000 cm i . Ackermann reported that the absorption Fi gure 1. Difference between the spectral absorption index of a
spectra of acids and bases are essentially similar and can be 48% aqueous solution of HBr and the corresponding index of water
interpreted as mere radical modifications of the spectrum l T  = 25 °C).
of water , In particular , he raised q uest ions as to the assign-
ment of bands to the H3O~ io n, earlier study. 2 With respect to this generally increased ab-

In order to check our earlier results we have remeasured sorption for both acids and bases as compared with water ,
the reflection spectrum of HBr at two concentrations and our results agree with those of Ackermann. However , the
are including our results for spectral reflectance R ( v) ,  ~~~~~~ 

•shapes of the absorption curves for acids and bases are
and k (v)  in Figures 1’—7’ (supplementary material; see quite different. No strong absorption maxima near 1750
paragrap h at end of text regarding supplementary mate- and 1100 cm~~ appear in the hydroxide spectra. Althoug h a
ria l). In order to determine the differences between the so- region of strong absorption occurs near 2800 cm ’ in the
lution spectra and the spectrum of water , we have also pre- hydroxi de spectra , the shape of the hydroxide absorption
pared curves showing the differences between the absorp- curve in this reg ion is quite different from the shape of the
tion indices k ( solut ion ) and k(w ater ) as a function of wave acid absorption curve,
number; the curve for a 48% solution of HBr is shown in We conclude by noting that our results agree with the ex-
Figure 1. In spectral reg ions where k(so lution ) — k(water ) perimental results of Ackermann with regard to generally
is negative , the solution is more transparent than water; increased absorption of acid and hydroxide solutions
one such reg ion occurs near 3400 crn t and is probably as- throug hout most of the near infrared but disagree with his
sociated with a shift of the strong valence-vibration han d of results with regard to the shapes of the absorption curves.
water; a second such region occurs near 700 cm ’ and is Our interpretation of the peaks shown in Figure 1 in terms
probabl y associated with a shift in the librational band of of the H3O~ ion is in sharp disagreement with Acker rnann ’s
water. 5 conclusions.

Three strong maxima occur near 2800, 1750, and 1100 Supp lementary Material Av a ila bl e: Spectral reflectance
cm ”t in the curve shown in Figure 1. Each of these maxima at nea r-normal incidence , re fractive i ndex , and absorption
is in close proximity to a band reported for the H.1O~’ io n in index for 24 and 48% HBr solutions (Fi gures 1’—7 ’ , 7 pages) .
crystal hy drates.6

~ This agreement between the frequen- Ordering information is available on any current masthead
d es of bands observed in solution and in hydrated crystals page.
is our major reason for a t t r ibut in g the solution bands to the
H 3O~ ion. Since the H301’ ion is isoelectronic w ith NH3 References and Notes
a nd is probably pyramidal , t he observed bands app ear fl (II Supported in part by the Office of ~J ava l Research
t he antici pate d spectral reg ions. 2 ( 2) P Rhine, 0. Wil l i ams, G. M. Hale , and M . P . Querry , J. P hys. C/te rn , 78 ,

The value k ( solut ion ) — kiwa t e r)  in Fi gur e 1 is posit i ve 140 5( 1974 1 .
(3) M F~ k ~nd P A . Giguere . Cart . J. C/t ern .. 35, 1195 19571

throughout the entire spectral reg ion between 3200 and 900 (4)  1 Ac~ermann, 2. P/ti ’s. Chem. ( Frank furt am Main( . 27 , 253 ( 1 9 6 1 1
cm~~; t his indicates that  the HRr solution is more strong ly ( 5 1 0. 5 Draegert anii 0. Williams , J. C/tern. P hys., 48 . 40 1 (1968 1.

absorbing than water.  S imi la r  strong general absorption (6) 0. 6. Ba Ih ell and N . J .  Sheppard. J. ~hirn . Phys., SO , C72 19531.
(7) C C  Ferriso and O F . Morni g, J. Am . C/t ern. Soc., 75, 41 13 ( 1 9 5 3 ) .

was note d for solutiOnS of’ HCI, NaOI-(. and i’~OH fl our (8) C. C. Fecruso and ~) F . Hornig. J. C/t ern. Phys., 23 , 1464 (1 959) .
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E ditor s note: Professor Ackermann 4 has communic.atixl to us his agr ee-
ment wit h he ziscignment 01 thu colut io ,i bands to H~O’ . based On iieSO
new tata obtained wi th an improseci ,rxtj erimental technique. lie lu ither indi-

cates his conclusion that ther e are two dilter ont types of characteristic
changes fl the infrared spectra of strong acids:

(i) The appearance of characteristic absorption bartds, which can be at-
ir ibufed to the H~Q~ ion:

(ii) A generally increased absO p(ion . which can be obsefved fl the in-
frared spectra of bases as well as acids. ’

J epar trr’tent of Physics Harry 0. DownIng
Kansas State University Dudley WlIH a ms
Manhattan . Kansas 66506

Received Febn,a,y 13, 79 76
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In the work covered thus far in this report , the bands attributed

to the H
3
0
+ 

ion in acid solutions together with the marked changes of

the shapes of the water bands in fluoride solutions represent the only

cases in which we have ob tained evidence for stable on quasi—stable

groups involving association of solutes and water molecules . ITowever ,

we have recently obtained evidence for quasi—stable groups involving

association between the cupric ion Cu~~
’ 
and water molecules. The first

evidence for this type of association was reported in the following

ar ticle by Sethna , Pinkley , and Williams and was based on work done under

other sponsorship .
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Optical constants of cupric sulfate in the infrared*
P. P. Setbna, L.ary W. Pinkley , and Dudley Williams

Depaitment of P~iys*cs. Kansas State Univertity. Manhat ta n. Kansas 66506
(Received 8 November 1976)

We have measured the spectral reflectance of a cupnc sulfate single crystal (or unpolarized radiation at near-
normal incidence. Values of the refrtctive index i(v) and the absorpt ion index k (v) ha’~e been obtained by

sub tractive Ksemers.Ktonig phase-shift analysis. The values of f k(v) dv for the characteristic SO~ 
-- bands

us the spectrum of the crystal are compared with values of I k(v) dv for these bands obtained by
extrapolation of values of k(v) determined for cuprsc sulfa te solutions.

Elsewhere’ we have reported a moderately successful is that the value of / k(v) d&i for an absorption band char -
attempt to obtain a synthetic spectrum of crystalline acteristic of a well-defined atomic group such as the
ammonium sulfate by extrapolating the values of k(i’) S04 ion depends onl y on the numbe r density of the
characteristic of the MH 4 and S04 ions in aqueous so- group and is independent of the electric and magnetic
lution to the number densities of these ions in the crys- fields produced by neighboring atomic groups in a crys-
tal . The method offers some promise of providin g ap- tal or in solution. In order to test this assumption fur-
proximate values of the optical constants n (v) and k (p )  ther we have attempted to make a quantitative compari-
in the infrared for soluble materials that cannot be east- son of f k(v) dv for the S04 ion in a single crystal of the
1y obtained as single crystals sufficiently lar ge for use hydrated salt CuSO4~ 5H50 with extrapolated values of
in absorption and reflection measurements. J k(v)dv for the SO4~ bands in aqueous solution; abso rp-

Lion due to water of crystallization in the crystal intro-
One of the basic assumptions involved in the method deces some complications not encountere i in the earlier

499 1. Opt. Soc. Am.. Vol . 67, No. 4 , April 1977 Copyright C 1977 by the Optical Society of Americ3 499
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:~~ and 1670 cm~ as well as the general rise in U (x tu 1
low—frequency region can be attributed to the w :iter 01
crystallization . The sharper features in the lZi)O Lu
400 cm region at e tssociated with the SO4 — toi’

- By subtractive K-K phase-shift analysis of the reuIc~-
i4IlA tance spectru m of the crystal , we obtained the values of

02 - the optical constants nO.’) and k (v )  shown In the tower
panels of Fig. I. The plot of nO.’) vs ii shown in the

0.1 middle panel has fe atures similar to the R (v)  vs si plot

~ 
-—

~-—~~‘r’ -
~
---
~- : . __j _ in the top panel. The plot of the absorption index k (v )

52 4A 3.6 2.9 2.0 .2 0.4 vs si in the bottom panel shows certain peaks that can
~~Z~’U~~R ~~~ ‘iO~ be readily identified. The broad absorption band near

3160 cm~ is attributed to the Vt , 1’~ , and 2i.’~ bands of
HzO in the water of crystallization; the weaker band

~~~~92 2.27 2.18 3.57 9.33 25.00 near 1650 cm ’ is the corresponding &‘~ band of H 50.- 
_________

~~~~~~~~~~

. ~~~ The sharp bands in the range beLow 1200 cm~ are as-
2.50 - --— .L .. . sociated with fundamentals5 of the sO4 bands: s.’3 at

-
~
— -

~
---

~
- -÷-— -1---

~—- 1090 cm t , v1 at 870 cm ’, si4 at 630 cin t , and 
~“2 near

2.00 --1--- L~_i~_4_ .— -44-. 450 cm t . Because of uncertaintie s in our K-K analysesI ~
— -

~~ ~
-4_

~
_ our estimates of the shape and magnitude of the si3 band

Lso - 
. . may be seriously in error even though this band pro-

duces readily observable features in the experimentally
- :  observed reflectance spectrum. The sharp S04 bands

are superposed on a broad feature associated with the
o~o _  

~~~~~~~ 2.8 2.0 0.4 librational motion of H20 molecules in the crystal tat-
MJ~~R ~~ ‘I

~~ tine. The dotted curve in the figure gives a qualitative
estimate of the contributions of the water of crystal-
iJ.zation in this region based on earlie r studies of water ,

~~~ 227 ~~~~~~~ 8.33 25.00 ice , and water of crystallization in other crystals. 3
2.C

- —t-
~

-- - -- - -  For-comparison with our results for the single crys-
it  .. ~~~

— — tat of CuSO4 - 5H30 we have studied the reflection spec-
— .+_ tra of 0. 75M and 1. 25M solutions of cupric sul.f ate in

.2 - - - - - water and have subjected the results to K-K analysis in
— — — the manner described in our earlier study. t The curves

0.3 shown In FIg. 2 give a plot of the difference between the 
- = T absorption indices for the 0.75M and 1.25M solutions

°~ •- = = = - 

- - - j and the abso rption Index for water with [k(solu tion)
— 

— _______ — _______ — k(water)1 extrapolated to the number densities of the
~4 4.4 36 2.9 2.0 .2 0.4

‘#AE t~J ~~~ b~ ~~
FIG . 1. Top panel: Spectral reflectivity R (v)  of a sing le
cupric sulfate crystal for unpotarized radiation at near-nor— ~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~m)
ma! inc idence. Center panel: Refractive index 9(v)  of the — —~ 

—F

crystal . Bottom paneL: Absorption index k ( v )  of the crystal. _ L__ -I. ...4_ 
— _________________

I~ -

~~~~

- -]-
~

- -~

study. In making the comparison we have based our val- 
~ 

•ff— f  — __.I —
ues of k(v) on a subtractive Kr amers-Kronig (K-K) ~~~ 0.5 -- —  — —i——
phase-shift analysis of the measured spectral reflec- . . — —  —

tance R(w) for unpolarized radiation at near-normal in- 
-- — —   — ~~ —  - -

cidence. In the case of the single crystal this techn ique
eliminates birefringe nce complications that are not per- —   

~~.  
_

.&

_ . ‘Itinent to the problem at hand. O.C -- —  —.“ —~ . -

We employed an initially unpolar ized beam but recog- . I
nize that the rad iatio n reaching the detector becomes par- 0.4~~.. ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ -

~~~ 2 
• 

04tia lly polarized during passage through the spectrograph. - 

\M~iE r’J~i~~~R ~~ j l)
Therefore in order to eliminate the effects of birefrin-
gence in the crystal we mapped the reflection spectrum FIG. 2. Difference of absorption indices tk(soiut ion) — k(w axer) i

(or a 0. 75M and a 1. 25M cup ric sulfate solution as a fu nctionfor several different orientations of the crystal in the of frequency in the inf r ared as extrapolated to the number
reflectometer . The composite of the resutts is shown density of CuSO4 5H~O units in crystalline cupric sulfate. The
in the upper panel of Fig. 1, which gives a plot of R(v ) solid curve refers to the I.25M solution; dashed curve to the
vs i.’ for the crystal. The dispersion features near 3200 0. 75M solution .

500 1. Opt. Soc. Am., Vol. 67, No. 4, April (977 Sethna el aL 500 
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TABLE I. Comparison of SO~ band at rcnnths in the Cu504 values of I k(v) dv for abso rption bands in solution are
5j~O crystal spectru m and in tho spectru m extrapolated from attributable in large part to difficulties in estimating the

ioiution. effects of the shift of the Lib rational band of H20 mole-
cules in the solvent with respect to the correspondingJ k( v) dv 
band in pure water; the uncertainties in J k(v) dv for the

Band Cry stal Extrapo lation bands In the crystal are associated in part with uncer-
V3 128 *9 cm t 132 ~1O cnf’ ta.inties in the K-K analysis as well as uncertainties in-

(114*9) volving absorption by the water of crystallization.
28 * 14 24 * 5 Despite the indicated large uncertainties involving cor-

(10*8) rections due to absorption by the water of crystalliza-
69 * 15 47 * 12 lion, we regard the rough agreement between the values

(30 * 10) of f k (v)  dv for bands in the crystal and the correspond-
22± 8 14*5 big values of f k (v) dz. ’ extrapolated from the solutions as

(13 * 8) sufficiently good to prompt further work on the general
subject. We believe that the use of more dilute solu-
lions along with the special K-K techniques that we eta-

CuSO4 . 5H,O units in the crystal; there are marked ployed In our study of sea water1 should reduced the un-
similarities between the plots In Fig. 2, which are a - certainties in the band intensities based on solution re-
measure of the absorption of the solute , and the plot suits . The use of crystals not containing water of crys-
given in the bottom panel of Fig. 1.. tauization should eliminate some of the uncertainties

in the estimation of band intensities.
The positive peaks near 3550, 3090, 1680, and 1600

cm ’ differ from correspondin g spectra obtained in our We should like to thank Professor Dana Johnson for
earlier studies of allcali-hal.ide solutions4; these peaks the crystal employed In the study and to eiq,ress our
may be due to }I~O molecules in quasistable association appreciation to Professor H. C. Moser and Professor
with Cu’ ions in the solutions. 5

~
6 We are making a fur- J. D. Petersen for helpful discussion of hydrates of the

ther study of this possibility in other solutions contain- cupric ion.
big cupric ions . The i’3, i.’1, and v4 bands of the S04
Ion appear as sharp peaks superposed on a generally de-
creasing background, which is associated with a shift -

of the li.brational water band to lower frequency in the Supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration .solution .4 The si~ band of S04 is incompletely resolved. 5 H . D. Downing, L. W. Pinkley . P . P. Setbna , and D.The gradual decrease of [k(solution) — k(water ) 1 for low Williams . “Optical constants of animoniu mn sulfate in the in-

frequencies is even greater in the plot for the 1. 25M frared , ” .1. Opt. Soc . Am. 67 , 186—190 (1977).
solution than for the 0. 75M solution. 2 G. Herzberg , Infrared and Ra,nan Spectra (Van Nostrand ,

New York , 1945). p. 167.On the basis of plots similar to the one in Fig. 2 we 3V. Seidl , 0. Knop. and M. Falk , “Infrare d Studies of Water
have obtained estimates of I k(v)  dv for the S04 bands in Crystalline Hydrates: Gypsum, CaSO4 - 21120,” Can. J.
and list the results in Table I, in which they are corn- Cheni . 47 , 1361—1388 (1969) .
pared with I k(v ) dv for the corresponding bands of the 4 P. Rhine , 0. Williams , G. M. Ha le , and M. H . Querry ,
CuSO4 ’ 5H50 single crystal. For each band in the crys— “ Infrared Optical Constants of Aqueous Solutions of Electro-
tat we list two values; the larger of these attributes all lytes: The Alkali Halides , ” J. Phys. Chern . 75 , 238—246

(1974). -

of the observed absorption to the S04 ion , while the 5L. E. Orgel , Transition-Metal Chemistry: Liga nd-F ietdsmaller value given in parenthesis attempts to eliminate Theory (Methuen and Company , London , 1960) . Chap . 4.absorption due to the water of crystallization as given by tT. J. Swift and R. 5. Conn ick , “NMR Rela xation of QL7 ,~ j~the dotted curve in the bottom panel of FIg. 1. The ac- Chem. Phys. 37, 307—320 (1962) .
tual value of f k(s.’)d s ’ for each band probably falls be- 7 L. W. Pinkley and D. Williams , “Optical properties of sea
tween the estimated limits . The uncertaintie s in the wate r in the infrared ,” J. Opt. Soc . Am . 66 , 554—558 (1976).
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We were rather surprised that the absorption bands associated

with water of crystallization in crystalline CuSO4•5P20 remained clearly

visible in the spectra of solutions of this salt. Subsequent studies

of the spectra of solutions of CuC12 and CuBr2 showed that similar bands

appear. We have attributed these bands to quasi—stable groups in the

solution that involve the attachment of water molecules to Cu~~ ions

by ligands of the type involved in the crystal. The groups can be re—

presented formally by the ions (Cu’4H2O)~~ or (Cu
.6H2O)

’
~~. An article

on the subject is currently in press in the Journal of Physical Chemistry.

Similar association by ligands are possibly to be expected in solutions

of salts of the other transition elements.
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ill. Other Publications

Although the major results of our project are given in the articles

included in the present report, we are including the following complete

list of our publications. Reprints of most of the publications listed

are still available on request.
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denotes a paper presented at a scientific meeting and published as an

abstract.
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APPENDIX

Although the majo r work done under the present contract was an ex-

perimental determination of the optical properties of water and of aqueous

solutions of electrolytes, theoretical work under different sponsorship

has been going on under the direction of Professor Basil Curnutte, who has

also served as senior research associate under this contract. In the likely

event that this theoretical work will prove of useful interest to readers

of this report , we are adding several of Professor Curnutte ’s contributions

as an appendix to the report .

In earlier work Professor Curnutte and one of his graduate students

had made a study of the influence of hydrogen bonding on the intramolecular

vibrations of H20. Two of the following journal articles by Bandekar and

Curnutte deal with the influence of hydrogen bonding on the intermolecular

or lattice vibrations of water. Also included is an article by Curnutte

and Williams , who interpret the observed spectrum of water in terms of

several theories of the water structure .
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A Local-Structure Model for Calculation of Lattice Vibrat ions
in Liquid Water ’

JAGDEESII BAND~~ ARZ AND BAsil. CmtNUTTE

Depo~f ~;ient of Physics , Kansas Stale University, .lfanhallan, Kansas 66506

The local-structure model of Bryan and Curnutt e , which treated a single molecule ~n a
rigid cage , has been extended to include a central water molecule and its four neares t neighbo rs
surrounded by a ri gid cage of next-nearest neighbo rs. The influence of the next-nearest
neighbors is accounted for by the average forces they exert on the five-molecule iocat-~tructure
group. ~Vith parameters based on water at 25°C , we give calculations of the spectra of li quid
H,O and D~O at 23°C and for ice!. The results of the calculations are compared with observed
spectra and with recent rnolecular .dynamics calculations.

rNTRODUCTION

The far-infrared spectrum of water vapor is that of an asymmetric rotator with
rotational lines extending from 800 cm ’ to 1 cm~ and is well understood. When water
vapor is condensed , th~ absorption spectrum of the liquid as given by a plot of the
Lambert absorption coethcient ~z(v) in this same region consists of a strong broad band
with little structtire having an absorption maximum at 685 cm ’, a weaker band with
a maximum at 193 cm~

t (1) ,  and an inflection in the a (v)-vs .P curves near 10 cm ’ (2).
From the isotopic frequency shifts observed in the spectra of D20 and H20, the absorp-
tion of liquid water in the region near 683 cm ’ has been attributed to the libra tional
motion of individual molecules in a liquid lattice and the absorp tion at 193 cirr’ has
been attributed to hindered translational motion. The Rarnan spectrum of water shows
a broad band in the range 300-.950 cm ’ which Walrafen (3, 4) has analyzed into three
librational bands with maxima at 450. 330, and 722 cm~ and weaker Raxnan scattering
in the frequency range below 300 cm ’ with maxima at 166 and about 60 cnr ’. The
resolution of the Raman librational band into three broad, nearly Gaussian bands is
supported by inelastic neutron scattering (5) and hyper-Ranian (6, 7) observations.

Considering the lack of spatial ordering as evidenced in X-ray scattering measure-
ments and the short lifetime of lattice structure in liquid water as inferred from dielec-
tric relaxation measurements, Bryan and Curnutte (8) proposed a simple model for
the calculation of the librational and hindered translational modes of the water lattice.
This model consisted of a sing le rigid water molecule, tetrahedral ly hydrogen bonded
to its four nearest neighbors in their average positions. The force constants for the
hydrogen bonds were taken from the Lippincott—Schroeder (9, 10) potential function,
VLS (R , r , Q), for a hydrogen bond. The Lipp incott—Schroeder potential function gives

Based on part of a dissertation submitted by J. Bandekar to the Kansas State University in partial
fulfi l lment of the requirements of the Doctor of Philosophy degree.

Present address : Department of Biop hysics , Indian Institute of Science , Bangalore—360012 , India .
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17() BAND L:L\R ~ND CURNUTTE

the bind ing energy of -t pair of h ydrogen-bond ed water molecules as a function of the
oxygen—ox Ygen dista nce R , the oxy gen—h y drog en distance r , bond bending ang le 0, and
parameters which characterize the dispersion forces between the ox gen atoms and lIle
covalent bonding between the oxygen and hydrogen atoms. In addition to these hydro-
gen bond forces it was necessary to include a term representing the forces resulting from
the interaction of the di pole moment of the central molecule with the electric field due
to the electric d i pole moments of its nei ghbors . The potential was adjusted once at an
0—0 distance of 2.85 A to fit the measured Raman scattering maxima of water at
25°C. The frequencies of major features in the spectrum of ice I were also reproduced
with the same potential when the 0—0 distances were set equal to 2.76 A with no other
changes.

The liquid was treated by assigning the distances to the nearest neighbors at random
in a Monte Carlo calculation and a frequency distribution histogram was obtained .
This calculation was successful in reproducing the vibrational and hindered transla-
tional frequencies for H20 at 23°C , H~0 at 75°C , and D20 at 25°C with appropriate
bandwidths and temperature shifts. However , in this analysis no frequency maximum
was obtained for any frequency lower than that  of the hindered translational band at
166 cm~~.

Frequencies observed below 166 cm ’ could be due to lattice modes involving more
than just one molecule since the dielectric relaxation time would permit correlated
motion of up to about ten molecules . The present calculation was undertaken to extend
the local structure model to include the motion of a central molecule in a nonri gid cage
of its nearest nei ghbors , surrounded by a rigid cage of next-nearest neighbors in order
to see what additional librational and translational frequencies would be obtained for
this more realistic local-structure unit.

The present calculations thus concentrate on the motion of the central molecule and
its four nearest nei ghbors as shown in Fig. 1. The internal vibrations are assumed to
take place independently of the intermolecular vibrations , so that the three internal
degrees of freedom will be neglected in this calculation. The five molecules, which con-
tribute to the kinetic energy of the local structure unit , have 30 degrees of translational
and rotational freedom in all. Since this five-molecule group is embedded in the average
fields of the next-nearest nei ghbors, all the 30 degrees of freedom contribute to nontriviai
solutions of the secular equation. In Fig. 1, complete tetrahedral hydrogen bonding is
shown between the molecules. \Ve note, however , that after the 0—0 distance reach es
a distance of 3.3 A, the hydrogen bond may be considered to have broken. At greater
distances the hydrogen-bond force becomes nearly zero. The structure shown in Fig. 1
illustrates the situation for the case in which all the hydrogen bonds are of the same
length ; this does not occur in the li quid and this fact was accounted for in the calcula-
tions. The molecules in Fig. 1 are shown aligned with respect to the central molecule
and the dipole moments of the nearest molecules are all parallel to that of the central
molecule. This type of ordering of the hydrogen atoms does not actuall y occur ; we show
later that the disorder of the dipoles has little effect on the observed spectrum.

COMPUTAT ION

A normal coordinate analysis was carried out by using a small-vibration treatment
similar to that of Bryan , except that the 30 external coordinates of five molecules are

~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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( () 5

4

Fic. 1. Local structure unit , used to define nomenclature used in this calculation. The molecules are
shown for the most svmmetrica i , ordered arrangement. In the calculations the sixteen 0—0 distances are
assigned values at random. The effect of the orientat ional orderin g is discussed in the text.

now explicitl y included in the analysis. The specific expressions for T and V in the case
of our local structure unit as shown by Fig. 1 were obtained. The expression for the
kinetic energy of the unit is (11)

27’ = E [M,~~ + ~~~~~ ± ~~~~~ + I 5J ~~J,

where R~1, R5,, and R~3 denote rotational displacements from equilibrium in radians
about the x, y, and z axes, respectively, of molecule j  and the quantity R, denotes a
translational displacement of molecule j  from its equilibrium position. The valence-
bond form of the potential energy expression in the harmonic approximation is

is S

2V ~ k8p 8 2 + gpo-~
2 + I ipr~ + E (~E) 4 (R1~,2 ± Rva2) ,

‘s_I

where the summation on $ is over 16 bonds and the summation on a is over five mole-
cules ; p, a’, r represent the stretching, in-plane bending, and out-of-p lane bending dis.
placements of hydrogen bonds from their positions of equilibrium and k, g, and h are
the corresponding force constants. The las t term is the interaction energy of the electric
dipole moment of a molecule with the local electri c field due to its nei ghbors (8). The
force constan t k associated with the stretching of the oxygen—oxygen distance and the

L ~ - ---~~ -- -- .“ ‘ - .
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FIG. 2. Observed spectra (50— 1000 cm~~) and results of this calculation. (a) Frequencies calculated
for the symmetrical local structure uni t with all 0—0 distances at 2.85 A are shown by arrows. (b) Results
of a 600-configu ration Monte Carlo calculation for water at 25°C. Cc) Raman scattering spect rum ‘~~, 4).
(d) Neutron inelastic scattering spectrum (5) .  The solid curve is for scattering ang le of ~ — 43 ’ at
T — 23°C, the dashed curve is for ~ 0° at 2’ 0°C. (e) Far-infrared spectrum (1).

hydrogen-bond bending constants g and h were obtained from the Lippincott-’Schroeder
potential function (9, 10). Expressions ~or these quan ti ties have been given in Ref. (8) .

It was assumed that the local electric field E is constant at the site of the central
molecule and at the sites of each of the nearest nei ghbors . The product p ’ E , where p is
the dipole moment of a water molecule in the liquid state , was assumed to depend only
on the distances to the nearest neighbors and hence varied according to the average
value of the reciprocal of the 0—0 distances cubed , where the average is taken over the
four hydrogen bonds of the molecule of interest. The possible change in this contribution
due to angle bending was neglected.

The potential-energy expression was transformed from valence bond coordinates
p, a-, and r , to Cartesian displacement coordinates R1 and rotational coordinates R, by
using the geometrical relationships between these sets of coordinates. The classical
Euler—Lagrange equations were then constructed for the local structure unit.

Calculations of the vibrational frequencies for the model were firs t made for a sym-
metric confi guration of H 0  molecules with all 0—0 distances set to 2.83 A. The values
of k, g, It, and pE were chosen so that the frequencies obtained agreed with the Raman
scattering maxima of water at 25°C given by \Valrafen (3 , 4) as shown in Fig. 2c. The
resulting force constants for R0 = 2.85 A and ro = 0.99 A were : k = 1.92 X 1O~ dyne

ibs
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TABLE I

Fr equ cr,c i~~. -m d S yiz~~et ry  coor dinar se b r  Water in the Sy~~ .tr ic

C u e  wi t h  C 2 Sy~~ etr y

IlimmUered Rotation .

Liquid Vater ‘It.”
R . 2 . 8 5 - A P. — 2 . 7 6A

— Frequency $ yem.t ry Sy~~ et ry Coord inat . Fr.qus ncy

(c’s”t ) (ca ’1)
8 ,0 0,0

450 319 A 2 0. 71(5 54+R 05 ) 561.

430 320 B
~ 

0 .1i(R 14—8 53) 363

450 318 A 2 R 1 561.

452 320 
~2 0.71(R 3

— R 52 ) 563

452 319 A 2 0.7l(R 23+R
~ z) 561.

553 397 A~ 0. 7 1(R 4 —It ,,3 ) 651.

~~ ~~~ ~2 0.69(R
~4+R

~ s ).+0.i0(R .,~
+R

~ 2) 651

554 397 A 2 0
~

h1
~~ x3 ft x2 ) 653

334 398 0.16(R
~4+R

~ s )+o .69(R
~ a+R

~2) 651. -

~~~~ ~~~ ~2 653

722 538 B~, 0 .69(R
74+R~ 5 )+ 0.16(R ~ 3+R~ 2) 810

722 ~~9 Ryl 811.

722 538 A2 0 . 7 1 ( R 5 —R 4 ) 810

723 539 B~ “0~16(R
y4

+R
y3

)+O~S9( R
y 3

+R
y2

) 811

723 538 A 0 . 7 i ( R  — R ) 8101 72 y3

cm~, g/ roRo = G = 2.40 X 10~ dyne cnr’, h/r oRo = H = 2 .375  X 10~ dyne cm~~, and
p E = 0.119 X 10” erg.
The algebraic expressions for k, g, and /s obtained from the Lippincott—Schroeder

potential function (8) were then scaled by a simple constant multiplication to yield
these values of k, g, and h for R = 2.83 A. At all other 0—0 distances the force constants
were obtained from the potential function without further changes. The resulting fre-
quencies for the symmetrical confi guration are given in the first columns of Tables I and
II. The normal coordinates for these symmetrical modes and their symmetry classes
under C2, symmetry are shown in the center two columns of Tables I and II.

The resulting frequencies in cm~ when the calculations were extended without change
of parameters to liquid D 0  are shown in the second columns of Tables I and II and are
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TABL E LI

Frequ escies and Synmatry Coord inates tor Water in the

Sycaetr ic Case wit h  C 2~ Syi~~.cr v

Hindered Translat ion.

Liquid Wat er “Ic e ”
R — 2.85A R — 2.76A

Frequency Synnetry Sycactry Coordinate Frequency

(c’s
”1) (ca”1)

820 D
~
0

71 68 82 0. 72y 1—0. 41(x 4+x 5)+0.27(z 4—z 5) 96

77 74 81 0 .72x 1+0. 41(y 3 +y 2 )+ 0 .2 7 ( z 3 — z 2 ) 104

75 72 A
1 

O . 2 7 ( x 5—x 4)+0 .27 (v
3—y 2)+0 .32 (g 4+z 5)+O.71z 1 101

164 157 8
~ 

0 . l i(x 2+~ 3) 227

164 157 A2 0. 71 (x 2—x 3) 227

160 152 A 2 0 . l l (y 3 —y 4) 222

163 155 8
~ 

0 . ? l ( y 5+y 4 ) 225

164 157 A
1 0 .59(x 5 —x 4 ) + O . 3 9 (v 2 — y 3 ) 22 7

162 154 
~2 0 .39 ( x 4+x 5

) — O . 5 9 ( z 5 — z 4 ) 224

165 ~57 
~~ 

0.S(z
2~

.z
3
— e 5—Z 4) 228

165 137 B
~ 

O.39(y
3+y

2
)—O .SB(z

3
--2

2) 228

163 137 A
2 —0.20(x

5
—x 4

)+O.43 (y
2
—v

3)+0,37(z4+ 228

217 206 5
~ 

0.43 (x 4+x5
)+O.69y

1—0.28(z4— z 5) 303

219 208 8~ 0.71x 1—0 .42 (y 3
+y

2
)—0.27(z

3 ”z2) 303

219 207 A
1 0.27(x

5
—x 4

)—O .27(y
2—y 3

)+0.32(z4+z5
)— 301.

0.71z1

in good agreement wi th the maxima in the observed spectra for liquid D20. The cal-
culations were also extended with no changes in parameters to H20 ice by calculating
the frequencies for the symmetrical case corresponding to an 0—0 distance of 2.76 A
and using the corresponding force constants. The values obtained , as given in the last
columns of Tables I and II compare very favorably with the values obtained experi-
mentally (12) except for the lowest two observed frequencies at 43 and 63 cm ’ for which
no corresponding frequencies are obtained with this model.
The dielectric relaxation time for ice I and 0°C is about 2 X 10~ sec (13), a time

during which motions of a large number of neighbors might be expected to correlate
with those of a given molecule; thus , correlations of order higher than the ones in-
corporated in our model mi ght give rise to the bands of ice at 45 and 63 cm~~. The sym-
me trica l confi gurations with 0—0 distance of 2.76 A of our local structure unit represent
the unit cells for ice as used in solid-state physics except that we have introduced
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boundary conditions at the edges of the unit cells, so that the molecules there are
assumed to be stationary.
An approximate distribution function for the 0—0 distance of the hydrogen bond in

liquid water was obtained from the experimental data of Narten at al. (.14) in the manner
discussed in Ref. (8). This approximate distribution function was used as the basis for
a Monte Carlo calculation. The Monte Carlo technique consisted in picking the con-
figuration of the local structure unit at random by assigning lengths at random to the
16 hydrogen bonds in the model and calculating the corresponding frequencies. The
random lengths were chosen by using random numbers generated by means of an IBM
subroutine, RAND U (15). Each two-digit number represents a particular interval out
of 100 equal intervals in the 0—0 distance distribution. The height of the distribution
function at each interval represents the probabi lity that an 0—H—0 bond has the cor-
responding 0—0 length at equilibrium. If we assume that the hydrogen bond lengths
are all independent , the product of the 16 heights represents the probabili ty of finding
that particular configuration. From the randomly selected 0—0 distances, the appropri-
ate stretching and bending constants were assigned for each bond by using the Lippin-
cott—Schroeder potential function as originally scaled; the potential-energy matrix was
then normalized with respect to the kinetic-energy matrix and was then diagonalized.
For each confi guration a set of 30 frequencies was obtained along with the corresponding
probability of the configuration.
The histogram shown in Fig. 2b is the result of calculations of 600 randomly chosen

configurations. Until calculations for about 250 confi gurations were obtained , the trend
of the shape of the curve was uncertain. When the number of conñgurations was in-
creased to 330, there was a definite trend which remained unchanged as the number of
configurations in the calculations was increased to 600. The band at 73 cnr’ is a well-
defined peak as are the three librational bands. The band at 220 cm~ is well peaked but
is broadened considerably to the high-frequency side. The 163 cnr~ maximum is rather
broad ; this is so because it has the highest, ninefold, degeneracy for the symmetrical
configuration.

It must be noted that the histogram gives just the probability of the occurrence of a
frequency without regard to any selection rules peculiar to the technique of study. The
intensity of the observed infrared or Raman band is related to the density of states
modified by the absorption or scattering probability of the fundamentals and overtone
and combination bands. Since the infrared absorption probability expression is pro-
portional to 12 and to v, the observed infrared absorption is enhanced toward high
frequencies. The Raman scattering intensity is proportional to (oa/äQ)2 and to 1/s.,
where a is the polarizability tensor and Q is a normal coordinate. Thus, the Raman
scattering curve is expected to be enhanced toward the low-frequency end of the spec-
trum. The neutron-scattering cross section depends on the momentum transfer, so that
the curve does not give a pure density of states. In view of the above selection rules and
limitations, only the peak positions and bandwidths should be compared with experi.
mental data.

The calculations reported here are for only one ordered orientation of the molecular
dipoles of the molecules. From a calculation of the largest and smallest values available
to the p ’E term , one can estimate that inclusion of the disordering of the molecular
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dipoles would on ly give rise to an additional breadth of the libr ation al bands of about
50 cirr’.

COMPARISON ~VITH MOLECULAR-DYNAMICS STUDIES

It is instructive to compare the results of these local structure calculations with the
results of the molecular dynamics calculation of Rahman and Stillinger (16).

The potential used in the Rahman and Stillinger calculations gives equilibrium posi-
tions at tetrahedral angles and at 0—0 distances of 2.76 A and was not adjusted to fit
any observed spectral data so that the comparison should be made for qualitative fea-
tures and not for precise frequencies. The best comparison is between the histogram of
Fig. 2b , which gives probability of occurrence of a vibrational frequency in the local
structure unit , and the Fourier transforms of various autocorrelation functions of Ref.
(16). The total angular momentum autocorrelation function yields a Fourier transform
(16 , Fig. 29) which shows three well-defined maxima at 424, 636, and 850 cm ’ which
can be compared to the three librational maxima at 425, 525, and 710 cm t of Fig. 2b.
It is interesting that the 217-molecule unit of the molecular-dynamics study shows only
three broad maxima as do our local structure calculations.

Comparison of the Fourier transforms of the proton total velocity autocorrelation
function (16 , Fig. 32), which has maxima at 33, 212, and 423 cni ’, inflections at 636,
830 cm~ and is nonzero in the range 1000—1300 cnr”, with Fig, 2b , which has maxima
at 70, 100—170, 200 , 423 , 523, and 710 cm~~, shows considerable similarity ; however , the
molecular-dynamics calculation shows no maxima in the 100— 170 cm 1 region and the
local structure model -no vibrations above 1000 cni ’.

The occurrence of vibrations in the region 1000—1300 cm~ in the molecular-dynamics
calculations and their absence in the local structure model can be due to the fact that
the local-structure calculations are for fundamental modes only, while overtone and
combination frequencies involving translational and librational motion should be
expected in the molecular-dynamics calculation. The fundamental translational modes
in the region 100—170 cm ’ in the local-structure calculation appear to correspond to the
212 cm~ peak in the molecular-dynamics calculation. The 200 cm ’ peak in the local-
structure calculation appears to have no counterpart in the molecular dynamics unless
it is masked by the librational band.

DISCUSSION

One of the objectives in model calculations for any ph ysical system is to identif y those
features of the system which make important contributions to the observed phenomena
and those features which are not essential for understanding the phenomena under con-
sideration. From such model calculations one can discover what features of the phy sica l
system can be studied by a given techni que. It is also clear that a model which contains
only those details necessary to understand one kind of observation, such as spectral
measurements, may well not be sufficientl y detailed to provide an understanding of
observations obtained with quite different techniques , such as thermal measurements. A
complete model would ideall y conta in all the details necessary to explain all possible
observations but should , upon suppression of details not important to a particular kind
of observation , agree with more restricted models which are good representations of the
system for that kind of observation.
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The local-structure model qualitatively shows the same essential features as does the
molecular-dynamics study, which includes many more molecules , for the vibrational
spectrum of liquid water in the 50—1000 cm ’ region. Thus the features of this local-
structure model appear to be sufficient to explain the gross appearance of spectral char-
acteristics in the librational and hindered-translational frequency region , such as the
number of maxima , their widths and positions; consequently, these spectral features
will only yield information concernin g local reg ions of the liquid. For more detailed
comparison of model calculations with measured spectra, additional factors such as the
effect of the hydrogen bond lattice distortions on the dipole moments and polarizability
of the lattice and molecules would need to be included in the calculations. With our
present local-structure model, the frequencies of the lowest lattice modes are comparable
to the frequency of dielectric relaxation and the widths of the lowest calculated bands
are comparable with the band frequencies; thus it seems unlikely that an extension of
the size of the local-structure unit would yield additional physically meaningful vibra-
tional frequencies.
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NOTES

Incomplete Hydrogen Bonding and the Srructure of Liquid Water

Previous calculations (1, 2) of the internal vibrati on of a water molecule in the liquid have been
successful in predicting the bond shift  and width as a f u t t ~t ion of temperature , t hey were not , however ,
able to account , for shoulders on the hig h frequency side of the stretching bands. Further , a recent paper
by Rahman and Si.ill ingcr (3) reported a molecular dynamics calculation of the  frequency spectrum.
These calculat ions give a surprisingly large number of hy drogens in such posit ions that the hy drogen-
bond network could not be comp leted. The failure of our previous attempts to exp lain the presence of t he
high frequency shoulders in the OH and OD stretching bands and the incomp lete hydrogen-bonding
indicated in Rahman and Sti llinge r ’s work (J~ persuaded us to at tempt to include additional “broken
hydrogen bonds in our continuum calculations. Thus , present work is a sli ght modification of the con-
tinuum viewpoint .

The normal coordinate analysis treatment used in this work is similar to our previous treatment (2) .
Except for a modification of the distribution of 0-0 distances itt the liquid, the 0—0 distributions for
temperatures of interest acre constructed from the x-ray pair correlation functions of Narten el ul. (4)
as descr ibed in Ref. (2) . These distributions were then used for Monte Carlo calculations.

The frequency distribution was obtained as fo llows: as was done previously (2 , 4( , t he range of 0—0
distance for a given temperature was divided into one hundred equal parts and a random number sampl.
ing technique was adopted. rt was assumed, rat her arbitraril y, that after t he 0—0 distance reaches 3.3 A,
the hydrogen bond involved “breaks up.” This is a distance after which the H-bond force constant re-
mains almost unchanged irrespective of changes iii the 0—0 distance (3, 6). One of the hydrogen bond-
lengths was kept at 3.5 A and the other one was assigned a length at random. This is equivalent to a
random configurat ion except for one “dangling” bond. The corresponding values of k5, r , and R were
determined from the Lippincott—Schroeder potential function. The random lengths were chosen by
selecting two-digit random numbers generated with the help of a computer. The free bond corresponded
to t he digit 100. Each two digit number represents a particu lar 0—0 distance.

For each configuration the appropriate values of the force constants were substituted into th~ po-
tential energy funct ion and the secular equation was solved for the normal frequencies. A histogram of
the probability of the normal frequency was constructed using the resulting normal frequencies and the
relative probability of the corresponding contigurat iori. This histogram was constructed over 15 cm ’
intervals. The calculations were repeated 500 times and with the assumptions regarding the height of
the pair correlation functions and the independence of the hydrogen bond-lengths as spelled out in Ref.
(2) , the resulting histograms are assumed to represent the intensity distribution over each of the funda-
mental frequency regions.

In the intramolecular case, where we treated HDO, we had the choice of breaking either the OH or
OD bond. We did both so that we could get frequencies for a free 011 and a free OD in HDO. The bands
corresponding to the “free” bonds were quite narrow. In order to get more direct comparison with -

experimental results , t he distribution was smoothed over 75 cnr’ intervals, a value w hich corresponds
to t he interruption broadening width expected for systems with relaxation time of the order of 10—12

sec. The results are summarized itt Table [.
Table I shows t hat the Monte Carlo calculations of a comp letely H-bonded system can reproth tcc

peak pos itions of the main h ands only and cannot exp laiii the presence of shoulders . However , if we
assume t h at I here c\iat _ dii ultaneouslv ~ontc ‘‘I trolten ’’ hvtl rogens and some mt~ l~tcly on’ le,l den—
te ri ulns iii the ase ‘1 II l)( ), we ‘~ t i i  ‘~ee that most of the h,antls listed in T:tltle I can be acco uut&c ,l for.
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This same procedure, when repeated for the intermolecular vibrations using Bryan ’s (7) model, by
keeping one of the atoms, eit her H or D, free and assigning the other three 0. . .0 lengths at random,
yields results given in Table II. Table II shows that v~ increases w hile v~ and vs decrease slightly when a
hydrogen bond to the h~drogen atom is “broken,” hut 1(1, v~, and vg all decrease appreciably irs this
process. W hen we “break” the hydrogen bond to an oxygen atom, v1 and 93 decrease w hile t’~ increases
appreciably ;  v1, v~, and v~ essent ially remain unaltered in this process. Thus, breaking a hydrogen bond
to the hydrogen atom of a water molecule will cause a shift in the librational frequencies and leave the
translational band relativel y unchanged while breaking the hydrogen bond to the oxygen atom will
cause the translational hand to be lowered and will leave the libra~ions unaffected . The decrease “i the
v~ frequency from 373 cm t to 430 cm~ w hen the hydrogen bond to a hydrogen atom is broken might
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w~hl .iu-~i tutu t (or t h e  iii tensi ty iii t liii. re’4100 tI t lie il ira t ~tu~ il I Still I ~ild~li curresi sou ls Ii) t lie i’4

which is infrared inactive in the symmetrical couoi ~gurat ions .

These calcu lat ions seem to indicate the need for a model which is a blend of the mixture awl the
Cont inuum nuidels; the h,reudtli of the bands cautnOt lie accounted for by the broken-hydroge n bu.uid~
alone while the ~tr~’scitci~ of t he bands at 2~ 40 and 362~ cnu ’ with iil)l)rOl2riate temperature de1,eitdeuti C
cannot be readily col)lanted by the continuum model. A physica lly meaninglul way of assigning wei ghts

to the spect ral contrih,utiuuti of the “broken’’ and “unbroken’ hyu lrogen’bonds which is consistent with
the 0—0 Pair correlation function will be necessary befo re one can discuss the intensity distrihiutions in
t he stretching bands. We feel these results indicate a weakness in the ansat, we have previously used I,
get the nearest neighbor distribution function frono the x-ray patr correlation f~nctioas. There is at

present no way to distinguish the hydrogen positions in the 0—0 ~~~ 
correlation func tions. If the hv llrt l-

gen atom is far enough out of line with the oxYgen atoms , then the bond is so distorted as to be “hj r,,Lcus ”
and should be treated accord ingly. .-‘.t this point one can only say that the positions and breadths of the
major bands can be exp lained with appropriate temperature dependence on the basis of the viewpoint
invoked in these calculations.
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U I  IN FR ARED METHODS

111.1. THE F AR-INFRARED SPECTRUt 4 OF WATER

Basil Curnutte and Dudley Williams
Ph ysic s Departmen t , Kansas State University

Manha t tan , Kansas 66506 , U.S.A .

ABSTRACT

Studies of the far—infrared spectrum of water provide information concerning the

motions of hydrogen—bonded water molecules in the lattice structure of the liquid . A

plo t of the Lambert absorption coeffici ent as a function of frequency has one maximum

at 680 cm ’1 associated with a broad absorption band attributed to hindered rotations

or lj bracions of 11120 molecules in the lattice a~d a second maximum near 200 cm 1

associated wi th a narrower band attributed to hindered translations of M 20 molecules

in the lattice ; an inflection near 2 cm ’1 in the plot of the Lambert coeff icient  is

attri buted to absorption assoc iated with D.bys relaxation phenomena . In the present

paper we present the values of the indices of refractio n and absorption based on

recent experimental work and attempt to interpret t he results in terms of two recen t

theories of the structure of water.
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208 The Far— Infr ared Spectrum of Water

The infrared spectrum of the water  vapor molecul e in its ground electroni c state

is fairly well understood. In the far—infrar ed the absorption spectrum is that

of an asymmetric rotor and is characterized by irregularly spaced pure rotational

lines in the entire spectral range between 800 cm~~ and the microwave region. The

vibration—rotation spectru m is charac terized by fundamentals and 0
3 

centered

a t 3651 cm~~ and 3756 c~~ , respectively , in the spectral region where molecules

containing OH groups have strong absorption bands . The third fund amental w~ , associ-

ated with the bending motion of the molecule , appears at 1595 cm~~ . Overtone and

combination bands are lass intense and appear at higher frequencies. In addition

to rotational and vibrational energies , the water vapor molecule has translationa l

energy ; at atmospheric press ure and below no observable absorption ia associated

with cha nges in translational energy .

rI:.i. ’~. THE OBSERVED SPECTRUH

Liquid water La strongly absorbing throug hout most of the infrared; the Laribert

absor ption coefficient a (v) in the 3400 cm’
~~r.gion is nearly l0~ times a(v) in the

center of the visible region , where water is most transparent. Because of the

strong spectral absorption of water in the infrared , i t is difficult to obtain

quant itative values of absorption by simple transmission measurements ; special tech-

niques must usually be employed (1—6). The general appearance of the water spectrum

in the infrare d is illustrated by Fig. 1, which gives th e spectral transmittance

T(v) exp (— a(v)xl as computed for a layer of thickness x — l0~m on the basis

of Lambert coefficients obtained from a combination of transmission and reflection

measurements . A layer of this thickness is essentially opaque in the 3400

re gion; the upper curv e in the 3400 cm 4 region gives the spectral transmittance of

a water layer with a thickness of l .l2Sum , much smaller than the wavelength of the

radiation in this spectral region . In preparing the curves in Fig. 1 and in most

of the subsequent figures , we have used values of 0(0) based on our own measurements

(6) in the 5000-100 cm~
’range , on those of Davies et al.(7) in the 100—20 cm4

range , and on those listed by Ray (8) for the 20—1 cm4 range.

Because of its proximity to the corresponding bands of water vapor , the stro ng

absorption in the 3400 cia4 region is attrib uted primarily to the 0
1 

and 0
3 

fonda—

mentals of the hydrogen—bonded 11
2
0 molecule but also includes some contribution

from the overtone 202; the general contours of this composite band are strongly

influenced by temperature changes (9). Similarly , the sharp absorption band near

1650 cm 1 
is a ttributed to the fundamental 0

2
; the v 2 band shows li ttle change with

temperature. In addition to the fundamental bands there are two weaker associational
bands in the near infrared portIon of the spectrum shown in Fig. 1; these associational

bands near 2120 and 4000 cm 1 
are attrib uted to combination s of far—infrared bands

with fundamentals and have no counterpar ts in the water vapor spectrum .

The far—infrared re gion of the liquid—water spectrum shown in Fig. 1 is dominated

by two msjor bands . The first of these is an extremely broad , int ense band with

ilz
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minimum transmittance near 680 cm4; this band shifts to 505 cm4 in the spectrum
of liquid D

~
O (10) . Beca use of this large isotopic shift , this broad band has been

attrib uted to the hindered—rotation or libracional motion of the H
20 molecule in

the field of its neighbors. The second far—infrared band is much narrower and appears

as a shoulder near 200 cm4 on the strong librational band ; in D20 the shoulder

band shifts only slightly to lower frequencies (10) . This small isotop ic shif t

is consis tent with an interpretation of the weaker band in terms of the hindered

translational motion of the entire 11
2
0 molecule in the field of its neighbors.

TM:_

_ 

_ _

4000 3000 2000 1000 0
WAVENUMBER Cv) cm~

Fig. 1 The spectral transmission of a thin layer of liquid water in the infrared

at 25 C.

More de tailed information regarding the absorption of water in the far—infrared

is presented in Fig. 2, in which we give a plot of the Lambert absorption coefficient

as a function of frequency. Absorption in most of this region is associated with

the strong librationa l band with a maximum near 680 cn~~ ; the general con tours of

this broad bend indicate that it is not a simple band but consists of several over-

lapping unresolved components . As noted earlier , the librational band has its maximum

at 505 cm 1 in D
20; it also has a aomewhat smaller half width in D

2
O. In an attempt

to locate the position of the hindered—translation band , Draegert et al. (lO) have

arrived at the value of 170 cm4 by at tempting to construct a contour of the over-

lapping librational band ; their corresponding value for the hindered—translational

bend in D
20 is 165 cm 1.

The libra tional band shifts to lower frequencies and becomes broader with increas-

ing temperature (9,10,11); the peak value of 5(0) shows little change with temperature.

In ics s1ig~otly below the melting point the peak of the librational band appears

a t 830 cm4 and is narrower than the corresponding band in water (11) ; Zimmerman

and Pia.ntej (12) have located the hindered—translational band at 225 cm4 in the
spectrum of ice . In a study of ic, at liquid— nitrogen temperatures Bertis , Labbe

and Whalley (1.3) have shown that the libra tion and hindered—translation bands have

several components .

The value of a(v) is not small anywhere in the entire range between the 0
2

_ _  -—
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fundamental and the librational baud ; as indicated in Fig. 2, the value of a(o )
at 1200 cm4 is nearly 20 percent of that of a(v) at the li b racional peak . Absorp tion

of water in this interband region varies with temperature (9) .  The value of 0(0)

decreases rapidly with decreasing frequency for fr equencies lower than that of

the hindered—translation band ; there are no indications of additional absorption

peaks. Our own studies (6 ,10) and the recent study of Zafar et al. (l4) in the

submillimeter range hav e given no evidence of an observable infrared peak near

60 cm 1, where Raman (15) and inelastic neutron—scattering studies (16) have revealed
a maximum. There is an inflection in the curve in Fi g. 2 in the region between

10 cm4 and 1 cm4; this is associa ted with the so—called Deb ye absorption associated

with a low—fre quency relaxation process (8).

T/~~~~r j ,
1000 800 600 400 200 0

WAVENUMBER Cv ) cn11
Fig. 2 The Lambert absorption coefficien ~i(’) as a function of frequency in the

intermedia te and far infrared at 25,C.
Alth ough infrared spectrosc opiats usually content themselves with a

plot of a (v) — vs — v , a complete description of the optical properties

of a medium like water actually requires a knowledge of its complex refractive

index. The imaginary part of the refractive index k(v) — A ~(v)/4m — a ( v ) / 4 m w

gives a measure of absorption per wavelength; thus , even though 5(0) becomes small

in the far—i nfrared , k (u) can remain large. By combining the results of measurements

of reflect ion and absorption , the real part n (v) of the refractive index can be

determined . In the remote infrsre d , known as the submillirneter region , both k(v)

and n (w) for wat er become large and join smoothly with values of these quantities

based on dielectric—constant measureme nts in the microwave

and radio frequency regions (8 ,14). Although for many purpose s tt is more -:cnvenie nt

to give values of optical constants as a function of frequency or wavelen gth ~n

a log—log plot , we find it desirable for present purposes to give a linear plot

If... - j j 7  ~~~_ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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of these quantit ies in the far infrared .

____________________________

::::
1000 - -

— 

I I I I
600 400 200 cm-1

V

ao-
K( V)

600 400 200 cm
V

5 -  -

4- -

nc’)

600 400 200 cm-I

Fig. 3 The Lambert absorption coeff icient a (v ) , the imaginary part k(v )  of the

refract ive index , and the real part n(v) of the refractive index In the

far -  infrared for liquid water at 25 C.
In Fig. 3 we g i v e  p lots of ~,(v) ,  k( - ), and n(v) as functions of frequency in

the reg~ an between 800 cm 1 and 1 cm4 . Th, maximum value of k(v) for the broad
librationa l band sppear s at 570 cm~~ , and the corresponding maximum for the narrow

fl8
--,~.-~~~-,--~~~-~---- - - —--.~~~~~ 
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hindered translation bond is at 170 cm 1 ; the peak value of k(~ ) f o r  the h indered—

translation band is nearly 50 percent larger than the peak value of k(v) for the
librati on band (6). At frequencies below 170 cm

4, k(v) remains large and reaches

a peak in the vicinity of 1 cm4; this peak is associated with Debye rel .axation

phenomena (8) . The curve for n(v) exhibi ts dispersion features in the vicinities

of the libration and hindered—translation bands (6) and xtrapolates to a value

of approximately 9 at very low frequencies (8) .
Altho ugh the librat ion and hindered—translation bands are strong in ice (11),

values of k(v ) for ice in the region 100 — 1 cm4 are only lO_2 to l0~~ times the
corresponding values for water (8) . A detailed knowledge of k(v) and n(v) in the
submillimeter region may therefore be extremely important to an understanding of
the differ ences of the properties of water and ice on a molecular scale.

I IT . I . 2 .THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE SPECTRUM

Liquid water consists of a hydrogen—bonded network of H
2
0 molecule units that

remain hydro gen bonded to the same neighbors ifl the local lattice for appreciable

times compared with librational periods . Any calculation of the spectroscopic pro per—

ties of water involves not only the difficulties of tne calculation for a disordered

crystal lattice bur a lso the additional difficulties imposed by a constantly changing

lattice structure. The presence of strong bands with frequencies close to thos e

of the water—vapor fundamentals indicates that ~ndividua1 1120 molecules making up

the water structure maintain their identities for times that are long compared with

their fundamental periods of vibration. All absorption at lower frequencies must
be associat ed with lattice vibrations of a system containing these cuita bound together

in various vays .

We shall attempt to interpret the observ ed far—infrared spectrum in terns of

two quite different theories. The f irst of these , develo ped by Curnutte and his

students (17,18), attempts to interpret the spectrum by means of a model involving

para meters fItted to the observed major spectral features of water at 25~C; the

theory is then tested by applying it without changes ifl parameters to water at other

temperatures and to ice. The second theory, develo ped by Rahman and Stillinger

(19) , involves a molecular—dynamics study of a set of rigid 11
2
0 molecu lar models

subject to interaction potentials consistent with measured macroscopic thermodynamic

properties of water. By a computer study of the motions of a set of these 11
2
0 units ,

th ese authors were able to obtain auto—correlation functions of various physical

quantities and to interpret these functions in terms of lattice frequencies; since

infrared absorption involves a change of the electric dipole moment at the absorber ,

all chara cterist ic lattice motions do not necessari ly produce features in the far—

infrared spectrum. Fortunately , the two quite different theories to be discussed

do not lead to basically conflicting concluaio ns .

_
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A. TIlE LOC,~I. LATTIcE ~‘O’M~T. rPEo rry

In their initial study Bryan and Curnutte (17) considered a aingle H
~

O molecu l e

held in position in a rigid tetrahedral cage of neighboring molecules by forces

given b y the t .ippincocr— Schroeder potential, which had been developed (20 .21) to

describe intermolecular hydrogen bonding, and by an electrostat ic interaction between

the 1120 molecule ’ s dipole moment and the electric intensity at the site of the molecule.

Such a hydrogen—bonded molecule has three fundamental libra tional modes and three

fundamental hindered—translational modes of oscillation in addition to its internal

vibrationa l modes. Starting with the most probab le 0—0 distance as determined by

x—r ay studies (22) and with the peak librational and hindered—translational frequencies

listed by Walrafen (15) , Bry an and Curnut te adopted four empirical parameters needed

to give their tetrahedrally hydrogen—bonded molecule the observed peak frequencies .

After selection of the parameters they then used Monte Carlo calculations to determine

the spectral effects produced by the distribution of 0—0 distances as detefltined

by x—ray diffraction; they found that varietion of the distance be tween the oxygen

atom of the central molecule and the oxygen atoms in the rigid cage over the observed

range established in x—ray st udies resulted in a broadening of each of the librational

bands by approximately 220 cm 1 and each of the hindered—translational bands by

approximately 120 cm4. In view of the relaxation tim e t lO
_ 12 

seconds g iv en

by dielectric—constant studies (23), the lifet ime of a molecular cage is limited ,

and this leads to a superpose d uncertainty broadening dv 1/cr of the order of
— l

35 cm

A plot of the results of the Monte Carlo ca lculations gave a frequency spectrum

that compared favorably in certain respects with the profiles of the observed Raman
and infrared spectra . However , the introduction of random 0—0 distances destroys
the original tetrahedral ay~ netry at the site of the central molecule so that little

can be said regarding definite selection rules or spectral intenSitIes . After  the
final selection of parameters for water at 25°C , the Bryan model was then employed

to produce spectra of water at other temperatures , the spectrum of liqui d 020 . and

the spectrum of ice with genera lly satisfactory results in the vicinity of the observed

librational and hindered—translational bands from 0-0 spacings given by x—ray studies .

The frequencies of the lattice modes given by the model for water at 2 5 C  are listed

in the first column of Table I; the frequencies listed represent peak values in

the spectrum of a single molecule connected by four tetrahedral hydrogen bonds to

neighbors in a rigid ca ge ; the 0—0 distances are randomly spaced over the range
establis hed by x—ray studies.

Not all 11
20 molec ules in liquid water have complete tetrahedral hydrogen bond-

ing; thus it becomes necessary to estimate the spectral effects of incomplete bond ing.

The effects of incomplete bonding calculated for a central 11
2
0 molecule in a rigid

cag e of neighbors on the basis of most probable 0—0 diatances are listed in the

second and third columns of Table I. The second column lists the frequencies to

be expec ted from a molecule with one hydrogen bond to its oxygen atom broken ; the

third column liars the fre quencies to be expected for a molecule with a single

‘120 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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unbonded h ydroge n. The additional e f fec ts  introduced by breaking a sing le hydro gen
bond include new hindered—translational modes at 130 cm4 and new librationa l modes

at 350 and 400 cm4 as indicated in the table. Incomplete intermolecular bonding

thus results in the general lowering of lattice frequencies .

TABLE I

Calculated Frequencies in the Lattice Spectrum of Water at 25.C

Single Molecule in a Rigid Cage Five—Molecule Unit in a Rigid

Tetr ahedral Bonding Free 0 Free H
(Tetrahedral Bonding)

Librational Frequencies (cm
4)

450 47 5 350 450 ,450 ,450 ,452 ,452

551 575 450 553 ,553 ,553 ,554 ,554

722 725 625 722 ,722 ,722 .723 ,723

Translationa l Frequencies (cm4)

165 100 200 77 ,217 ,164 ,164 ,164

165 175 125 71,219 ,160 ,163.165

166 100 125 75 ,219 ,162 ,165 ,165.

Recognizi ng that the assumption of a completely rigid cage of nearest neighbors

was somewhat unrealistic . Bandekar and Curnut te (18) extended the general method

to include a central molecule in a non—r j~g4d cage of nearest neighbors —— i.e.,
a hydrogen bonded five—molecule uni t —— connec ted by hydrogen bonds to a rigid cage

of next-nearest neighbors. A normal—coordinate anal ys is of the five—molecule unit

yielded a set of frequencies associated with its own fundamental vibrational modes

plus additional frequencies associated with hindered rotationa l and translationa l

motions of the entire five—molecule unit in the rigid cage of surrounding molecules .

With little change in the Bryan parameters . Bandekar obtained the sets of frequencies

listed in the f inal column of Table I. His treatment yielded a set of S frequencies

close to 450 cm4 that can be associated with the original 450 cm4 librat ional

frequency of the single 1120 molecule in the Bryan study; a set of 5 frequencies

near 555 cm4 associa ted with the original 551 cm
4 

libra tion ; and a set of 5 frequen-

cies near 720 cm4 associated with the original 722 cm 1 libra tion . In the 150—

175 cm4 frequency range of hindered translation for the single 8
20 unit in the

Bryan ,tudy, the Bandekar treatment gives 9 frequenc ies in the narrow range 160—

l6S cm4; in addition , there are 3 frequencies between 71 and 77 cm~~ th at are associ—

at ed with hindered translation of the entire five—molecule unit in its rigid cage;

f inal ly , there are 3 new freq uencies in the range 217—219 cm4 that can be classified

as out—of—ph ase trans latory motions of parts of the five—mo lecule unit within its
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rig id cage. Absorp tion bands centered at the listed frequencies are broadened by
amounts comparable with those listed for the earlier sing le—molecule model .

This general type of analysis could be extended to include a larger non—rigid

group of molecules consisting of the central H
20 molecule with itS neares t and next—

nearest neighbors inside a still larger rigid cage . However , even with the five—

molec u le model , the computed lowest frequencies are comparable with the frequency

of dielectric relaxation ; furthermore , the width s of the resulting absorption bends

are comparable with the band frequencies themselves . Thus , particularly in view

of th e amounts of computer time involved in taking account of random 0—0 spacings ,

the wisdom of extending calculations of this type is questionable.

In summary : The calculations based on this model, which was parameterized

to account for the major libration and hindered—translation bands observed in the

Raman spectrum of water at 25°C , also accounts satisfacto r ily for the variation

of these banda with temperature , for the corr esponding bands observ ed in ice , and

for the corr esponding bands appearing in the spectrum of liquid D
2
0. The calculations

fur ther predict absorption at frequencies lower than that of the observed hindered —

tr anslation peak and at frequencies in the region between the libration and hindered —

translation peaks ; infrared absorp tIon is indeed observed in these regions . In

order to account for the observed general absorption in the interband region between

the v2 fundamental and the libratior , bands , it would probably be necessary to invoke

overtones and combinations of the major lattice bands ; the possibility of difference

bands involvin g the v 2 fundamenta l and certain lattice modes might also be considered .

3. THE MOLZCIJLAR-DYNANICS STUDY OF RA1*~AN AND STILLINCER

Turning now to the molecular dynamics s tudy of Rahman and Stillinger (RS) ,  we

must first emphasize the basic difference between their treatment and the spectroscop ic

treatment of Cur nut te and his colleagues , who introduced certain parameters to account

for major spectral features previously observed; RS introduced no fitted parameters

to account for known spectral features in the far infrared or in the low—frequency

Rama n spectrum . Thus, in considering the res ults of their theory we should not

expec t quantitative reproduction of the observed spectrum but should look for qualita—

ti ve genera l agreement between predicted and obse rvs d spectral features . Closer

q~.-antit at ive agreement could probably be accomplished by the introduction of fitted

parameters.

The RS procedure involved a computer study o f the dynamical behavior of 216 rigid
820 mo lecular models having a numb.r density corresponding to that of water and

subject to a rather simple intermo lecular potential proposed by Ban—Maim and Still inger
(24) .  The tespural evolution of this system of rIgid molecular units was studied

by the exam ination ‘nd analysis of successive molecular arrangements generated by

the computer. By analysis of the.. computed molecular arrangements it was possible

to obtain auto—correlation functions for variou s properties of the system ; Fourier

transform s of t he auto—correlation function yield the prediction of the frequency

122
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apectrum associated with tLi~ properties involved. The Fourier transform p lots present

a quantity relateu to the square of the amplitude of oscillation per unit frequenc y
interval as a function of frequency; for want of a better term we shall refer to

the ordinates of these plots as spectral density. If electromagnetic radiation

were involv ed , the Fourier transform plot would represent what the electrical engineer

calls a power spectrum.

In an analysis of the diffusiv e motions of the molecular centers of mass , RS

have obtained a center—of— mass velocity auto—correlation function; the Fourier transform

gives a spectrum that can be compared in a general way with what we have called

the hindered—translation spec t rum. The plo t of spectral density is essentially

flat from ver y low frequencies to approximately 212 cm4; beyond 212 cm4 spectral

density decreases rapidly with increasing frequency. Superposed on the fla t portion

of th~ spectral curve is an additional fairly sharp peak at 50 cm4; the peak height

is 40 percent higher than that of the flat portion of the spectrum . The sharp peak

at 50 cm4 may wall be related to the peak observed near 60 cm4 in Raman (15) and

inelastic ne utron scattering studies (16). By itself the Fourier transform of the

center—of—mass velocity auto—correlation funct ion does nor predict the absorption

peak observed near 200 cia4.

A more favorable direct comparison with experimental results exists in the 1ibratLo~al

region , where there is experimental evidence of three bands . The spectrum obtained
from the angular—velocity correlation function s for angular velocity about th. three

principal axes of inertia of the monomer has well separated peak s in spectral dens it y

at 395 , 420 , and 847 tn4. The corresponding spectrum for total angular momentum

covers a broad spectral region extending from near zero to 1400 cm~
1 with ev idence

of component peaks at 424 , 636 . and 850 cm4. The really important results ~ ive n

by these spectra are that the spectral density involved In the rotat iona l motion

of the molecular units covers an extremely broad range of frequenc ies and that ta re e

separate peaks are predicted .

The RS result most directly related to the absorption spectrum La give n by a

plot of spectral density as a function of frequency that is based on the proton

total veloc ity auto—correlation function . This composite spectrum combines features

of the center—of—mass velocity spectrum with a spectrum obtained from the veloc ity

au to—correlation function for proton motion relative to the centers of mess of the

8
2
0 monomers. The plot of spectral density is dominated by a broad hand with a

max imum at 425 cm~~ and with inflection points at 636 , 850 , and 1110 cm 1 in the

high frequency wing , which exhibits appr eciable spectral density for frequenci e s

as high as 1300 cm 1
. A peak at 212 cm

4 appears as a low—frequency shoulder of

the main band ; a smaller additional sharp peak appears at 53 cm 1; and the spectral

density is non— zero at very low frequencies . Although the characteristic peak and

in flection frequencies are different from the frequencies observed experimentally,

the major portion of the broad band coincides with the broad librationa l band observed

in infrare d absorption; the low—frequency shoulder band at 212 cm4 corresponds

to the h indered—translation band appearing as a shoulder near 200 ctn
1 in the plot

t23
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of obs~’rveii i ( ~~~) — vs — given in Fig. 2. The peak at 53 cm4 may well correspond

to the 60 cm
1 

?clk observed b y Reman and neutron—scattering techniques .

I . 3 . DISCUSSION 0? RESULTS

The theoretical plots of Curnutte and his students , which were based initiall y

on Ramari results , and those of RS based on a more general study of the molecular

dynamics of rigid H20 units subj ect to a particular form of intermolecular potential

show relative spectra l density as a function of frequency . It is not necessaril y
true that all features in these plots will appear in the infrared absorption spectrum ,
since absorption occurs only when changes in dipole moment are produced by radiation

of the appropriate frequency . For example , rotational motion of an isolated H2O

molecule about its symmetry axis would not be infrared active since no dipole moment

changes occur in the course of the motion . However , such a rotational motIon of

a molecule surrounded by neighbors could become infrared active as a result of dipole

momenta induced , primarily as a result of changes in hydrogen bonding, in the polari—

table neighbo ring molecules . Any detailed theory of the absorption of infrared

radiation should take account of these and similar processes. Such processes are

not considered in detail in the formulation of the Curnut te theory and are pro-

hibited in the RS treatment b y the assumption of unpolari zable rigid molecules .

A related phenomenon known as translational absorption has been suggested by

Li tovit z (25) to account for a portion of the observed infrared absorption in the

extrem, infrared. This type of absorption , which was discovered by Welsh and his

collaborators (26), can occur when two colliding polerizable molecules produce a

collision pair with a resultant dipole moment capable of interactIng with incident

radiation; such a collision pair can absorb a quantum of radiant energy. When such

an absorption occurs , the members of the collision pair separate with greater transla-

tional energy than they had prior to collision; since the energy absorbed in this

non—periodic process goes immediately into translational energy, the process is

termed translational absorption . Typical translational absorption bands are broad

and nearl y structureless. Since translational absorption bands for colliding 
~2°

molecules in liquid waesr may occur in th. remote infrared , they could well account

in pert for  the almost continuous absorption observed in the 100—20 cm4 range by

Davies et al.(7) .

It is interesting to speculate on the nature o f the absorption processes involved

in the rapid rise of the k (v) curve in Fig. 3 at frequencies below 10 cm4. Little

detailed information on the subject is given by the RS curves because of the long

total observation times that would be required to give valid estimates of spectral

density at extr emely low freq uencies. The RS molecular-dynamics study does , however ,

provide some estimates of the logarithmic decay of librstional motion that occurs

with a time constant comparable with measured time constants for dielectric relaxation .

- FurXber detailed experimental and theoretical studies ii the millineter and sub—
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millimeter regions should prove to be of importance to an understanding of the liquid
str ucture.

As indicate d earlier , the RS spectrum has non—zero spectral density at frequencies

considerably h igher than those of the main librational . peaks . Infrared absorption

hem been observed (9) in the entire inte rbend region between the librational band

and the v
2 

fundamenta l. Since the observed absorption extends to frequencies higher

than those predicted by the RS plot , it seems likely that for the 1300 cm4 reg ion

the obser ved absorption may indeed result in part from a differenc e band involving

the fundamental and lattice modes . If the rigid H
2
0 units in the RS scheme could

be replaced with units capable of vibra t ion , this suggestion could be checked .

At the expense of greatly increased computation tim. other intermolecular potentials
migh t be used in the RS scheme to bring the predicted spectrum into closer quantitative

agreement with Reman and infrared observations .

The authors should like to express their thanks to the U. S. Office of Navel

Research and to the Kansas State Agricultural Experiment Station for support of

much of the research reported here .
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